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DUTY TRAVEL REPORT - VISIT TO THE WORLD BANK 

20 - 22 February 1979 

Meetings were held relative to the Cooperative Programme with 
Mr Rovani and Mr Kalbermatten on the one hand, and with CPS staff and 
Regional Division Chiefs on the other hand. 

Summary of discussions : 

1. In 1977 the "new directions" of the Cooperative Programme were elaborated 
covering the following : 

- diversification of output 
- regionalized programming 
- regionalization of staff 
- diversification of staff 

Progress has been made in respect of all four of these components. The 
present interest focuses on continuing efforts to regionalize programming 
and staff. 

2. I referred to the decentralized nature of WHO, ever since its inception , 
and the particular mission of Headquarters in the light of the new operational 
policies of the Organization. For instance , the Cooperative Programme was 
considered as technical cooperation and as part of the Organization ' s country 
level oriented activities , applying the principle that these receive inputs 
not only from field staff , but also staff at Regional Offices and at Headquarters , 
rationally deployed and allocated,in line with the policy that WHO is one 
Organization and that it uses resources available at all of its levels , considering 
needs of individual countries and individual regions. 

Principles arising out of recent resolutions of the World Health Assembly 
in respect of technical cooperation reinforced this policy . In regard to 
environmental health , substantial progress was made and the role the Cooperative 
Programme has played in this respect could not be over-emphasized . It was 
important to maintain this role and maintain the strategic use of Cooperative 
Prograrrune resources in respect of optimizing their effectiveness and their 
catalysing and multiplying effects. In this respect, the critical mass of global 
level based Cooperative Programme resources was to be maintained. 

3. The catalysing and multiplying effects of the Cooperative Programme were 
discussed with Regional Division Chiefs. These effects were intimately related 
to the use of the WHO field resources in extension of the Cooperative Programme ' s 
resources proper. There was considerable discussion on this aspect and it 
appeared that better communication is required in respect of this potential. 
It was also apparent that, within WHO, more efforts must be made to actually 
ensure these catalysing and multiplying effects. At Headquarters , this involved 
the Regional Cooperation Officers and Director, EHE , rather than Manager , ETS, 
though it is important that all Cooperative Programme staff are fully informed , 
subscribe to the principle, and promote these effects when on mission and when 
visiting Regional Offices. 
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4. With respe ct to progranuning and U$ ing Cooperative Progranrrne resources, the 
Bank's Regional Division Chiefs expres sed disappointment over the frequent non
availability of staff, delays and dif f iculties in communication. · Some of the 
Bank's regions have therefore made li t tle use of these resources. Obviously , 
there was no simple solution in the light of the small number of posts , and the 
specialization of individual staff, but it was important that both the Bank 
and WHO make efforts to reduce the number of sudden changes in agreed progranunes 
and be r easonable in their expectations if such sudden changes cannot be avoided. 
The allocation of individual staff or of a specified number of man-months to 
specific r egions was seen as an improvement , but practical consideration must 
not be overlooked, such as the specialization of staff and the need to maintain 
flexibility to cope with programme changes between regions . But I felt that 
the principle of allocating a specified number of man-months to individual 
regions could be agreed upon if the practical aspects and flexibility required 
were maintained. Based on such allocations, regions of the Bank and WHO regions 
would cooperate in implementing programmes and in adjusting agreed programmes to 
change. The Regional Cooperation Officers would have to take on an important 
role. 

5 . With respect to outposting additional staff, the following was discussed : 

(a) to proceed with locating one financial analyst to the African Region 
in the first instance . The Bank preferred to concentrate this resource 
on their West African Region , though WHO wanted to maintain SQme flexibility. 
The duty station would be Brazzaville if effective utilization was ensured. 
The proposed creation of a task force for the Water Supply and Sanitation 
Decade at AFRO was considered an important development in this respect. 
The Bank preferred to outpost a second financial analyst to the African Region , 
should this be possible , and it was important to anticipate this in 
recruiting additional financial analysts for the Cooperative Programme and 
fully discuss this possibility with the candidates being considered. 

lb) Outposting of a financial analyst to EURO was discussed . I felt that 
this may not be practical in the light of the limited number of countries 
involved, the frequent and drastic changes experienced in the recent years 
which would make the full utilization of a staff member questionable, and 
the much greater need in other regions . However, earmarking of, say, 
one man-year to EMENA should be considered . 

(c) Outposting of a second financial analyst to AMRO was proposed by the 
Bank. In AMRO , the Cooperative Programme was used extensively for planning 
and programming and, therefore , I felt the strengthening of it was desirable . 
The matter would be kept under review. As a next step , AMRO might create 
an additional post to match the financial analyst already outposted and 
make arrangements for matching any additional post stationed in the Regional 
Office . 

(d) As regards SEARO, there was general agreement that the outposting of 
Mr Heyland should be extended, however , it was important that an evaluation · 
of this work and of the methods of working be undertaken before the end 
of 1979 . 
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6. I provided briefing on the International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation 
Decade and the particular need for national planning , progranuning and the 
identification of projects. Some Regional Division Chiefs perceived the utilization 
of Cooperative Programme resources in a more limited sense and raised 
questions in respect of the Cooperative Programme usefulness or their purposes . 
This matter relates to the diversification of output discussed under item 7 below. 
I advocated the extension of the Cooperative Programme , i . e ., the increase of the 
number of Cooperative Programme posts in Regional Offices with the financial 
participation of WHO regions (some of which have already agreed to do so). On 
the other hand , the Bank's Regional Division Chiefs favoured the addition of 
staff to their own resources . This matter required further discussion and 
perhaps should be the subject of a special meeting between the two institutions . 

7. In regard to the International Decade and the requirements for planning , 
programming and project identification (see above) , a case was made for using 
Cooperative Programme resources irrespective of whether or not the Bank has 
an active lending progranune in the specific country , however , provided that 
there is a potential for the identification of projects. In this respect , it was 
recognized that the Bank' s regions must account for the use of Cooperative 
Programme resources as part of their general accounting procedure , taking into 
account effectiveness coefficients and that, therefore , the Bank' s regions 
may be reluctant to agree to thi utilization of these resources for certain 
types of activity. I felt that the two institutions might agree that a part 
of the Cooperative Programme resources be accounted in a different-manner , 
recognizing that in this way the Bank would make a general contribution to the 
preparation of the International Decade. 

At the same time, I proposed that in respect of project activities, 
utilization of Cooperative Programme resources be directed more strictly 
than in the past to projects of direct Bank ' s interest so as to enable the 
Bank's regions to use the Cooperative Programme in line with their accounting 
procedure. 

I proposed further that the use of the Cooperative Programme resources in 
executing other cooperative projects (such as those with UNDP, SIDA and the 
Federal Republic of Germany) be limited and made dependent on achieving , 
in this manner , a multiplying effect of interest to the Bank and/or consistency 
in preparing for the International Sanitation Decade. 

Tentatively , I suggested that the two institutions might agree to use, 
say, 50% of the Cooperative Programme resources for strictl y Bank-oriented 
project activities; some 20% for planning, progranuning and project identification 
in relation to the Water Supply and Sanitation Decade in general ; some 20% 
for participation in other cooperative projects as qualified above ; and some 
10% for staff training. 

Conclusions : 

There is need to review our priorities and management , and accounting 
procedure, and the possible extension of the· programme. 



\. CP Progrannning 2/22/79 

1. ParticiEants: Y. Rovani (EWT) 
B. Dieterich (WHO) 
s. Saravanapavan (EAP) 
R. Reekie (EA) 
A. Thys (EMENA) 
w. Cosgrove (WA) 
J. Buky (EWT) 
J. Kalbermatten (EWT) 
F. Lamson-Scribner (ASP) 

2. General Review: 

In opening the meeting, Mr. Rovani reviewed briefly the history 

and background of the cooperative program suggesting new tasks for the CP 

as expressed in the "New Direction" memo of March 18, 1977, asking Dr. 

Dieterich to review: 

(i) progress made to date in implementing the New Direction, 

(ii) CPS role in the preparatory activities for the Drinking 

Water Decade. 

In his reply, Dr. Dieterich reviewed past efforts, explained 

cooperative efforts underway with international and bilateral agencies, 

ongoing work on the Drinking Water Decade, concluding that the Bank-

WHO cooperative efforts have been largely successful, have had a significant 

impact on the international scene, but that a review of policies by all 

organizations is required in order to promote water supply and sanitation 

services particularly to the lower income groups in developing countries. 

Dr. Dieterich emphasized the ongoing, albeit informal change taking place 

in WHO's relationships with individual countries (stronger recommendations 

dealing with other than health ministries etc.). Dr. Dieterich ended his 

general remarks by reporting on informal discussion between WHO HQ and 

Regions during which some Regions expressed an interest in expanding the CP. 
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CP Tasks 

Dr. Dieterich then opened the subject of CP work, stating that we 

started with an emphasis on sector studies, briefly mentioning some problems 

(lack of impact on Bank lending etc.). Dr, Dieterich proposes that future 

CP project work should be more directly related to the Bank lending program 

but that CP should also provide resources for national programming without 

tying resulting projects to Bank lending. After Mr. Thys raised the 

problem of budget allocation (no general work - all project related) 

Mr . Rovan i reviewed Bank policy of sector planning through project activities 

and provisionally accepted a possible CP expansion suggested by Dr. Dieterich 

provided the work program justifies such expansion and after existing 

resources are used more effectively, i.e. expansion now is premature and 

should follow Bank staff reaching critical mass in each Bank region. 

Further, CP growth should take place in Regions. Dr. Dieterich stated 

that WHO Regions are accelerating their WS and S work, believes that 

outposting of CP staff could have a very great cathalytic impact and CP 

expansion should not be held back to await Bank staff expansion. 

Effectiveness of CP Use 

Dr . Dieterich reviewed past practice of CP work planning and explained 

newly instituted work programming affecting CP - essentially relationship 

between WHO HQ and Regions and the programming of CP activities in this 

context, Mr. Rovani stated that regional programming is not complete until 

Bank and WHO regions have direct dialogue. 

Messrs. Lamson-Scribner, Thys and Reekie explain, by quoting examples, 

the inherent problems of coordinating missions and work programs and the 

unavoidable administrative/organizational inefficiencies Mr. Rovani suggests 

decentralization is the answer, even if staff is located in Geneva. Dr. 

Dieterich stated - and the statement is accepted by all - that HQ has little, 
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if any control over regional work programs. Mr. Cosgrove, returning to 

items discussed earlier, indicated that his management has accomplished 

technical assistance type activities even in those countries where presently 

no Bank lending programs exists. 

Replying to a question by Mr. Kalbermatten, Dr. Dieterich stated that 

complete regionalization is not possible now because WHO regions are not 

ready suggesting that instead consultation between WHO and Bank regions 

would be possible. Mr. Rovani stated his preference for regionalized 

planning with possible earmarking of staff. Dr. Dieterich agrees "subject 

to qualifications", i.e. no restriction to diversion of "earmarked" staff 

elsewhere. 

General Conclusions 

The meeting adjourned after the above described discussions and continued 

talks during lunch hosted by Mr. Rovani. While no formal conclusions or 

agreements where reached, the following consensous emerged: 

(i) The decentralization to AMR.O shouidr continue by assignment 

of one additional CP staff to AMRO, subject to acceptable 

regional input and work program, 

(ii) AFRO decent~alization should be attempted as soon as 

possible and further discussed between Messrs. Dieterich, 

Thalwitz, Cosgrove and Kalbermatten during their meeting 

on February 28 in Geneva. 

(iii) Future work planning should be decentralized and include, 

as a minimum, consultation with WHO regions by the Bank's 

regions. CP staff should be earmarked for regional work 

to the maximum extent possible to avoid present scheduling 

problems. 
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(iv) Division chiefs are interested in input from CP into 

their program but only if they can control CP staff 

specifically assigned to their region ( work programming, 

mission scheduling, establishing TOR's etc.) and such 

staff either is not charged against their budget or at a 

greatly discounted coefficient. 
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WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION MONDIALE 
DE LA SANTE ORGANIZATION 

, 1211 GENEVA 27 • SWITZERLAND 

Tclcar · UNISANTE-Gcnc,a 

., 
1211 GENEVE 27 • SUISSE 

Ttlt11r. : UNISANTt-Gcne,·c 
T61. 34 60 61 T61ex. 27821 

In reply plcaK rcrcr to : ETS P 20 / 3 7 2 / 2 
Prierc de rapi,clcr la rtftrcncc : 

8 February 1979 

Dear Mr Kalbermatten, 

2. 

3. 

Coo~erative Programme 

This will confirm our discussion yesterday on the following points: 

We urgatly need the Bank 's agreement to raise the budget ceiling for 
FY79 and some of the budget lines; in particular the travel allocation 
·has been used up and must.be replenished. If the overall revision is 
likely to be delayed could we have your urgent authorization to comxr.it 
travel funds for the missions which are planned to leave in the ne~t:$"2. 1- _,.~,
few weeks as shown on the workplan which we mailed you yesterday? .;f . ~(... e~ . 

~ ~/,~<"//" c, ,. 

Concerning the documents you recently sent us resulting from the Bank ' s 
research project on "Appropriate Technoiogy for Water Supply and lfastes 
Disposal in Developing Countries", I understand that you would like to 
receive a general comment on the proposed approach (inc=emental intro
duction of improved wastes disposal methods in accordance with local _ ./' 
conditions), showing whether WHO feels this approach would be appropriate I/" 
in projects with which we are concerned , and whe t her it would result in 
s i gnificant health benefits. I understand that you would also like to 
know of specific information we may have on the proposed techniques. 

I have noted your support, and that of LAC, to AMRO's request for the 
assignment of a second CP post. As I mentioned t o you , in terms of 
existing regional office resources we feel that AMRO may have less 
immediate re9.uirement for addition-;i CP staff than ~her WHO regional 
offices:-·rt is~- howcver ' gratifying to know that the ass i gnment of a 
CP post in AMRO is proving to be productive. 

I 

4. Dr Dieterich's visit to the Bank on 21 and 22 February was confirmed and 
we gave you a copy of my memorandum indicating the agenda which had been v / 
discussed with Mr Rovani . I have given a copy of this letter to Dr 
Dieterich to assist him in these discussions. 

Mr John M. Kalbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 
.Energy, Water & Telecommunications Department 
1818 H Street N.W. 
Washington D.~. 20433 
Uni~ed States of runerica 

I ••• 
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Mr John M. Kalbermatten 
P20/372/2 .. 8 February 1979 

5. 

6. 

I have also noted that Mr Thys (EMENA) would support t he establishment 
of a CP post to work in the countries of his region which might be 
located either in Copenhagen or in Alexandria. Shaid such an arrange- IJ 
ment be agreed upon (i.e. that the CP men could work in two WHO regions) f 
I think WHO would prefer to locate it in Alexandria. 

The r ole and functions of the CP and of the staff of the CP in 
formulating , developing , promoting and carrying out collaborative 
activities with member countries in preparation for the UN Water Decade 
was recognized as a subject on which both policy and operational decisions 
are urgently required to be taken by WHO and the Bank . The matter was 
discussed at some length by Mr Rovani and yourself with Dr Dieterich and 

· myself last Spring (see Dr Dieterich's letter to Mr Rovani dated 23 June 
1978) and I had a chance to discuss it again briefly with Mr Rovani ! during my visit t o Washington in October 1978. It seems to be agreed 
that the experiencP. in sector analysis gained t hrough the activities cf ' 
the CP , and the day to day experience in project implementation of the 
Bank Water Division personnel , should both be brought to bear on he!ping 
individual countries prepare and carry out useful "Decade preparatory 
activities" . 

In t his spirit following ad hoc decisions t aken las t Fall, we 
assigned Mr Tomassi for a 6-month per iod to initiate planning with 
UNDP, SIDA, and GTZ and through the respective regional offices with 
the target countries on cooperation activities to be funded by those 
three agencies. We have also , in agreement with your office , made a 
few specific staff assignments of CP staff for current missions which are 
related to t hese activities. We have learned in the last few weeks 
that both SEARO and P~l\ffi.O are using the CP s taff assigned to their 
offices, Messrs Heyland and Ringskog , for similar preliminary missions . 
All t hese activities are related to setting up the cooperation activities 
and they will be essentially completed by mid-1979 . 

These preliminary missions have the main function of preparing 
priority Decade preparation activities, some or all of which woul d 
require external help 1and of reco::mnending specific "packages" suitabl e 
for financing under the UNDP , GTZ or SIDA auspices. 

It is obvious that other activities may later be identified and 
that some other external funding agencies may be interested in picking 
up some of these activities . Checklists of suitab le activities and 
the country level procedures which we discussed with you and Mr Berna 
will, t herefore. be useful to the identification missions . 

/ ... 



Mr John M. Kalbermatten 
P20/372/2 

.. 

Pas• 3 ....... . 

8 February 1979 

/Preparatory 
Implementation of the ~ctivities in countries is planned to be 

undertaken by short-term consultants, possibly some consulting firms 
under contract, and longer term specialist staff being recruited by the 
respective WHO regional offices for this purpose, (two for SEARO and 
one for EMRO in the first instance). During the implementation of these 
activities we envisage that some limited use may be made of regular 
WHO staff from HQ and the regions, including CP staff but that the main 
volume of work would be done by consultants or specialist staff recruited 
for that purpose. For example, if an identified activity in one country 
is the carrying out of a preliminary manpower study , if this has priority 
for the Bank region concerned, and if Mr Redekopp is available at that 
time, he might be assigned that task. Similarly , if a tariff study of 
interest to the respective Bank region. is indicated and a CP financial 
analyst is available , he might carry out this assignment. 

I have noted your suggestion that additional resources seem to be 
indicated for the implementation and management of Decade preparatory work, 
which ought to be agreed to by the Steering Committee, and which might 
either work as part of the CP or separate from it. 

I assume that you considered such e group would have work to do 
extending beyond 1980, as "preparatory work" will be essentially 
a continuing exercise and may not in fact begin in some countries until 
the Decade is underway. 

7 . Reference was made to the preparatory activities envisaged under the 
WHO/UNDP project in Egypt and to the act:na.ties of the World Bank/UNDP 
project in Egypt which ~hould obviously be coordinated. I was glad to 
hear that some of the recommendations of the CP sector study are being 
implemented through a current Bank loan. I should be glad to see your 
report on your mission which would be helpful to us in briefing the WP.O 
mission going to Egypt. 

Yours sincerely , 

Prescott A. Stevens 
Manager, Environmental Health Technology 

and Suppor·t 
Division of Environmental Health 
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1-fr. P.A. Stevena, }iana~~r 
Env!rorr,:iental Health Tech.:10lo~y 
and Support 

Division of F.nvironr,entnl Health 
llorlcl !i.ealth Or~aniza::ioo 
1211 Geneva 27 
Swit,;erland 

D1!lcer.aber 27. 1978 

\lllO/I~RD Cooperative ~ro~m~ 
Work Plan 

Dear Ur. Stevens; 

I refer tc, . the proposed Cooperative rrogrru:i ?orl,;. Plan covering 
the period June 1978 to De cet>~ber l :'}7Q. 

The various activities proposed for countri(~s in our region are 
as follows: 

(1) Af~hanistan 
(ii) Cypr•.1s 
(111) Turk~y 

(iv) 

(v) 
(vi) 

Algeria, Iran 
and !k>rocco 

Portugal 
Egypt 

Pre-Invcsttnent Planning 
Sector Study 
Air Pollution &mll W11:1te Tlisposal, 
Project~ Identif'.ication 

Planu.ing R~view ~!ectings 
Sector ?Ie:nornndut::1 
Unidentified 

As indicated duri~ our recent discussion in. Ws::ihington, the 
activities under Items (i), (ii), and (iii) are in lin.e with om~· work pro
g-rai:.i And vere specifically requested. tfo alo requested inclusion of a 
"Syria - A.3ncsst\ent of M.aa?Qwar ~velop.tr.ent and Trainl ... h Needs" and we hope 

· th4t it could be plann~d for tho lntter p~rt of 1979. With re~ard to 
Items (iv), (v) nnd (vi)• .,.,.hich uere not requested, ~\Tai do not hnve these 
activitien in our ~'OTk pror,ran and concequentlv, thr. E1·~A Re?,ion cannot be 
charged for thent. We loo!, f 01"\ITnrd to rccciv1n~ au upclatud veTsion of the 
CP ii!ork Pun and the details for carrying out tho proposed activities • 



cc: 

Mr. Steven• -2- December 27. 1978 

I take this opportunity to vish you and your colleagues the 
best season greetings and a happy new yeara 

Yours very truily0 

~ · 

A. Amir Al-Kh::J.faj10 
Acting Divisio1n Chfief 

Water Supply and Se,werage Division 
Europe, Middle East and North Africa Region 

Messrs o ~ollan, Thys, Nwaneri, (EMP 
v'Kalbermatten, EWT, Ms. Peters (EWT) 
Files: Chron, Division, EMENA 

Al-Khafaji/ba 

,. 



WORLD HEALTH 
ORGANIZATION 

Regional Office for South East Asia 

WORLD HEALTH HOUSE 

ORGANISATION MONDIALE 
DE LA SANTE 

Bureau r,glonal de l'Asle du Sud-Est 

WORLD HEALTH HOUSE 

NEW DELHI 1.10.001, INOIA Tel.: 27 01 81 • 88 Telex: NO · 2241 NEW DELHI 1.10.001, INOIA 

Telegr.: WHO NEW DELHI Telegr.: WHO NEW DELHI 

In reply pleose refer to: 21 December 1978 
Pri~re de rappeler 18 r~l~rence : 

Dear John, 

Thank you very, very much for your letter of December 4, 
1978. It did so well to read the appreciative words which 
certainly help in trying to make the next year even more 
effective. It is indeed a pity that we could not talk together 
since an exchange of views after one year's experience had no 
doubt been most useful. 

I understand the long paragraph well and I see the matter 
in the right context. But this is not a unique case. As soon 
as a State prepares a Bank project they consider everybody and 
every activity as a forerider for that project. Be assured 
that I never introduced myself as a Bank staff but the version 
"WHO-World Bank Cooperative Programme" under which we are always 
introduced by CPHEEO or by visiting Bank missions does not hide 
our relations. And as soon as a stage is reached that A.K.Roy 
and I are involved in project guidance for Lars Rasmussen's 
projects like Punjab, Rajasthan and Gujarat we fight in vain 
when trying to eliminate the word "World Bank" behind our names. 
We do our best but it may be fact with which we have to live. 
I am fully aware of the sen~itivity of the problem which came 
to my mind already in August 1977 when Eric Williams described 
my job as "our man in Delhi" and Bernd Dieterich at the same 
time advised me to forget that I ever were with the Bank. 
Believe me that I do my best and if something comes up like in 
Gujarat it is not due to negligence or even intent on my side. 

I am going to relax a little from the stress of the past 
year at Sri Lanka's beach together with my family who have -
statistically - seen me only every second day. So far no change. 

With my best wishes for a successful New Year and personal 
regards, 

Mr John M. Kalbermatten 
Water & Wastes Adviser 

).urs~~~ 
G. Heyland 

Energy, Water and Telecommunications Department 
The World Bank, 1818 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.c. 20433 
USA 
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Ma. P. Peter 

!. Erkuu 

WO/IBID Cooperative Pro&Tn - Work Prol!'-

Deceaber 19. 1978 

I refer to your..., of No...i,er 30, ad have the follovillg 
comaenta to offer: 

l. It 1• •till ut cl .. r to• how tbe SID&-u•i•ted ad C.naan
aaaiated proar- are te .be haacllad. I a •t •ure nat th• 
aia•ion to SOll&l1a ill Jaoary 1979 le iateaMled to addne. 
1 haft not Nft the tame of Nferac• 8Dll I pre .... t1lere 
will be no chara• to the Butera Africa lagf.oD. 

2. 1 attach a copy of ay letter of Deceaber 19 to Kr. Stefena, 
relating to Mr. ladekopp'• propoNCI activiti••· 

I 
cc: Mr. "Kalberaatten (o/r) 

lUtee.kie:cuc 



Measra.J.Beach(AEPEW).w.cosgrove(WAPEW),E.Erkmen(EAPEW), 
F.Lamaon-Scribner(ASPEW),A.Thya(EMPWS),A.Zavala(LCl"WS) November 3, 1978 

Phyllia Peter, Administrative Assistant, EWl'DR 

WHO/WB Cooperative Program - Agreed Work Program 

I am attaching the final version of the notes from your 
discussions with Mr. Stevena during the week of October 23. The changes 
which you made on my earlier draft have been incorporated and Mr. Stevena 
has been informed. Ilia revised work plan will be forwarded to you as 
soon as we receive it. 

Attachments 

cc: Messrs. Rovani, Sheehan (EWTDR) 

PPeter:ftt 

, 
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· 'East Asia and Pacific 

· ·curtent ·Activities 

No change 

· ·Proposed .Activities 

Fiji: Ministry of Finance has specific.ally stated that 
they have no need for a water supply s:tudy. 

Papua New Guinea sector study agree fo,r February and March. 
(The entry in the current Work Plan wi.11 be corrected.) The 
identification of activities to be undertaken under the FRG 
intercountry project should be underta1ken at the same time as 
the sector study. 

Thailand: The Bank would like to be involved in identifying 
the activities to be undertaken by thei interregional project. 
If possible Mr. Vogel's mission should coincide with the Bank's 
mission (tentatively April/May 1979). 

Indonesia: The Bank specifically requests that Messrs. Heyland 
and Roy be assigned to do project identification work on rural 
water supply and feasibility studies for secondary cities. If 
Dr. Becher participates in the mission his work should be 
carefully integrated. 

Thailand is a possibility for a manpower development study. 

There are no additional activities f01, which CP staff can be 
used if there are no budgetary constraints. 

November 3, 1978 
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South Asia 

Current Activities 

No changes in the current program. 

·Proposed Activities 

SEARO Work Plan as agreed with Mr. Rasmusson will be put into 
the final version of Mr. Stevens Work Program. 

November 3, 1978 



Latin America and the Caribbean 

Current Activities 

Details of changes in ongoing activities which were discussed 
should be seT~ to '}h~ St~.:::;";;"1. th ~opies to Ms. Peter. 

Proposed Activities 

- Mr. Zavala provided a final version of the agreed Work 
Plan, which Mr. Stevens will incorporate into his Work 
Plan. 

- Mr. Zavala would like to have one extra position added to 
the AMRO/IBRD Cooperative Program as soon as possible 
(meaning by July 1, 1979). 

- It was agreed that PARO Program staff could be used in 
place of Water Supply Division staff on water- related 
activities which are managed by other units in the Bank, 
under the coordination of LCPWS . 

November 3, 1978 



Western Africa 

Current Activities 

Mr. Sulieman probably will be substituted for Mr. Jackson on 
the Enugu preappraisal mission. His participation and the 
dates should be confirmed to Mr. Cosgrove as quickly as possible. 

Mr. Stevens will arrange for Mr . Maretto to undertake the rural 
water su~plv Tission in Upper Volta. The Bank agrees to the 
postponement of the mission provided that it depart no later 
than the first week in January. 

Proposed .Activities 

Mr. Cosgrove will agree on the FY80 Work Program during his 
November visit to Geneva. 

Togo preappraisal for Lome water supply project and Rapid 
Assessment follow-up will be undertaken in January. 

Sector studies for Guinea and Nigeria are confirmed. The Nigeria 
study will be done in two parts, each part dealing with a 
separate group of states. Mr. Cosgrove would like the first 
part to be advanced if possible . 

Agreement was reached on the basic objectives of the West Africa 
manpower development exercise. Mr. Redekopp will put this in 
writing and the program will be further discussed in meeting 
with Messrs. Barker and Cole on October 30. 

Regionalization 

Draft letter of agreement for the assignment of a CP post to 
Abidjan will be prepared by Mr. Cosgrove for discussion in Geneva 
November 16 and 17. 

French Language (EDI) Course 

Mr. Cosgrove felt that while CEFIGRE's proposal to accent the 
rural water supply sector is justified, it would be difficult to 
organize such a course from scratch. Mr. Stevens agreed that at 
least to start with CEFIGRE should base itself on the present EDI 
course, adding more emphasis on rural water supply problems. 
Mr. Huang should participate in developing the course from the 
outset. The course leader from CEFIGRE should attend this years 
EDI water supply course. Mr. Stevens will personally explain 
our conclusions to Mr. Teniere Buchot. 

November 3, 1978 



· ·Eastern Africa 

Current Activities 

Completion of activity currently underway in Zaire. 

Proposed Activities 

No future use for the CP activities that will be charged against 
r egional Work Program. Madagascar sectoJr survey proposed for 
December 1979 should be taken out of Work Program. 

If it is not charged to the regional Work Program, Manpower 
Development Studies could be undertaken :Ln Sudan, Somalia, 
Zambia and Tanzania (rural). 

Region feels that the proposed activitie:3 are not necessary at 
present in Malawi and Kenya. 

The need for manpower studies in Lesotho would depend on the 
intent of proposed work by GTZ (Germany). 

November 3, 1978 
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Current Activities 

No change 

Proposed Activities 

EMENA 

Only one sector study should be included in the work Program 
either Lebanon or Cyprus, and given the c·urrent political 
situati.on in Lebanon it is likely that Cyprus will be 
chosen, 

Mr. Thys would like CP support project pr1aparation in 
Afghanistan for a date yet to be determin1~d by the region. 

Manpower development studies in connection with Syria sewerage 
and Jordan water supply and sewerage projE~ct preappraisals. 
The first should be scheduled for early 1979 and the latter for 
late 1979. 

November 3, 1978 
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORJXTI ON 

OFFICE MEMORANDLJM 
TO: Mr. John M. Kalbermatten (EWTDR) 

FROM: Phyll~eter (EWTDR) 

DATE: October 19, 1978 

SUBJECT: Geneva: WHO/WB Cooperative Program Administrative L:laison 
Back-to-Office Report 

1. Per my terms of reference dated September 18, 1978 I visited WHO 
in Geneva from October 4 - 10 to review the adminis1trative aspects of the 
Cooperative Program . Topics discussed included FY79 budget and manpower 
requirements, work progrannning, quarterly reporting procedures, timesheets , 
and general CP administration. Specific points cov,ared in each of these 
categories are raised below. 

2. Budget and Manpower: Mr. Stevens said tha1t because of shorter and 
more frequent missions for rapid assessment work as well as rising per diems 
and ticket costs, the FY79 travel budget will not b1a adequate to cover 
anticipated requirements . He noted that this point had already been raised 
with the Bank last spring. In addition, since that time the dollar has 
dropped from 2.00 to 1.-ss against the Swiss franc. The combined effect is 
likely to result in a sizeable budget overrun. I e:icplained that we cannot 
approach Programm~ng and Budgeting for additional f1unds before mid-year. In 
the meantime however, the WHO Budget Department has agreed to prepare a budget 
estimate bas ed purely on the changes in the dollar :rate · to give us~ preli minary 
indication of the situation. In January they will :prepare a mid- year budget 
review, in a format which I discussed with them, tal~ing into account actual 
expenditures through December as well as the effect of the dollar decline. 
This review will reach us no later than January 31, 1979, to allow us sufficient 
time to raise the issue with PAB. 

3. During discussions with Messrs . Imbruglia and Sharma and Ms . Germain 
of WHO Budget and Finance Departments it was agreed that future WHO invoices 
will include a breakdown of CP costs by regional pr,ogram. They will also 
include estimat es of future manpower and budget exp,enditures in the summary 
which accompanies the invoice . ~ 

4. Dr. Diet erich indicatee that he has made a provision in his 1980 
budget for an expansion of 4 additional CP positions to be assigned to the 
regional qffices. This point was raised with Mr. Rovani in July and at that 
time it was decided that the Bank would not proceed on the matter until we 
have had time to evaluate the ef fectiveness of the current programs in SEARO 
and AMRO. Since it will not be feasible to do this before preparation of our 
FY80 budget request it was agreed that implementation of the expanded program 
will not be planned before the beginning of FY81 (July 1981). 

5 . WHO finance inquired about the formal financial arrangements for 
Mr.Heyland's secondment. I have agreed to discuss this with Controller's. 
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6. Work Program: As I have already discussed with you, Mr. Stevens 
feels that recent decisions concerning CP participation in interregional 
programs and preparation for the decade should be discussed further before 
a work program proposal can be set before the regions. After further discussion 
we agreed that WHO would go ahead and send the draft 18-month work program 
with the new activities prior to Mr. Stevens' arrival in Washington but that 
policy implications of the new work program would be discussed with EWT before the 
meetings with the regional divisions. If the policy discussions indicate that 
substantial alterations should be made to the work program, Mr . Stevens will 
postpone his meetings with the regions until a revised work program can be 
prepared. 

7. Mr. Stevens mentioned that so far they have received a response 
from only one region about the Rapid Assessment Reports which were distributed 
in early September . He felt that it woul~ be useful for the regions to 
review these reports prior to his meetings with them next week. 

8. Quarterly Reporting/Form 700s: We have agreed upon a new format for 
CP progress reports which require that Form 700s only be prepared for sector 
surveys. Beginning with the quarter just ended WHO will submit a quarterly 
report on activities currently in process or expected to commence during the 
upcoming quarter. The report will be organized by Bank region with an 
alphabetical listing by country. Each entry will include the title of the 
activity, responsible staff member, TRS Code, status report, estimated time 
requirements, and when necessary Form 700s will be attached. Since there is 
still some misunderstanding about the activities which should be covered by 
Form 700s the regions should be very specific about this point during the 
work program meetings . The report will be mailed the first day of the last 
month of each quarter to allow sufficient time for the r egional divisions to 
submit the necessary Form 700s to their management. 

9. Time Recording: The new monthly time sheet system seems to be working 
well except for a slight problem in recording consultant time. The latter is 
a problem only because WHO consultants are not covered under the same type 
of commitment system as Bank consultants. This is an issue which I will 
discuss with PAB. In addition, we will have to establish new codes for 
Mr. Tomassi's interregional work and Mr. Laugeri's CEFIGRE course. 

t 

10. It was agreed that Mr. Ringskog can submit his timesheets directly 
to this office with a copy to Mrs. Grand-Maison in Geneva. Mrs. Grand-Maison 
will contact him formally on the matter. 

11. We discussed the procedure for recording leave for Mr. Stevens and 
also for staff paid by the CP but not working full time on CP activities. In 
order to keep recorded time in line with paid manyears t he general rule is 
that leave should only be recorded for staff charged to the CP budget . 

12. As mentioned in paragraph 8 above, there has been considerable 
confusion recently about the titles and codes of activities in the work program. 
The regions told Mr. Stevens last spring that they have been restricted in the 
amount of sector work that they can program. ·Consequently WHO is uncertain 
about the use of SW0 (other sector work recorded by country) and have been 
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substituting PRE (preappraisal) in many cases. This is an issue which 
Mr. Stevens and I will need to raise with the division chiefs during work 
program discussions to insure that work on upcoming activities is properly 
recorded. 

13. General CP Administration: Mr. Stevens informed me that all CP 
administrative responsibilities including time recording will now be handled 
by Genevieve Grand-Maison. 

14. Staff present at a CP staff meeting expressed concern about the 
feasibility of "decentralized" (regionalized) work program management in the 
Bank. The CP staff foresee conflicts between Ban~s regions resulting from 
slippages in the work program and feel that E"'wT is better equipped to handle 
these conflicts. I said that WHO should not agree to any changes in the work 
program unless the regional division chief who is requesting the change has 
cleared it with any other divisions which will be affected. EWT will only 
become involved when the regions cannot reach an agreement themselves. The 
staff were not entirely convinced that the system would run as smoothly as 
we 'envisage. 

15. Dr. Dieterich and Mr. Stevens brought me up-to-date on the status of 
recruitment for the vacant financial analysts positions. They hope to identify 
at least one person out of the 6 currently under consideration for immediate 
recruitment. Mr. Stevens mentioned that they may want to consider filling the 
second post with an engineer to provide a better balance in the Headquarters 
staff, but this will have to be discussed further when the current candidates 
have been interviewed. 

16. Dr. Dieterich raised several issues about the AFRO post which I have 
already discussed with you and Mr. Cosgrove. These points will need to be 
discussed further with Mr. Rovani next week. 

" 
cc: Messrs. Rovani (EWTDR), Beach (AEPEW), Cosgrove (WAPEW), Erkmen (EAPEW), 

Lamson-Scribner (ASPEW), Thys (EMPWS), Zavala (LCPWS) 

PPeter:ftt 



WvnLO BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORA rlON 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Messrs.J.Beach(AEPEW),W.Cosgrove(WAPEW),E.Erlanen(EAPEW), 

TO: F.Lamson-Scribner(ASPEW),A.Thys(EMPWS),A.Zavala(LCPWS) DATE: October 18, 1978 

FROM: Phyll[Neter, Administrative Assistant, EWTDR 

SUBJECT: WHO/WB Cooperative Program Work Plan for 1/79-6/80 

\c'·<\ t ,, \ 

I am attaching a copy of the draft CP Work Program which will be 
discussed with Mr. Prescott Stevens during his visit to the Bank next week. 
Since the precise timing of his visit is still uncertain, I will not be 
scheduling meetings with the divisions until after Monday. 

Attachment 

PPeter:mk 



Mcsers.J.Beach(AEPEW), W.Cosgrove(WAPEW),E.Erkmen(EAPEW), 
F.Lamaon-Scribner(ASPEY),A.Thy•(EMPWS),A.Zavala(LCPtlS) 

John M. Kalberutten, Water and Wastes Adviser, mm>R 

WO/WB Cooperative Program 
Work Program Diacusaions-Oetober 23:27 

p 1\1 

October 13, 1978 

Ma. P. Peter has just returned from mission to WO Geneva and 
carried messases which are somewhat contradictory, to wit: 

1. Dr. B. Dieterich has approved an 18-month work program to be 
reviewed during our diacua•ioua; and 

2. Mr. P. Stevena wants to postpone the diacusaiona beca.use (1) 
he wants to discuae some policy issues first and (ii) he does 
not have a program. 

So far, I have not heard officially about any postponement and I 
assume the diacusaions are still on as per para 3 of Stevens letter of 
September 21 (attached). If aak.ed about a postponement, I will not accept 
it in order not to delay determination of CP input for your budget prepara
tions. Given the uncertainty about the statue of preparation of the work 
program, I suggest you be prepared to state specifically what you require 
from the CP for the 18 months beginning with January 1, 1979. 

Undoubtedly, Mr. Stevens will want to allocate substantial resources 
to general Drinking Water and Sanitation Decade preparatory activities. I 
have tried, with a notable lack of success, to get WHO to be more specific as 
to the work to be performed and objectives to be achieved. I propose in this 
connection that we no longer allocate any time to "Rapid Assessment" and 
atte.tpt to get specific performance targets (projects identified/prepared; 
training programs designed, etc.). 

While in Geneva earlier this yenr, Mr. Rovani and I agreed to a 
request by WO and UNDP that the CP be used to "aanage11 WO preinvestment 
activities financed by U?IDP and bilateral agencies (see attacbed SIDA letter 
of September 11, B. Dieterich letter of October 4, document discussing Drinking 
Water Decade activities to be financed by Federal Republic of Germany). The 
potential to generate projects with the help of resources made available by 
other agencies iu an effort to make the Drinking Water Decade a success is 
great. However, to succeed we must play a greater role in CP management (ae 
Cosgrove and Zavala are trying to do). Even then, the risks remain substantial. 
I would appreciate it if you would: 

i) identify those projects of your lending program which are the 
result of CP sector studies or other activities; 

ii) evaluate wltat tasks CP managed projects could perform ft'om 
which your region would benefit; 

111) include them in the work program; and 

OFFICIAL FILE COPY 
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iv) let me have your advice on how best to improve the CP, 
assumming that the resource is avail able t o us regardless 
of whether we believe in its effic iency. 

The CP Memorandum of Understanding does not restrict CP activities 
to projects of interest to the Bank only. Aa a consequence, we must agree 
to include in the work prograa activities of interest primarily to WUO. I 
suggest, however. to keep your budgets under control. you only accept those 
activities to be charged to your budget which are of primary interest to you. 
Others whould be clearly identified as WRO activities so the cost and 
benefits of the program can be seen. 

OFFICIAL FILE COPY 



WORLD HEALTH 
ORGANIZATION 

1211 GENEVA 27 • SWITZERLAND 
Telegr.: UNISANTE-Gcneva 

• 
ORGANISATION MONDIALE 

DE LA SANTE 

1211 GENEVE 27 • SUISSE 

Hl~gr.: UNISANTE-Geneve 
Tel. 34 60 61 Telex. 27821 

In reply please refer to: ETS 
Pricre de rappcler la reference : ETS 

ETS 

P20/180 (A) 
P20/180 (B) 
P20/180 (C) 

Dear Mr. Kalbermatten, 

12 October 1978 

We would like to keep you informed of the progress in the i nitial 
planning for the three projects in which WHO will collaborate wi th the 
United Nations Development Programme, the SI DA and the Federal Republi c 
of Germany. The agreements for the first two projects have a l ready been 
signed while active negotiations are being pursued f or the thi rd project, 
the agreement for which is scheduled for signature towards the end of 
October. We are enclosing the following documentation : 

1 . Copy of the Project Documen t for the UNDP/WHO I nter-Regional Project 
for the development of drinking water supply and sanitation programmes . 

2. Substance of communication sent to our Regional Office in Brazzaville 
with documentation and planning guidance for the SIDA/WHO cooperation project. 

3. Copy of a draft proposal we have prepared for discussion with the GTZ 
(Federal Republic of Germany ) at the meeting to be held in Frankfurt 
on 20 October . 

To resume the situation, planning for the SIDA project is well under 
way, and we are already working on the composition and scheduling of the 
missions which we hope to field in early Januar y 1979. Planning for the 
implem~ntation of the UNDP Inter-Regional Project has s t ar ted through 
contacts with our Regional Offices and the development of Terms of Reference 
for the Tanzania mission. As to the Federal Republic of Germany/WHO cooperation 
project, general planning has already started but more definite arrangements 
can only be made after the draft proposal is agreed by GTZ. 

1v1cn. 1w ! i-x ~ n 11 

, - . I , bll 3: 2S 
Mr. J. Kalbermatten 
The World Bank ) 
1818 H Street, N. W. 
Washington D.C . 20433 
U S A 

ENCLS. (3) 

Yours sincerely, 

A. Tomassi 
Environmental Heal t h Technology 

and Support 
Division of Environmental Health 



WOR L D HEALTH 
ORGANIZATION 

1211 GENEVA 27 - SWITZERLAND 
Telegr.: UNISANTE-Gcneva 

Tel. 34 60 61 Telex. 27821 
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,/ x/k~~ 
oRGANISATION MoNDIAL~ /a 

DE LA SANTE ~ ~ 

1211 GENEVE 27 - SUISSE 

/c,z_ 
Tcltgr. : UNISANTE-Geneve 

In reply please refer to: ETS P20/372/2 (B) 10 October 1978 
Priere de rappelcr la reference: 

... 

Dear Mr Kalbermatten, 

WHO/IBRD Cooperative Progr amme 
' Work Plan Proposal for January 1979-June 1980 

Following our discussions with Ms Peter during her visit here this week, 
please find enclosed an advance copy of the draft Work Plan proposal for the 
period January 1979 to June 1980. You may wish to have thi s document photo
copied and distributed to the Division Chiefs for their information, prior to 
my forthcoming visit to the Bank. 

Mr John Kalbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 

Yours sincerely, 

Stevens 
Manager, 
Environmental Health Technology and 

Support 
Division of Environmental Heal t h 

Energy, Water and Telecommunications Dept . 
World Bank 
1818 H Street , N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20433 
U.S .A. 

ENCL.: as stated 
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Programme for Decade/Project Identification and prepa1cation, with inputs from SIDA, 
UIIDP and FRG as indicated in fol lowing countries : 

1 Uganda , Kenya , Ethiopia , Lesotho , Zambia , Malawi, B,,tswana, Swaziland , 
Mo zambique (SIDA), Tanzania (UNDP). 
2 Thailand, Papua New Guinea (FRG) . 
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PIP • Pre-Investment Planning 
PRM • Planning Review Meeting 
FUP • Follo<rUp 
FRG • Federal Republ ic of 

Germany 
MPD • Manpower Development 
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AFRO- MEMORANDUM 

, ' • • f I 
/ I 

• • I 

/ 
Mr Jean L. Ron•ain To Mr. R. Novick, Region' D_ate 2!J Sc.r.vt0. mbe r !!>78 

t . . , . Attention : Cooper a ti<m Of fie C.Jcu d~ ~ Pile ttµ_ - ?-"" Pone 1onna1re regional / .,d I ~ ·· · 
pour le Directeur regional EHE HQ /-~C ~/.~·1.-l-:u..-., , 

Our ref. E4/27/r 
cc . G2/ 6r/56 

Your ref. 

Refering to your Whogram dated I September 1978 which was just brought 
to our attention, we congratulate i\Ir Alex Redekopp for his new appointment 
in manpower development in the CP programme . We are looking forward to a 
fruitful collaboration with him. 

I . As you know , a meeting on the implementation of the Hi\ID Medium Term 
Programming will take place in Brazzaville II-15 December 1978. All WHO regions 
will be repres3nted and it is perhaps Mr Redekopp's intention to participate 
in order to : 

(i) be·::ome more familiarized with the problems specific to this region 
and the constraints more likely to obstruct the progress of AFRO/MTP; 

(ii) establish the necessary inter-connexions between AFRO/MTP and the 
CP, given the fact that the main elements of AFRO/MTP are supposed to be incor
porated in the CP. 

II . AFRO r,:ceived recently the visit of ,tr William Cosgrove, Chief Water, 
Energy and Telncornrnunications, The World Bank, Washington D. C. During the visit, 
ways and means to strenghten the collaboration between AFRO and the CP were 
discus;5ed . In addition, some "data oase" beeing required f0r our planning, it 
was agreed tha t : 

(i) AFHO would update the "Directory of Training Institutions for Health 
Personnel in the African Region" which was presented at the fourth meeting of 
Deans of Medical Schools and Directors of University Centres for Health Sciences 
in Brazzaville. november 1977 . Mr Kersauze, statistician of project ICP/DH3/ oor 
has already appointed to do the job which is to be completed by December 1978 . 

(ii) AFrrO would help identify english and french speaking national ~xperts 
in educational planning, who would be willin~ to serve as short-term consultants 
in the CP. Steps have also been taken to come up with the names r equired s?on . 

I II . In addttion to the above, we would b,~ pleased to discuss with l\lr R~de 
kopp any other item of particular interest t0 him . 

Copy for i nformation to : 

Mr w. Cosgrove , Chief Wo.tcr, Energy and 
Te l ecommunico.tions , The \'iorld Dank (8JRD) 

1618 11 . Stroet , N. W. 
W11s]1ington D. C., 20433 

Unitod Statos of Ame rica 

OCT 1 2 1978 

------------
Date Aok' d. 

l soi.gned w~ --
.. ___ ______ _ 

_., .. ..,. .. __ ... ____ ,.. 



Mr. Kalbermatten 

John 

"'Y I ft/l'Yo f C/ 
V 'ri' d 

'7.0).. 

September 22, 1978 

Thanks for your very helpful note. I was not up on all the details and 
understanding. 

I agree fully that the Bank should not stick its nose into the WHO/AFRO 
problems and I have said that to Berndt. 

I had detected the possibility of reservation on Berndt's part about 
the Abidjan arrangement, but I inferred this indirectly. I accept what you 
say in your note about Berndt's and the AFRO Regional Director's full support 
for this arrangement . And, as you know, I agree fully that the only pos
sibility of our working effectively with WHO is through a regionalization of 
the CP. 

That leaves me with only two concerns. First, I think we need to accept 
as a fact of life a degree (perhaps large) of inefficiency in the CP mechanism 
and live quietly with it. I question the advisability of getting OED involved. 
As I see it, CPs are a cost of doing business in a way that the Bank is seen to 
be cooperating and aring with the UN specialized agencies. Rather than auditing 
the existing arrangements for efficiency, we need to use our good sense and cre
ativity to find ways to adjust or change the CP format so that the tangible evidence 
of cooperation remains present and more efficiency and/or effectiveness results 
from the funds the Bank contributes. 

I can personally live with the RMWA arrangement as I see its practical value. 
But, it goes counter to the CP philosophy and to our need to cooperate with and 
within the structure of the UN specialized agencies. No matter what is said, put
ting the WHO CP man in the Bank's office will be read as our taking over. Maybe 
I'm wrong in this case and we can always live with an occasional exception. But, 
if it were to spread to the other two CPs then we may be building more UN relation
ship problems. Nevertheless, this is Shirley's responsibility, not mine, and I 
shall remain quiet and easy if she's satisfied. 

I'll send her copies of these papers and do no more unless she raises it. 

cc: Mrs. Boskey, Dir., IRD (w/atts.) 

JMKearns:DW 



WORLD HEALTH 
ORGANIZATION 

1211 GENEVA 27 • SWITZERLAND 
Telegr.: UNISANTE-Gcncva 

In reply please refer to: ETS P20/372/2 (B) 
Priere de rappeler la reference : P20/372/2 (C) 

P20/180/3 (A) 

Dear John, 

Tel. 34 60 61 Telex. 27821 

ORGANISATION MONDIALE 
DE LA SANT~ 

1211 GENEVE 27 • SUISSE 
Hlcgr.: UNISANTE-Genevc 

21 September 1978 

This will confirm our telephone conversation yesterday concerning the 
following subjects: 

V 

(1) I understand the Bank concurs with the assignment of a CP staff member 
to act as HQ focal point for the interregional water supply projects 
(at present UNDP and SIDA), based on our belief that this activity will 
enhance the benefits and outputs of the Cooperative Programme. The 
Director is telexing you to confirm this understanding. Mr Tomassi will 
be assigned this responsibility initially for six months. 

(2) I understand you will put Bank field offices in touch with us with the 
aim of arranging to have candidates for financial analyst posts inter
viewed. (Our telex 14197 and yours of 15 September refer). 

(3) I shall plan to visit Washington the week of 23 October to discuss the 
CP Workplan for the period January 1979 - June 1980. It may be worth
while to remind Bank division chiefs that we shall be scheduling 
activities for the first six months or so, but that we want to project 
probable/possible activities up to mid-1980. As you and I agreed, it 
will also be important that we include in the Workplan any foreseen CP 
inputs into preparation for the ECOSOC meeting in Summer 1980 which will 
launch the Water Decade. 

(4) EMRO has informed us that they plan an additional post in the regional 
office to deal specifically with Decade preparatory activities and hope 
it can be funded from the CP. They speak of an engineer, rather than 
a financial analyst, which looks to me as a more critical resource. I 
have noted your agreement in principle to the idea of having a CP post 
in EMRO and propose to discuss this further during our meeting in 
Washington. 

Yours sincerely, 

·~,own e w 
,gm 2£b Sl t'; f : (}ianager , Environmental Health Technology 

Mr John M. Kalbermatten 
Water & Wastes Adviser 

& Support 
Division of Environmental Health 

Energy, Water & Telecommunications Dept., 
World Bank 
1818 H Street N.W. 
Washington D.C. 20433, USA 
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Mr . James Kearns 

Jim \ 

i .~ .... 

September 21, 1978 

(your note of September 11 ,1978) 

One of the problems we have bad with the WHO Cooperative Program (CP) 
was its inability to take advantage of WHO's organizational set up, i . e . , 
WRO's engineering staff spread around tte world . Because oj this and the 
often unsatisfactory performance by CP staff; the output of CP has been of 
limited effectiveness and there has been very little impact on the Bank's 
lending program. All of us in the sector have been concerned about this . 
In fact, earlier this year I asked Yves to request OED to perform an audit 
of the CP oecause. I felt then, and still do, that the Bank is not getting 
its money's worth.. 

As you know, Yves has consistently supported those of us who have 
pushed for decentralization of the CP and the change in emphasis from sector 
studies to project identification and preparation. (Projects in this 
context include such activities as manpower development, tariff studies and 
so on}. Thus, this year we have started decentralized operation in SEARO and 
.AMRO, and in these regions the emphasis is on project identification and 
preparation. 

When Bill Cosgrove was promoted to Division Chief in West Africa , he 
immediately started exploring the possible decentralization of the CP to 
Abidjan. Abidjan rather than Brazzaville was selected as the site in order 
to overcome some of the WHO internal problems, and because the Bank could 
provide the necessary support. Earlier this year, Yves· and I visited Geneva 
and accepted Bernd's suggestion that this CP staff member would be used as 
the manager of a four-man UNDP financed unit , to be stationed in Abidja~ for 
the purpose of assisting West African countries in preparing prograos and 
projects for the Drinking Water Decade. When later the concept of the U!-i""DP 
project was changed and the four-man Abidjan unit was eliminated from that 
project, Bernd indicated he would finance the Abidjan unit from bilateral 
funds he is obtaining from Germany, Sweden and Holl and . 

When Bill visited Brazzaville, he did not discuss CP decentralization 
to AFRO at the specific request of Yves and Bernd . ~he Regional Director 
himself however brought up the subject and fully supported Bill ' s suggestion 
to have a CP man in Abidjan. When I recotmnended to Yves and Bill that you 
and Bill visit Brazzaville, at Bernd's request, both immediately rejected 
the idea on the assumption that such a visit would only damage what at the 
moment appears to be an excellent relationship between the two regional 
offices. I agree with them that, although we should assist Bernd, we really 
have no business involving ourselves in an internal struggle, as such an 

--· •-----r-.,,~~ <Fr ....--.- - - ~· ··-•--- ,, ___ ,. • ...... .-- - - _.,._ - - - -- - - --- -~ 
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involvement could have a detrimental impact on our activities. It is 
Bill's feeling also that th.e blame for the problems in the relationships 
between WHO Headquarters and AFRO has to be shared by both sides and I 
agree with n.im and Yves that in such a situation we could end up t he losers, 
if we stick our noses into it . 

I will be happy to arrange for a meeting (Bill, Yves and I) to which 
we could invite Shirley Boskey as well, if you think this would be of value. 
Please let me know. Shirley has been informed, by the way , of the proposed 
decentralization to Abidjan. 

J .M • 
;::L---

Kaihermatten 

• 

• 

• 



September 11, 1978 

Mr. Kalbermatten 

John 

Perhaps I should have known it, but I was not aware that one of WHO/CP 1-,... 

staff was being posted to Abidjan -- presumably to our RMWA -- until I read 
the attached. Does this have a bearing on the trip to Africa that Berndt 
proposed for me and Cosgrove? If so, ,I missed its significance for some 
reason, but I'm now beginning to see it. 

I must say I question the wisdom of posting a WHO/CP man to RMWA. As I 
see it, Cooperative Programs are means by which the Bank visibly and effec
tively ties itself into other units of the UN family. To insure efficiency 
and maintain a clear link between the Bank's dollar input and tangible outputs, 
we've developed the CP concept~ which means simply that a recognizable group 
of people within the large UN unit works on products mutually agreed upon 
between the Bank and the UN unit. However, the output bears the UN stamp and 
ways have been devised for the CP to marshall the full personnel and insti
tutional support of the larger UN unit. 

Putting a single CP staff member in a Bank field mission -- particularly 
when the AFRO/WHO office in Africa has no CP staff -- seems to me to run counter 
to this philosophy and may impact on the other CPs. 

While this is none of my business in a formal sense, OPD has been into 
CP arrangements rather deeply and I feel a sense of some overall responsibility. 
Should we discuss this? Has Shirl ey Boskey been brought in on this? Perhaps 
the three of us should get together? Or, maybe I've just missed something 
that would allay my concern. 

Please enlighten me. 

Att. 

JMKearns:DW 
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Dear John, 

HI. 34 60 61 Telex. '27821 

ORGANISATION MONDIALE 
DE LA SANTE 

1211 GENEVE '27 SUISSE 

1 September 1978 

Thank you for your c able of ~9 August per1aining to the establishment 
ol a position of the Cooperative Programme in Abidjan. 

During our discussjons o n this matter at the time of the Steering 
Committee meeting , I me ntioned a number of managerial considerations 
confronting WIIO which 11ave implications ranging l'ar beyond the establish-
inenL of one new post. I am referring here to the management arrangements 
ror the projects which we are developing with UNDP (INT/78/010), the 
Swedish Intern a t.ional Development Agency, the Federal Republic of Germany 
and possibly others for national pl anning and programming for water supply 
and sanitation . I f imp l emented, ~hese projects will support 15 or more 
additional staff members in the African Region. It is anticipated that 
these staff members will be located a t a :.i.mited number of duty stations 
in the Region and provide services to Member States using a "bus-stopping" 
approach. 

We must also consider the managerial and coordinative arrangements 
fvr these additional staff resources in terms of the recent agreement 
between Dr Mahler and Mr Morse for "Cooperative Action for Drinking Wate r 
Supply and Sanitation". A crucial aspect here is the provision by WHO of 
Lechnical support Lo Lhe UNDP Resident Representative. 

lam sure that there are more ways than one to develop suitable 
managerial and coordinative arrangements for the Regional activities in 
water supply and sanitation; nevertheless, the final arrangements must 
assure high performance with respect to the fd.1.owing i terns: 

1. integration of our new projects in water supply with other country 
and inter-country projects and activities of AFRO, inc l uding primary 
heal th care and country lheal th programming; 

2. effective response to re1quests of countries emanating from WHO' s 

technical cooperation, f.rom the UNDP Resident Representative, from 
the Bank and from other .agencies which we foresee participating in 
the Cooperative Action f,or the Decade; 

Mr John Kalbermatten 
Water and Was tes Adviser 

Energy, Water and Teleconununi,cations Department 
In Lerna tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
1818 H Street, N.W. 
Washington D.C. 20433 

United States of America 

ENC LS: Two copies of this letter 
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3 . effecL.ive util.i.zatio11 of limited professional staff resources; 

4. µrovislon of services to all the count1·ies of the Region, keeping 
in mind that tl1e present agreement pertains to the West African 
.Region of the Bank . 

In line with all of what has been said above, it was important to 
enter into a broad dialogue with our Regional Office ranging from objectives 
of the Bank to those of the Cooperative Progranune and to the more general 
ones in using additional manpower in the most possible and effective manner . 
IL was important for rne too, to explore with the African Office the various 
01it lons and particularly how additional manpower can be best organized so as 
to be both highly mobile and at the same time part of an integrated approach. 
For this reason , I was glad that it was agreed, during my last visit in 
Washington, that I would take the matter up and work out a solution which 
would be most productive in respect of the total problem that is a solution 
which would meet all needs, including those of your West African Region . 
In my view it is unfortunate that the opportunity to do so has been lost. 
I was trying to recapture it by proposing a joint visit to the Regional 
Of.fice, but this does not seem possible on your e nd, nor do I know whether 
i.t would still be advisable now to deal with the larger problems when, in 
Lhe light of even1:s , the smaller problem has been solved. As I told you, 
I am disappointed a.bout this. 

As regards the new post, we will proceed in like manner as in the case 
of Mr Ringskog recently, that is, (i) we will make a submission for recruit
ment as soon as the person is known and accepted by the Regions of the two 
Organizations, and ( ii) it will be necessary to draft the kind of memorandum 
which was drafted .for the outposting to SEARO, and I wonder whether Bill 
Cosgrove is already working on this . As we have done in the past, the 
drai't should be agreed between CPS and EHEjHQ , in consultation within both 
Organizations between the central office and the Regional Offi ce concerned. 
Perhaps you would be kind enough to let me know how you want to proceed on 
Lhis . 

l would appreciate your keeping Mr Kearns and Mr Cosgrove i nformed 
(two copies enclosed). 

Sincerely purs, 

B. H. Dieterich 
Director 
Division of Environmental Health 



Ms. Phyllis Peter September 18, 1978 

Yves Rovani and John Kalbermatten 

GENEVA: WIIO/WB Cooperative Program Administrative Liason 
EWT Research Panel Administrative Liason PARIS: 
Terms of Reference 

You should plan to arrive in Geneva on Wednesday, October 4 and spend 5 
days at WHO discussing the administrative aspects of the WHO/WB Cooperative 
Program. The following specific issues should be covered during your discussion: 

1. Review budget and manpower requirements in light of the recent agree
ment to upgrade one administrative post to the professional level. 

2 . Review the current work programs as updated by Mr. Laugeri following 
his September discussions with Bank Regional staff. 

3. Discuss arrangements for the long term work programing exercise to be 
held in Washington the week of October 23rd. 

4. Discuss difficulties with current quarterly reporting procedures 
(form 700's) and agree upon a new format. Then assist WHO administra
tive staff with preparation of the September report in the new format. 

5. Review new procedures for submission of time sheets. 

On Tuesday, October 10th you should proceed to Paris and spend the after
noon with Mr. Frisch of IFP to discuss final arrangements for the EWT Research 
Review Panel meeting to be held in Washington, October 17-19. 

P.Peter/bs 
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TO: 

FROM: 

VI _o BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOF bN 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. John Kalbermatten, EWT 

Phyll~ ter, EWT 

DATE. September 13, 1978 

SUBJECT: Notes on WHO CP Work Program Discussions September 4-8 

1. During the week of September 4-8 I accompanied Mr. Louis Laugeri 
of the WHO Cooperative Program staff on his visits with the regional 
division chiefs. The purpose of these visits was to clarify the CP work 
program from now until the end of December. Mr. Laugeri brought a work 
plan which is attached for your reference. I have made tentative revisions 
on it according to our discussions with the regions however he will be 
sending us a final version within the week. 

2. Generally, the regions had no problems with the attached work plan 
although there were one or two cases where the timing was adjusted in 
agreement with or at the region's request. It is interesting to note that 
about a third of the agreed activities are still related to Rapid Assessment . 

3. There seemed to be a general concensus among the regions that the 
CP could be most useful to the Bank for project identification and prepara
tion rather than large sector studies. One thing I noticed however was that 
none of the regions were very specific about what project identification and 
preparation actually should entail. Mr. Laugeri was quite concerned about 
the lack of guidelines from the Bank in this area. Perhaps it would be a 
good idea to put out a new Guideline on project preparation and identification. 
In the meantime however the regions should be alerted to WHO's concern and 
take appropriate measures when preparing terms of reference for the CP. 

4. Specific items discussed during our visits with the region are 
given below: 

Eastern Africa 

It was agreed that the Zaire tariff study mission would 
be postponed until November to coincide with a Bank supervision 
mission . 

Mr . Erkmen agreed to ask the Bank's resident representa
tive in Nairobi to participate in the Nairobi workshop scheduled 
for the week of September 11. 

Western Africa 

Mr. Redekopp's program for the next 4 months was agreed upon. 
After completing intensive language training he will visit the 
Bank for at least one week and then proceed to Western Africa for 
an extended field visit . There was some concern about his French 
so Mr. Laugeri will ask AFRO to make someone from their office 
available to accompany Mr. Redekopp while he is in the field. 
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The Nigeria sector study will have to be done in 
several phases which will be discussed further after the first 
field visit by Mr. Jackson in November. 

Work in the SAHEL should concentrate on project identi
fication in the rural areas. 

The region would like to have a full sector survey in 
Guinea next year. This will be discussed during Mr. Steven's 
visit in October. 

EMENA 

In Mr. Thys' absence we were unable to obtain confir
mation on the scheduling of Iran. Mr. Laugeri was to have 
settled this before his departure. 

The region would like to discuss the possibility of 
a full sector survey next year in either Lebanon or Cyprus 
with Mr. Stevens in October. 

Latin America and Caribbean 

Decentralization of one post to AMRO has taken place. 
Mr. Ringskog has taken that position and began work on September 
4. The region has an agreed work program with AMRO. 

East Asia and Pacific 

The region has requested that the Papua New Guinea 
sector study be postponed until February. Further details will 
be discussed in October with Mr. Stevens. 

Indonesia III will be changed to Rural Water Supply 
follow-up. 

South Asia 

The duration and contents of further work in Rajasthan 
and Punjab can only be agreed upon after the Bank receives the 
findings of the first mission. 

The Haryana Sector Review will not require as much time 
as is currently shown in the workplan. 

The region mentioned the possibility of needing a financial 
analyst from the CP to assist on an appraisal mission after the 
first of the year. 
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5. In addition to his discussions with the Regions Mr. Laugeri 
discussed the CP's proposal for an EDI like course to be given in French 
with you and Messrs. Helmers and Huang of EDI. It is my understanding 
that the following items were agreed upon: 

i) The course will be held at CEFIGRE in Valbonne, France. 

ii) The director of the course will be appointed by CEFIGRE 
from their staff. He will attend the Bank's EDI Water Course 
this spring. 

iii) Teachers will be provided primarily by CEFIGRE and although 
EDI and other Water staff may have some input it is likely 
to be limited. CEFIGRE will finance their own teaching staff 
while, Bank staff participation will be paid for out of EDI 
and regional budgets. 

iv) Course materials, in English will be provided by EDI. WHO 
will arrange for their translation into French. 

v) The CP will provide staff time and finance participation of 
their own staff members. 

vi) Funding for participants , which will be provided by outside 
sources, will be arranged by CP staff (Mr . Laugeri). 

vii) The course materials will need to include certain confidential 
Bank reports in French. Mr. Laugeri will arrange this with 
Messrs. Cosgrove and Erkmen when the exact requirements are 
known. 

6. I was not present for Mr. Laugeri's discussions with AMRO, however 
he did mention that to date AMRO has not been very successful with their 
contribution to the rapid assessment and it is very likely that they will 
be requesting support from Geneva. Mr. Laugeri proposed that Mr. Vogel 
might take over this work during September and October since his previous 
assignment for that period, Papua New Guinea, has been dropped. 

7. The only outstanding issue is the problem of filling the vacant 
financial analyst position. Although there are several candidates available, 
no one from the Bank has interviewed them. Of particular concern are can
didates in Tanzania and Cameroon. Arrangements need to be made fairly 
soon to reach these people. 

Attachment 

cc: Messrs. J.Beach, E.Erkmen (EAPEW), W.Cosgrove (WAPEW), A.Thys (EMPWS), 
F.Lamson-Scribner (ASPEW), A.Zavala (LCPWS) 

PPeter:ftt 
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Fr~rfry·1an g , ETS . ( To Mr L. Laugeri, ETS 

7 of 
Date 1 September 1978 

Our ref. P20/ 372/2 Attention 

Your ref. 

Originator 

Su~cct TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR YOUR VISIT 
TO WASHINGTON 

During your forthcoming visit to the World Bank in Washington, you will 
participate in a planning meeting related to Cooperative Programme activities 
until the end-1978. A tentative workplan has been prepared in ETS and is 
attached to serve as a basis for your discussions. 

In the course of the meeting, you should discuss in particular the 
following points: 

finalization of 40 additional rapid assessment reports before 
end-November 1978; 

scope and contents of rapid assessment and follow up activities 
in Nigeria; 

scope and contents of sector development in the Sahel; 

contentsof Mr Redekopp's programme, including the possibility of 
his joining the forthcoming Sahel mission; 

contents of the SEA.RO, AMRO and AFRO on-going or future Cooperative 
Programme prograrrunes (until end-1978 only). 

You should als.o obtain information on the inputs which the World Bank 
expects from the Cooperative Programme for the year 1979, so that your report 
can serve as a briefing for my next visit to Washington in October. 

It has become quite urgent that the candidates for financial analyst 
posts be interviewed by the Bank. This should be planned and organized during 
the meeting. 

As a follow up to our letter of 28 August to Mr Rovani, you should discuss 
with Bank and EDI staff the subject of the EDI-type course in French which is 
to be given at ITCWRM. You should in particular obtain a firm confirmation that 
expenditures related to this project can be charged to the CP budget, and 
clarification on the involvement of the various parties, parti cular EDI. 

I 

You shou-1,d also undertake a desk study of a~~ the material availa~ in 
the Bank on ~e Zaire water supply programme, in preparation for your forthcoming 
tariff study:· · Your stay in Washington is tentatively planned until 8 September, 

I 

however, if your various activities, and in particular the Zaire desk study, 
require more time, it may be necessary for you to extend your visit into the 
following week. · 

You should also visit AMRO in order to discuss the rapid assessment exercise, 
the AMRO CP workplan and the forthcoming Caribbean mission. 

Upon return from Washington, you should prepare a short report and a final 
CP workplan for end-1978, based on a draft which will have been agreed upon prior 
to your departure from the Bank. 

cc: Director, ERE 
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WO BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORAT, N 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO· Messrs. J. Beach, E.Erkmen (EAPEW), W.Cosgrove (WAPEW) 

A. Thys(ID-APWS) , F.Lamson-Scribner(ASPEW), A. Zavala(LEPWS) 

FROM;Phylli~eter, EWT 

SUBJECTWHO/WB Cooperative Program: Work Programming Exercise 

DATE: August 18, 1978 

Louis Laugeri will be in Washington the week of September 5 to 
discuss the status of the CP Work Program for the remainder of 1978. 
Unfortunately, we were not able to schedule a full work programming 
exercise with Prescott Stevens until the end of October . However since 
t here have recently been conflicts between activities in the agreed work 
program and the rapid accessment, WHO has agreed to send Mr. Laugeri in 
September to confirm the work plan for the next quarter. I will be in touch 
with your secretaries next week to arrange a time for Mr. Laugeri to meet 
with you. 

Although Mr. Laugeri's visit is intended to confirm activities 
scheduled only the next four months, it will also be a good time to mention 
future activities that you would like to have included in the extended work 
program. The work program Prescott Stevens will be preparing in October, 
will cover the period January 1979 - June 1980. 

PPeter:ftt 



The \rVorld Bank / 1818 H Street, ~l.\V., Washington, D.C. 20433. U.S.A. • Telephone: (202) 393-6360 • Cables: INTBAfRAD 

Mr. S. Unakul 
World Health Organization 
Regional Advisor on Environmental Health 
World Health House 
New Delhi 110001 
India 

August 3, 1978 

Re: IBRD/UHO Cooperative Program 

Dear Mr . Unakul: 

We refer to your letters of May 17 and July 7, 1978 and 
"SEARO - Memorandum" of May 31, 1978, on draft workplan for July 1978 -
June 1978. 

Our comments, which relate to India only, refer to the approach 
on sector studies. 

We have recently reviewed the draft sector study for Rajasthan, 
which we found most comprehensive and it should be very useful for our 
future works in proj ect preparation and appraisal . However, the preparation 
of s.ichacomprehensive report, co.isidering time needed, is probably justified 
only when there are prospective projects . 

We have previously expressed our opinion or. the early preparation 
of "brief sector memoranda" for each state ultimately to be done for all states 
of India. The memoranda would be standarized and would provide comparable 
sector data for the whole of India. It might be feasible to combine the 
compilation of relevant data for these memoranda with the implementation 
of the "Rapid Assessment Program" . 

We envisage that a "sector memorandum" should comprise a summarizing 
text (3-5 pages) with tables and charts showing sector organization . Such a 
report could then , if needed, be supplemented with additional data in conjunction 
with subsequent project preparation. The report should state relevant facts 
and Government objectives for sector development . It should not analyze t he 
sector and evaluate alternatives i. e . on sector organization. The "Sector 
Memorandum" should then form the basis for project preparation and would al so 
include data which at a later stage can conveniently be used in the staff 
appraisal report. 
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Mr. S. Unakul - 2 - August 3, 1978 

We have enclosed a proposed draft "table of contents" for a 
"Rrief Sector Nemorandum" . We have not submitted any proforma tables 
which you are in a better position to prepare than we are . 

A sector study for Haryana ha8 been in our potential program. 
An agricultural project, which shortly will be presented to the Bank 
Board> contains a rural water supply component and also commits the State 
of Haryana to make a study of the water sector , Mr, Capeihans from the 
State Government of Haryana has asked for a copy of a sector repor t and 
we believe it would be appropriate if the Punjab report was sent to him, 
It would probably be best to hold a bit and let the Haryana government 
get its thoughts in line; you might offer your good advice on study 
organization if requested , 

We also understand that the Central and/or respective State 
Government have expressed interest regarding external financing for t he 
States of Gujarat, Bihar, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu. We suggest that 
you discuss with the Government of India related priorities (including 
Haryana) on the preparation of " Sector Memoranda" and establish a t ime 
schedule. 

Best regards, 

LRasmus son :yi/ms L 
cc : Messrs . Pettigrew, iddleton 

Very t r uly yours , 

~ . H. Lamson-Scribner , Chief , 
Energy & Water Supply Division 
South Asia Projects Department 
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1. 

1. 01 

1. 02 

1. 03 

2. 

2. 01 

Sector Memorandum 

Draft to TabJe of Contents 

Background Data 

Brief sunnnary of salient features such as: 

Area: 

Population~ 

Township: 

Villages: 

Altitude: between 

Rainfall: 

Agricu.ltnral area: 

I rrigated area: 

Per capita income: Rs 

urban 

r ural 

Total 

Nos . 

Nos 

and 

mm/year 

Economy of the State (agricultural, industrial) 

Major water sources; rivers and groundw;:1ter. 

Service Levels 

Refer t o relevant tables and summarize' data such as : 

1971 
Nos. 

Water Supply 

Urban areas 

connections 

s t andposts 

other means 

Population Served 

% 
1978 

Nos. % 
1984 

~ Nos. % 



3. 

3.01 

3.02 

Rural Areas 

- connections 

- standposts 

other means 

Sewerage 

connections 

- septic tanks 

- conservancy system 

Sector Investment Program 

Refer to relevant table 

- 2 -

Highlight any particular trend recarding a llocations between urban 

and rural areas and water supply and sewerage. 

3.03 

4. 

4.01 

4.02 

4.03 

4.04 

5. 

5.01 

5. 02 

5.03 

Proposed investments through 6th 5-year plan. 

Sector Or[c?nization 

Refer to organizational charts and staffing tables. 

Short description on functio:iing, powers and dutie:.s . 

Sector legisl ation. 

Govermr.ent obj ect ives on sector development and related legislc:tior.. 

Physical ,forl'_c; 

Works proposed to be executed thru 1984.(the 6th 5-year plan). 

Summary of justification for proposed works . 

Summary cost est~ruate to include appropriate contingencies and 

divided between urban and rural and water supply and sewerage. 

5.04 

6. 

6.01 

Per capita costs. 

Financial Ann]vsis 

Financing Plan. 
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- 3 -

6.02 Proposed increase in tariffs urban and ru~al, water supply and 

sewerage. 

6 .03 Sector subsidization. 

Tabl es: 

1 . Population 

2. Health statistics 

3. Service levels 

4. Sector investments 

5. Staffing and i mp l ementation capacity. 

6. Status of project preparation . 

7. Tariff structures and levels. 

8. Income and revenue statement. 

Charts: 

1. S_ector Orgnaization(s) 

Haps : 

1. Location of State. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

II. BACKGROUND 

WB - PLAN OF WORK 

III. BASIC REQUISITES FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM 

IV. PRINCIPAI.: MEASURES FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

V. RECOMMENDED METHODOLOGY 

VI. ANNEXES 
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I. 

II. 

III. 

WB - PLAN OF WORK 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Overview 

2. Objectives 

3. Recapitulation of the problem (WHO-MD paper) 

4. Brief history of international endeavors to resolve the problem: 

in Latin America: PARO, Punta del Este, IBRD, IDB, AIDIS, 

Third Meeting of 'Ministers of Health 

World-wide: IBRD, HABITAT, Mar del Plata 

Miscellaneous Remarks 

The experience of Brazil - PLANASA 

BACKGROUND 

1. The problem of basic sanitation - nature and possible solutions 

2. Objectives to be pursued 

3. Summary of the suggested policy 

4. Application of such policy to different situations in different countries 

5. Towards a permanent, comprehensive solution 

6. Classification by rural/urban location 

7. Required international cooperation 

8. Contribution of national governments 

IMPORTANT PREREQUISITES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A NATIONAL PLAN 

1. Assessment of the problem and of prospects for the future 

2. Design of an appropriate pricing policy 

3. Design of a policy to minimize costs 

3.1 Operating expenses and maintenance costs 



3 . 2 Per capita investment 

4. Determination of requirements for financial prefeasibility 

4.1 Rates (as regards the consumer) 

4.2 Community (remuneration and subsidy) 

4.3 Nation (subsidy , graduated interest charges and foreign aid) 

5. Establishment of a self-sustaining system 

5.1 Revolving funds 

5.2 Preservation of the real value of the investment funds 

5 . 3 Minimal rate of investment 

6. Institutional .Resources 

6.1 Centralization versus decentralization 

6 . 2 Formal organizational structure -- t he National Sanitation Network 

6.2.1 Central governing body 

6.2.2 Implementing agencies 

6.2.3 Financial institutions 

6.2.4 Technical institutions 

6.3 Spatial organization 

6.3.1 Approaches based on the concept of regionalization 

2 

6.3.2 Approaches based on national characteristics and peculiarities 

6. 4 Technical assistance and organization 

7. Technical and Technological resources 

7.1 Survey of available resources 

7.2 Assessment of project capacity and potential needs 

7.3 Standardization and planning of necessary materials and equipment : 

domestic production and imports 

7 . 4 Level of technological development and need for technical assistance 

8. Human Resources 

8.1 Assessment of the supply of and demand for human resources at different 

professional levels and from the quantitative as well as qualitative 

standpoint 



Data to be Collected 

8.2 Recycling and Training program 

8.3 Logistical support and technical assistance 

9. Programming criteria 

9.1 Criteria used in establishing priorities 

9.2 Criteria used to identify the terms and rate of investment 

9.3 Criteria used in identifying the type of financing (capital, 

loans and grants "recursos a fundo perdido") 

9.4 Comprehensive feasibility study 

3 



V. MEASURES 

1.- Comprehensive strategy and plan 

2.- Regional plan 

3.- National plans 

1. COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGY AND PLAN 

1.1 Identification of institutions capable of contributing to the success of the 

operation, particularly those providing technical assistance and financial 

aid, including the mobilization of these resources 

1.2 Overview of the problem on a world-wide scale; study of different situations 

and identification of possible strategies 

1.3 Creation of an Executive Committee to coordinate efforts and resources, as 

well as the operations of the international organizations and other institutions 

defined in section 1.1 above in pursuit of the selected objectives 

1.4 Survey of available foreign resources,in terms of quantity and quality, to be 

used in resolving the problem 

1.5 Agreement of international organizations and other collaborating institutions 

with respect to their potential role in helping to solve the problem and as 

regards the policies and strategies to be adopted in this connection 

1.6 Special agreement between lending institutions and official aid agencies 

for co-financing of water supply and sanitary sewerage programs in the form 

of loans at graduated * . interest rates and grants to stimulate and ensure 

the financial feasibility of national plans and programs which, in turn, are 

consistent with the aforementioned selected strategies and policies 

*(fundo perdido) 



1.7 Preparation of a report on the reconnnended policy and strategy for the 

international organizations and collaborating agencies, serving as basis 

for the implementation and subsequent operation of regional and national 

sanitation plans and which provides for the peculiarities of the specific 

countries or group of countries involved 

2 

1.8 Selection and demarcation of target regions and ordering of priorities with 

respect to the coverage of such areas 

1.9 Preparation of a comprehensive plan of action in pursuit of the selected 

targets and objectives 

2. REGIONAL PLANNING 

2 .1 Creation of an e.xecutive-level regional council composed of representatives 

from the international organizations and collaborating institutions in the 

respective region, responsible for integrating actions and resources and for 

coordinating and enforcing the policies and measures required for the success

ful design and implementation of the Regional Sanitation Plan 

2.2 Collection, classification and supplementation of available data on the region 

by the international organizations and the respective countries 

2.3 Study and diagnosis of conditions in the basic sanitation sectors of the 

various countries within the respective region, of the strategies and policies 

adopted, of programs and plans in progress and of the resources available or 

potentially available for mobilization with respect to plan execution 

2.4 Selection of criteria to be used in classifying, in establishing priorities 

and in providing differential treatment for the various countries within the 

region and classification of countries on the basis of the selected criteria 



2.5 Survey of available domestic, foreign and international technical and 

financial resources for use in implementing regional basic sanitation 

programs 

2 . 6 Preparation of a regional plan of technical assistance and research 

services to be executed by the international organizations, collaborating 

agencies and national institutions in pursuit of the following principal 

targets : 

foundation, organization and methods of different agencies involved 

in and responsible for operation of the national sanitation networks; 

3 

study and research in an effort to improve quality and to reduce invest

ment costs, as well as the operating expenses and maintenance costs involved 

in running the various services; 

qualification and retraining of manpower; 

information exchange. 

2.7 Preparation of a report presenting a recapitulation and consolidated view 

of basic sanitation conditions throughout the region and of the prospects 

for the future based on the compiled data and on previous surveys 

2.8 Preparation of a separate report for submission to the national authorities 

of each country within the region, including: 

a) suggestions as to policies and strategies recommended , with regard to 

human, financial, technical and institutional resources, for the pro

gressive elimination of present shortages and the eventual establish

ment of an equilibrium between the supply and demand for basic sanitation 

services; 



b) available data from the international organizations, duly compiled 

and systematically classified; 
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c) a schedule for the design,implementation and operation of the country's 

National Sanitation Plan; 

d) a set of program alternatives and corresponding analysis of the relative 

advantages and disadvantages of each such alternative to facilitate the 

task of the local government in selecting a program and comcomitant 

targets and objectives; 

e) a general idea of the possibilities for obtaining necessary domestic 

and foreign financing. 

2.9 Drafting of the Regional Sanitation Plan on the basis of the information 

derived from the aforementioned documents . 



3. PREPARING NATIONAL BASIC SANITATION PLANS 

3.1 Provision by the Regional Council to the governments of each country within 

the region of : 

a) a country report, prepared by the council for use in designing the 

country's respective national plan, as well as in the subsequent decision

making process with regard to its implementation; 

b) technical assistance for the design,implementation and operation of 

the plan; and 

c) foreign financing and, in special cases, the provision of grants(fundoperdido) 

required for plan implementation, subject to the plan's consistency 

with the recommended policies and strategies. 

3.2 Using the report provided by the Regional Council, the government of each 

country will then decide : 

a) whether or not to accept the recommended policies and strategies, as well 

as the proposed assistance; 

b) on the program to be followed and the means to be employed in revising 

and supplementing the report and in developing the National Basic Sanitation 

Plan; and 

c) as to the creation of a National Basic Sanitation Plan Committee , respon

sible for designing the measures to be used in the preparation of the 

Plan, as outlined below. 

3. 3 Preliminary steps to gain better insights into the actual situation: 

a) consolidation, supplementation and classification of the data required for 
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drafting the national plan and survey of resource availabilities with a 

view to plan implementation; 

b) diagnosis of conditions within the country and of the status of its 

basic sanitation sector from the social, technical, economical and 

institutional standpoints; 

c) quantitative and qualitative assessment of present shortages of basic 

sanitation services, of future trends and of corresponding social and 

economic implications; 

d) appraisal of the necessary volume of investment to eliminate the observed 

shortages and to keep pace with the anticipated increase in demand; 

e) analysis of operating expenses and maintenance costs involved in running 

basic sanitation services, of potential trends over time and of the pos

sibilities for reducing costs to a minimum. 

3.4 Steps towards an evaluation of the supply and demand for financing 

a) design of alternate investment programs aimed at a gradual elimination 

of shortages and the eventual establishment of an equilibrium between 

the supply and demand for such services 

b) analysis of pricing policy, including a study of the ability to pay of 

different social strata and of an appropriate graduated price structure 

c) estimate of potential operating revenue based on the previous analysis 

and the alternate investment programs 

d) estimate of corresponding operating and maintenance costs in the light 

of the suggested investment targets 

e) assessment of the system's reimbursement capacity based on estimated 



income and expenses and on the proposed credit terms 

f) analysis and estimate of mobilizable investment funds by origin, broken 

down by type of financing (loan proceeds, grants) and based on annual 

availabilities, including: 

i - domestic treasury funds and borrowing 

ii - proceeds from foreign loans and grants 

3.5 Preparation of the National Basic Sanitation Plan, as well as its program of 

construction and financing: 
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a) establishment of alternate comprehensive programs of construction/financing 

on the basis of previous analyses, including an estimate of annual financial 

needs in the form of loans and grants and a definition of limits for credit 

transactions 

b) preliminary negociations with domestic and foreign sources of financing 

to assess the feasibility of the quantities of funds and terms of borrow

ing defined in the theoretical programs and in an effort to obtain a 

tentative agreement as to the extent of their commitmentsand their 

terms 

c) selection of a program, from among the various alternatives, to be 

implemented, in theory, throughout the different regions of the country 

d) survey of human, institutional, technical and technological resources 

required for Plan execution 

e) definition of the general terms of reference for Plan implementation 

based on the approved policies and strategies. 
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3.6 Preparation of the basic document for the National Basic Sanitation Plan, 

including: 
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a) a diagnosis of the country ' s present status and of the conditions within 

its basic sanitation sector , covering all social, economic, f i nancial , 

technical and institutional facets of the issue 

b) assessment of present shortages of basi c sanitation services , of probable 

trends over time and of the corresponding social and economic implications 

c) analysis and assessment of the supply and demand for financial resources 

forimplementation and subsequent operation of the national plan which 

will help the country to gradually eliminate its resource gap and to 

achieve some sort of equilibrium between its suppl y and the demand for 

such services 

d) analysis of pricing policy 

e) the selected program of construction/financi ng 

f) study of the institutional aspects i nvolved in the project , includi ng 

current legisl ation and organizational structures and determination of 

the extent of the country ' s willingness to adapt its institutions to the 

suggested policies and strategies 

g) survey of available technical and technological resources, materials 

and equipment within the country for mobilization in plan implementation 

and assessment of gaps and shortages which must be fi l led through 

foreign sources 

h) evaluation of the supply and demand for human resources from the qualitative 

as well as the quantitative standpoint and of the concomitant training and 
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recycling needs as regards new recruits. 

3 . 7 Consistent definition and decision by the national authorities as to 

a) the suggested comprehensive policies and strategies 

b) their willingness to mobilize domestic funds, contract external debts and 

take steps to preserve the real value of these funds and to establish 

revolving funds as reserves 

c) the pricing policr considered feasible from the socioeconomic point of 

view and which will ensure plan implementation in real terms, as well 

as the timely reimbursement of all contracted debts 

d) the organization and operation of the national sanitation network 

e) the spatial organization for administrative and management purposes 

f) the selected program of operation, the pace at which it will be carried 

out, the proposed targets and goals and the criteria selected for use 

in establishing priorities 

3.8 Negociation of the national government authorities with representatives of 

the international. organizations with respect to the drafted version of the 

plan, culminating with the signature of an agreement or letter of intent 

between the country and the respective organizations setting forth the rights 

and obligations of both parties with regard to the execution and subsequent 

operation of the National Basic Sanitation Plan and as concerns the 

provision of the available and Lequested foreign financing. 
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4. CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO PLAN IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Institutional arrangements: 

a) promulgation of the legislation required for institutionalization, 

implementation and subsequent operation of the National Basic Sanitation 

Plan and for legalization of the arrangements reconunended by the select

ed policies and strategies and which ensure all required support for 

successful plan implementation 

b) preparation, approval and promulgation of rules and regulations governing 

all activities related to plan execution and operation 

c) organization, institutionalization and installation of the National San

itation Network to facilitate the harmonious, organized, coordinated and, 

at Che same time, decentralized action of all agencies and institutions 

responsible for implementatio~ and operation of the National Basic San

itation Plan 

d) study, reorganization and restructuring of the implementing agencies 

responsible for managing the basic sanitation services and for execution 

of all scheduled projects through the establishment of institutional 

models 

e) definition of the spatial organization of the system for proper manage

ment of basic sanitation services 

4.2 Progranuning Operations: 

a) preparation of regional programs within the country and completion of an 

overall feasibility study 

b) selection and adoption of criteria for use in establishing priorities 

with respect to the distribution of project benefits 
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c) negociation with the competent authorities and agencies with respect to 

the execution and subsequent operation of specific programs 

4.3 Economic and Financial Arrangements: 
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a) establishment of revolving funds to preserve and compound required invest

ment funds and to cover the depreciation costs of water and sewerage 

facilities so as to ensure permanent, adequate financial support for 

program execution 

b) preservation of the real value of the funds utilized in the Basic San

itation Plan through a process of monetary adjustment or a system of 

indexing 

c) establishment of a price policy based on a system of internal subsidies 

which permits the system to charge rates which are affordable to low 

income groups, while simultaneously producing sufficient income for 

system operation, maintenance and subsequent expansion 

d) mobilization of treasury resources and loan proceeds as required for 

Plan execution and subsequent o~eration 

e) study, research, incentives and arrangements with a view to minimizing 

operating expenses and maintenance costs, as well as required investments 

4.4 Design,implementation and operation 

program as required for plan execution 

of a manpower training and recycling 

4.5 Mobilization of domestic and foreign technical assistance resources to provide 

proper technic.al support for plan execution and subsequent )operation, 

particularly those required for the design of studies and projects 
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4.6 Design of a program and adoption of miscellaneous measures with a view to 

the manufacture, standardization, storage and import of all required materials 

and equipment 

4 . 7 Planning, standardization, drafting and negociation of agreements , contracts 

and other instruments for the obtention of funds and other resources for 

. execution and subsequent operation of the National Basi c San itation P.lan . 



WOHLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORA 116N 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Messrs:J.Beach(AEPEW),E . Erkmen(EAPEW),W.Cosgrove(WAPEW) OATE: July 27, 1978 

A.Thys(EMPWS) .tamson-Scribner (ASPEW),A.Zavala(LCPWS) 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: WHO 
..:..;.;;:....:._..::C..:;.o..:;.op.L.::.er;;;..a:;:.t;;;..i:;:.v:....:e;;;._;;P:....:r:....:o::.,;g;i.;;r:.:am=-..::Ad=m::.::i;.:.:n;;;::i..::s..::t.=.r.::a.=.t.=.i.:;;on::;;. 

This is to advise you thaf Phyllis Peter has been appointed 
Cooperative Program Administrator l Effective immediately she will be 
responsible for the following aspects of the CP : 

1. Budget 

2. Work Program 

3. General Administration 

WHO will continue to deal directly with each of you on Work 
Programming issues that are specific to your region; but Phyllis will 
handle the administrative aspects of the exercise by coordinating the 
semi-annual Work Programming exercise, handling Form 700s, etc. 

I will restrict my activities to policy matters relating to 
such things as regionalization and recruitment, but will of course be 
available to assist on other matters at your request. 

cc: Messrs: 
Ms. 

PPeter : sp 

Rovani, Sheehan, Middleton (EWT) 
Julius (EWT) 

1_/ Letter from Mr. Rovani to Mr. Berndt Dieterich attached. 
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!{r . Bcrr,<lt D'tl'tcrich, 'li.nctor 
fa~vl r<hm,~nt,'\J H<.·ul th 'l<'chnolo~",)' 

1.1nd ~uppl>rt 
Div.i1,don c,f l:~vironr1,"n t al lino.1th 
\,for] <l J:,-altli Organiz:itiou 
12J.l (..,~t)('V l\ :7 
f.h,i tZ'.!rl imd 

July 24, 1978 

I t•ould li :~c to advi&-.• ye~ of rcc~nt c.b.:inr;~s 1 havt• ~na~ 
in tht: r.nr.:li:,1~"1:c-nt of our l1n<! ~~"ln;tg.:~;,·<'nt 'I'{'srooeibilitiei for 
t:hc- Cooperative Progrco. In the future Fl1yll'! g 1:~~tC?r vi 11 
e.~$Uf.10 f:JLl r?:..1,or 3.f d ii ty for t:hr: i;.oncro.l n.<~rn1ni6tl~,1.ti on cf thP. 
Cl' :!r.cludin~ t-uai;:·tinp, \.:Ork protrimvins. and tir:rt rc·cor,Hn;:;. Of 
COU1:!"!e, CP ct.?.ff f;boul<l continue to vork dit't?<:tlv witi1 th,• 
Rcr.lon,'.>.l Water s ~1prly ,livlr.d ops 0:1 vork pr oerm;·u;bt hut Pi yl 1 ! , 
vill h1.• RV'lil<!l-le to facilitate t"leir <le.alir•!;I, \:it'h theti:. vhcnl!Vt't' 
ne>casu.1ry. PoU cy t'..'.lttcn: i;uci, 09 inn1Hrn relating to CP rcz,ional
ii:::ti.on nnd rcc1·uj t!!' t'at will_ st:ill be hc:>ncaed by ,Tohn }~l\lhen,:itten . 

Sh-tee ~rs . Pc t ar w:i ll be:! vor kt ng a bit mor.c activi:ly with 
tl:r> pron:c-a;.i th:m oh(! h;,is l:i th{: pl.ist, 1 thtnk i t "·oul d b~ a r.ood 
ice a for 1:cr to tt\)cnd a f e\.l days w1 th your ntnff in f;en~va . This 
\muld r,iv.:: tllc•m au opport,mity to l •r tng ht:ir Uf' • to-dat<• on the 
sl::\t'U'i oi: er or~r ~tions and ni1e could also ::.~rli~ t wi th prt'pur n tions 
for your nPXt roLmd of \Jork prc,nre.."',nr!.nB d1 scunsions .ln \laahing ton. . 
Ii it j s ccmv<·:1i t!n t for your ~tdff , s,hc will tcm tath·e ly sch~dulc 
her vteH for t he last ,,mcl. in Sept cnl .-r. 

JJif.:allit•nr.atten: f tt 

Yours sincerely, 

Yv('.8 P.ovani 
Director 

r11crf:Y, \-!ntcr and ·reloco1e.rnun1.eat:ions Dcpa'(tml'n t 



Mr. Berndt Uieterich, Director 
Environmental Health Technology 

and Support 
Division of Environ~ental Health 
World Health Organization 
1211 Geneva 27 
Switzerland 

Dear Berndt: 

July 24, 1978 

I would like to advise you of recent changes I have mAde 
in the assignment of our line management responsibilities for 
the Cooperative Program. In the future Phyllis Peter will 
assume full responsibility for the general administration of the 
CP including budgeting, work progrannning and time recording. Of 
course, CP staff should continue to work directly with the 
Regional Water Supply divisions on work programming but Pl1yllis 
will be available to facilitate their dealingF; with them whenever 
necessary. Policy matters such as issues relating to CP regional
ization and recruitment will still be handled by John Kalbermatten. 

Since Ms. Peter will be working a bit more actively wHh 
the program than she has in the past, I think it would be a good 
idea for her to spend a few days with your staff in Geneva. This 
would give them an opportunity to bring her up-to-date on the 
status of CP operations and she could also assist with preparations 
for your next round of work progranuning discussions in Washington. 
I£ it is convenient for your staff, she will tentatively schedule 
her visit for the last week in September. 

JMKalbermatten:ftt 

Yours sincerely, 

Yves Rovani 
Director 

Energy, Water and Telecommunications Department 



Mr. Prescott Stevena 
World Uealth Organization 
1211 Ceneva 27 
Switzerland 

Dear Prescott : 

July 11, 197~ 

I am sending you a note I received from Mr. Reekie commenting on 
the Cooperntive Frogrnm Work Plan, in particular , necessary modifications 
reflecting latest developments in the countries. Please adjust the work 
program accordin~ly, 

I have also been informed by our East Asia and Pacific Division that 
the activities in Korea should be eliminated from the Wor'k Progr8Tll hecause 
they represent a duplication of efforts already underway by Koreans. 

If you have any questions on these conn:tents, please contact the 
Regional Division dtrcctly. 

With best regards. 

Sincerely • 

John M. Kalbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 

Energy, Water and Telecommunications Department 

Enclosure 

JMKalbermatten:cju 
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Mr. John M. Knlbermatten 

Robert Reekie 

.June 28, 1978 

I have the follow:f.ng comments to offer on the work plan dated 
June 1, 1978 attached to your routing slip of June 21.. 

1. HADA GAS CAR 

The Government has not yet confirMed their interest in havinR a 
sector study undertaken under the Cooperative Proiram and we have reminded 
t hem hy telex. This study would have important rural component 1md should 
be indicated with an asterisk in the WHO schedule. 

2. ZAIRE 

We consider the tariff study urgent, therefore, it should be 
undertaken as scheduled . If, because of recent developments in Zaire , 
travelling within the country is difficult or not allowed, we agree that 
the rural water sector study should be postponed . However, if the 
transportation difficulty is limited to Shaba, we feel it woul d not be 
necessary to postpone the study. 

3. ZAMBIA 

The prol)osed manpower study, which was tentatively scheduled for 
November, should be removed from the program. Recent developments in the 
country indicate that a number of bilateral donors are already interested 
in financing various training facilities and in making an assesrnnent of 
m,mpowe.r needs. He shall keep in close touch with these developments in 
the course of the preparatory work for our proposed rural water project. 

cc: Messrs . Erkmen, Coyaud, Kozel 

RReekie:cuc 

' -
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AFGHANISTAN 

STATUS OF COOP1:RATIVE PROGRAMME WORK 
AS A1 l JUNE 1978 

Team Leader 

G .~ Schultzberg 

The draft report was discussed with the Government during March and was 
finalized in consultation with the World Bank. The printing of the report has 
been delayed due to the heavy workload in the printing shop in connexion with 
the Assembly, but is expected to be ready for distribution early June. 

Follow-up activities have been scheduled for formulation of a regional 
scheme in northern Afghanistan . Confirmation from the new Government that this 
scheme is of high priority is awaited from EMRO . 

BENIN A. Tomassi 

A first draft of the Benin Sector Study undertaken by Messrs A. Tomassi 
and E. Becher, together with national staff, will be available hy the end of 
June . 

EGYPT L. Laugeri 

The Bank not envisaging any role for CP in the rural subsector in Egypt, 
the mission indicated in t he last workplan for the period 23 October to 
10 November has been cancelled . 

FIJI A. Vogel 

In accordance with the information received from the World Bank, East-Asia 
and Pacific Energy and Water Division, the Fiji Sector Study appearing in the 
last workplan for the period August-September has been cancelled. 

INDONESIA E . Becher 

The draft Agreement for the Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Project 
Central Java has still not been signed by the Indonesian Government. A Rapid 
Assessment report, taking account of Bank's conunents of 22 February , has been 
prepared by Dr Bachmann and been transmitted via SF.ARO for discussions with· 
Government . 

IRAN E. Becher 

The Minis try of Health and Social Welfare is now the only agency in charge 
of rural water supply and sanitation and has expressed interest in a national 
planning and development conference for the subsector along the lines of the 
Turkey Conference, to be followed up in due course via EMRO . 
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MALAWI M. Jackson 

The draft of the Sector Study report was presented to Government by 
Mr Jackson during the week of 17 April. In general it was well received and 
only a few relatively minor al terations are required for it to be finalized. 
Government has requested 200 copies of the final report and has agreed that it 
may also be distributed to interested international and bilateral agencies . 
Despatch of the final version of the report is scheduled for mid-June . 

MAURITIUS L. Laugeri 

A tariff study and a water rights legislation study have taken place 
concurrently in May, and the two reports are being prepared . The tariff study 
report will be ready in draft form on 9 June; a first draft of the water rights 
legislation report will be sent from FAO to ETS at about the same date. The two 
reports are expected to be available to the Rank for review before end-June. 

NEPAL E. Becher 

A Rapid Assessment report has been prepared by Dr Bachmann and has 
apparently been submitted to the Government by Mr Unakul. Nepal is on the list 
of countries covered by the WHO/UNDP Interregional Project for National Sector 
Development Planning Assis tance. 

NIGERIA 'M . Jackson 

Mr Jackson is now scheduled to visit Nigeria during the period 20 June to 
5 July to support the WHO Country Engineers , Messrs Alagiah and Diamant, in 
assisting Government with the preparation of a Rapid Assessment report. It is 
envisaged that during this mission workshops will be held to advise the State 
engineers and sewerage authorities regarding the preparation of State Rapid 
Assessment reports, whi~h will be consolidated into a national report during a 
second mission scheduled for September next. 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA A. Vogel 

According to Bank ' s request , the Sector Study mission to Papua New Guinea 
. which was scheduled for November 1978 in the last work.plan has been advanced to 

take place as from 14 August 1978. The objectives of the study are to ob~aip 
information on the sector, to identify water supply and sanitation projects and 
to advise Govetrunent on a suitable institution and a programme for village water 
supply. 

PHILIPPINES 

According to information received from our Regional Office for the Western 
Pacific , the workshop for Local Water Utilities Administration (LWUA) , appearing 
in the last workplan for the period 12- 30 June, has been postponed . The LWUA 
have not yet finalized planning on this workshop since their unit is presently 
involved in the Rapid Assessment exercise ; they plan to complete their planning 
on this project in the future but has no firm date. 
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PORTUGAL V. Pinto 

The second Seminar (Bank- assisted) on "Project Preparation and Evaluation" 
was held in Lisbon from 8 to 16 May 1978. Over 200 participants attended the 
Seminar and the different items were presented by Messrs D, Jones (ijank), 
H. Shipman and R. Monteiro (Consultants), V. Pinto (WHO) as well as by some 
national experts . · 

A WHO Senior Technical Adviser provides the necessary technical assistance 
to the project (UNDP-assisted). 

RWANDA L. Laugeri 

Detailed comments have been received from AFRO and from the World Bank . 
The African Development Bank has not yet made any comment on the tariff study. 
Since time is short, it is proposed to finalize the full report, incorporating 
the Rapid Assessment , the tariff study and the sector study, before end-June. 

SOMALIA E. Becher 

A delegation from the Fed~ral Republic of Germany visited Somalia in May 
and agreed to finance various community water supply sys terns, a well drilling 
programme, and accepted responsibility for strengthening the National Water 
Development Agency (WDA) which since early 1978 i s in charge of all community 
water supply planning, supervision and assistance functions except for two towns, 
Kisamayo and Hargeisa. The German Technical Assistance Agency (GTZ) is to make 
available nine experts with twin mandates of on-the-job training and of shared 
responsibilities with national staff for sector planning, management and 
technical guidance. GTZ would appreciate our help in this programme either by 
recruiting experts or through staff being made available for short- term 
assistance. 

SUDAN G. Bachmann 

The final version of the Sudan Sector Study report was sent to EMRO for 
onward transmission to Government on 20 April 1978 . Mr Bishara was scheduled t o 
visit Sudan from 19 May to 2 June in order to present the Sector Study report, 
participate in a seminar to be arranged by the Ministry of National Planning on 
"Reorganization of Water Sector Agencies", and collect information for the 
preparation of Rapid Assessment report . However, in view of the postponement 
of the Seminar., Mr Bishara ' s mission to Sudan has been cancelled , and EMRO has 
been requested to arrange presentation of the report. A Rapid Assessment desk 
study will be prepared at HQ. 

TURKEY E. Becher 

The Conference on Planning and Development of Community Water Supply and 
Sanitation took place on 29 May to 2 June in Istanbul. The conference drew 
120 participants, among them Ministers and top-decision makers in the sector and 
same up with suggestions for a viable sector strategy for the medium- term to 
1983 and for the long-term to 1990. The final report is presently being prepared 
by an inter-ministerial conunit tee and will be presented to the State Planning 
Organization before the end of June, and become available in due course in 
English and French. 
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The project "Reinforcement of, J micipal Water Supply and Liquid Waste 
Disposal Programmes of Iller Bank" was signed hy WHO, UNDP and the Turkish 
Government on 1 April and is being implemented . The French Government , also 
represented at the Sector Planni ng Conference , is likely to support a 
considerable part of the training component of this project . 

ZAIRE L. Laugeri 

The Government has completed 61 questionnaires on the rural water supp ly 
subsector. As these questionnaires cover only about 600 000 inhabitants, they 
may not constitute a representative sample of rural water supply and sanitation 
conditions . Besides, in view of the recent developments in Zaire ~ the sector 
study team may not be allowed to travel in Shaba and Kivu which account for a 
large part of the rural popula t ion. In his forthcoming visit to Brazzaville, 
Mr Laugeri will discuss the opportunity of postponing the Zai re tariff study 
and rur a l water supply subsector study by about four months . Otherwise the two 
studies could be undertaken separately if the Bank considers the tariff study 
as urgent. 

AFRO WORKSHOP ON NATIONAL WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE DEVELOPMENT A. Tomassi 

This workshop is planned to take place in the first half oJ 1979. It will 
be an AFRO workshop rather than an interr egional workshop ; its purpose .will be 
essentially the training of Regional Off i ce staff, with participation of 
national staff. Case studies will be undertaken on the basis of the results of 
the Rapid Assessment exercise . 

RAPID ASSESSMENT 

AFRO 

L. Laugeri 

(a) Ouagadougou Workshop : This workshop took piace from 27 February until 
3 March 1978, with representatives of the following countries: Chad , Mali , 
Mauritania, Niger , Senegal , Cape- Verde, Upper Volta, Ivory Coast , Togo , 
Benin and Gabon . After return to their respective countries , the parti
cipants were expected to prepare complete Rapid Assessment reports which had 
to be communicated to WHO for comments before 30 April 1978. Several 
countries (Chad, Mali, Mauritania , Niger, Senegal, Upper Volta, Ivory 
Coast , Benin and Gabon) have already sent their reports . AFRO is contacting 
the other countries in order to obtain their reports as soon as possible. 
As far as. Upper Volta is concerned, the Rapid Assessment report prepared 
includes a special request for assistance by WHO i n par t icular by a financial 
analyst. 

(b) Burundi: Dr Strijak is preparing the desk study report as agreed with AFRO 
and this should be finalized by end- June. 

(c) C.A.E . : Mr Tomassi is at present in the country to assist in preparing the 
Rapid Assessment report . 

(d) Cameroon : Travel by Mr Tomassi scheduled for June , following his visit to 
C.A . E. 
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(e) Guinea: Mr Vogel 1s scheduled t o visit the country in June 1978 . 

(f) Liberia: Request has been received from Government and transmitted to AFRO 
for further clarificat ion . 

(g) Malawi: Rapid Assessment report being prepared by Mr Jackson . 

(h) Other countries in AFRO region: These are essentially the English-speaking 
countries of West Africa. Mr Laugeri will discuss the opportunity of a 
seminar in Nairobi during his forthcoming visit to AFRO; since what has 
been prepared for Madagascar , Comoros.and Mauritius is a fairly complete 
collection of documents , field staff from these three countries could also 
usefully attend this semi nar ; this would allow them to complete their 
reports according to the gui delines. However, in view of the briefing 
already provided by Mr Laugeri dur i ng his mission to Mauritius , the three 
reports could also be ready before the seminar takes place. 

AMRO 

As to the French-speaking countries in the AFRO region, the Rwanda Rapid 
Assessment report has already been prepared and sufficient information is 
available on Zaire to complete a Rapid Assessment report if a request comes 
from Government except for the rural subsector which cannot be studied with 
any accuracy until the sector study has taken place . 

(a) Haiti , Jamaica and Chile: Desk s t ud i es received in final form . 

(b) Guatemala and Venezuela : The two reports prepared by country engineers 
have been reviewed by f~ Vogel. 

(c) Bolivia and Mexico : These r eports are being reviewed . 

(d) Haiti and Dominica : Mr Valle t is at present visiting these two countries 
with Mr Blanchut, .consul tant. 

(e) Caribbean: Two missions are scheduled for the second half of 1978; the 
first one will be undertaken in July 1978 by a financial analys t who wi ll 
visit St. Kitts and the British Virgin Islands ; the second one , consisting 
of the same financial anal yst and Mr Vallet is scheduled to take place in 
October 1978 totalling 5 man/weeks of financial analyst and 7 man/weeks of 
engineer; the following countries will be visited: Antigua ; St. Lucia ; 
St . Vincent ; Mt. Serrat ; Grenada ; Barbados; Guyana , and Trinidad) . · 

EMRO 

(a) Kuwait , Jordan, Oman , Dj ibouti and Syria : Rapid Assessment reports have 
been prepared and are in the process of transmission to Governmen ts . 

(b) Libya: Mr Suleiman has just returned from his visit to the country , and 
the report is in preparation. 

(c) Iraq: Travel by Dr Bachmann is scheduled for July 1978 . 
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(d) Iran: The Ministry of Health •td Welfare has requested nm.o for assistance . 
WHOgram from EMRO has been received end-May requesting us to provide the 
curriculum vitae of the person we would propose for undertaking the Rapid 
Assessment in Iran, and the dates for his visit so that they can approach 
the Government. 

(e) Egypt : A draft Rapid Assessment report is being prepared by Dr Strijak . 
Follow-up by E~lRO for communication to Government is necessary. 

(f) Somalia: The draft Rapid Assessment report written by Mr Bishara 1.s being 
finalized and will be transmitted to ENRO beginning of June 1978 . 

(g) Sudan : Dr Bachmann will prepare a draft Rapid Assessment report after his 
return from Iraq, 

(h) Afghanistan: Following EMRO ' s recent information , a Rapid Assessment report 
appears to be required. Mr Jackson will prepare the report before his 
departure to Nigeria scheduled for 20 June, 

(i) Yemen, Arab Republic of : The draft report prepared by the country engineer 
has been reviewed by Mr Suleiman and comments transmitted to EMRO for 
follow- up with Goverrunent who have yet to formally request WHO assistance 
in Rapid Assessment. 

EURO 

(a) Portugal, Morocco and Algeria: Draft Rapid Assessment reports completed 
and forwarded to Governments . 

(b) Malta : First draft Rapid Assessment report transmitted to Government 1.n 
~1arch . A second draft , incorporating Government I s comments, r eceived at 
HQ end-Apr il 1978. 

(c) Greece: Rapid Assessment report 1.n preparation. 

(d) Turkey: Dr Becher who is now in the country is expected to collect relevant 
information to prepare the report on his return . 

(e) The Regional Office cabled to severa l Governments enquiring about special 
problems in connexion with Rapid Assessment and asking for the return of 
t he completed EURO questionnaire: France, Luxembourg , Spain, Romania , . 
Albania, Poland, Bulgaria, I reland, Yugoslavia , Czechoslovakia, Hungary , 
USSR, Getman Democratic Republic , Federal Republic of Germany, Sewden and 
Iceland. 

SEARO 

(a) Indonesia: The new version of the final draft Rapid Assessment report has 
been prepared and communicated to SEARO who are planning to discuss the 
report . for final Government approval in July 1978 . Copies have also been 
sent to the Bank, 
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(b) Sri Lanka and Maldives: Rapid \ssessment draft reports based on informa
tion received from the Regiona l Office have been revised, rewritten and 
transmitted to SEARO on 24 May 1978 for transmission to Governments. 
Regarding Sri Lanka, the Regional Adviser plans to discuss the report with 
the Government in June. 

(c) Burma: The d~aft Rapid Assessment report (based on, but also differing 
from ETS desk study) written by the country engineer was received and 
reviewed. Detailed comments have been transmitted to SEARO who informed 
us that the country engineer ' s version meanwhile was in the process of 
discussion with Government . Therefore, the country engineer's feed-back from 
his discussion should first come in before the final version can be drawn up . 

(d) Nepal and Bangladesh: Both reports had been written during Dr Bachmann's 
stay in New Delhi and are now in the process of discussion with Governments. 
No feed-back has yet been received. 

(e) India: A briefing paper has been prepared and sent to SEAR.0/GOI for the 
State Engineers' meeting 1.n May-June. As a follow-up to this, SEARO 
scheduled a workshop for 30 October to 19 November 1978 for which assistance 
from CP has been requested . The Bank has agreed to include this activity 
in the CP work plan. 

(f) Thailand: The country engineer prepared a draft Rapid Assessment report 
dated 16 May 1978 which would need editorial work. 

WPRO 

(a) Philippines and Malaysia : Both reports have been completed during 
Mr Vogel's visit to }~nila. 

(b) Fiji: WHO engineer collaborating with Government. First draft completed . 

(c) Western Samoa: WHO engineer collaborating with Government. First draft 
completed . 

(d) Tonga: Draft Rapid Assessment report completed for Government clearance. 

(e) Korea: WHO engineer collaborating with concerned Government agencies to 
prepare the report . 

(f) Papua New Guinea: WHO engineer is collaborating with Government to prepare 
the repor·t. 

(g) Singapore : Government has prepared a brief report. 

(h) Solomon Islands: WHO has prepared a sector brief which is under considera
tion for submission as a Rapid Assessment report. 

* 

* * 
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Dear :v::~ much .:::::i::::'~:rc:::::·::::.::o:::::•wi~ :~~~~~~~ 
during which the Cooperative Progrannne was extensively discussed. It is 
a little over a year since the "New Direction" was agreed on, and it was 
t herefore appropriate to review progress made in implementing its four 
objectives . Transfer of CP staff to regions has been effected in SEARO 
and is underway in AMRO; it is likely that it will be made in West Africa 
in the relatively near future. Regionalized programming in implementing 
of CP activities has been initiated in South Asia and in the Americas , through 
direct dialogue between responsib l e staff in the respective Bank and WHO 
Regions . Diversified activities, especially rapid assessment, tariff studies 
and manpower studies have been included in the programme. New management and 
staffing arrangements have been made in the EHE Division which alter the CP 
staffing profile and at the same time bring together "technology" and "support:" 

· functions in one unit. The secondment of a Bank staff member , which was 
discussed at the time the New Direction was. drafted , has not yet been effected 
and I have written to you separately on this subject . 

The maj or part of our disct;tssious were dP•,oted to a general consider ation 
of how· CP resources might be put to most effective use . We explor ed fur ther 
the implications . of regionalizing the Programme ·and of regionalized planning. 
We looked at staffing problems and at the implications of cur rent pr ogrannning 
on the staffing of the Programme . Finally we examined briefly two ideas whi ch 
may warrant fur ther consideration at a l ater dat e. 

Best use of CP resources 

During your visit you exposed in some detail t he curr ent Bank thinking on 
sector studies, which I understand the Bank feels could be done much more 
efficiently as part of other activities rather than as a separate activity in 
i t self. An overview is needed of the sector situation on a country by country 
basis, and this might be accomplished by attaching CP staff to Bank missions 
dealing with economic reviews or with the prepar ation of projects. No specific 
periodicity is indicated. Sector memos are prepared annually for important 
countries and every two to three years elsewhere. 

Mr Yves Rovani 
Director 
Energy, Water 

Department 
World Bank 

and 

1818 H Street N. ~ . 
Washinqton n.c. 204 ~3 

I . .. 
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23 June 1978 

In the Bank's view, sector memoranda comprise: 

(i) a short statement of sector strategy and the faults 
and imbalances in sector services; 

(ii) alternative sector targets; 

\ 

' 

(iii) what meeting the various alternative targets would cost; and 

(iv) what the important constraints are to achieving the targets 
(human, financial management, financing and tariff, 
institutional). 

In the light of the sector objectives and constraints identified in 
. eacl} country, -Bank projects staff may ~ete~ine the profile and the size 
of lending ·projects and specific actions to be taken immediately and during 
the coming months, in terms of letters, missions and other actions. Such 
project planning is unconstrained by country programme activities of the 
Bank and in fact, is intended to stimulate and cha1£nge them. You suggested 
that in a similar way, the rapid assessment should identify gaps in information 
and policy and determine the "dimensions" of work to be done, especially where 
WHO follow-up action is involved. 

I made the analogy between WHO's collaboration in country health 
programming and the Bank's collaboration in general economic planning. WHO 
makes inputs (ideas and methodology) into national country health progranuning, 
and is currently expending considerable efforts to rationalise its own 
response to country planning needs through the development of med~um . term 
prograunnes corresponding to the Organization's general progrannnes of work for 
specific periods. 

The Director-General strongly favours an open mind towards new uses of 
WHO staff wherever this will increase their impact on the solution of field 
problems. It is' in this spirit that the ERE Regional Cooperation Officers 
have been appointed. I agree with you that regular WHO field engineers can 
make the ir most useful inputs in preparing for the Water Decade through 
inputs into national programming, but for this process to work certain 
measures must be taken by WHO to ensure that they are ·qualified and oriented 
for this work. This requires intensive staff training. I also agree that 
the primary purpose of work by CP staff should be the synthesis, analysis and 
optimization of information (not data gathering), and that CP staff shoul~ 
help in the training and orienting of other WHO staff. 

With regard to the shift of emphasis for CP work from general sector 
development to !'pipeline work" I commented that· we must explain this change 
to our Regions, and at the same time strengthen other potential resources 
for sector development work (for example, the ·new UNDP and SIDA ·inter-regional 
projects) • . 

I . .. 
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Mr Yves Rovani 
World Bank 
P20/372/2 

Implications of regionalized planning 

23 June 1978 

\. 

We discussed at some length the question of regionalizing the CP. You 
made the point that our principle objectives are (1) to increase the access 
to water supply and sanitation facilities through programmes and projects 
and (2) to regionalize the CP as soon as we can do so in a cost effective 
way. You pointed out that a start has been made in Delhi and will soon be 
followed up in Washington, but urged that WHO seriously consider the need to 
place a CP resource in West Africa. You pointed out, and we agree, that 
such a resource could be put to good use in support of the work of Mr Cosgrove 
and his colleagues. 

You urged t~at CP_staff be· used as "multipliers" or "managers" of other 
resources. In this connexion we both envisaged that a financial analyst 
stationed in West Africa with three or four spe~ialists prov1ded through the 
UNDP project co.uld accomplish much. It was also suggested that SIDA and 
UNICEF could contribute thought and expertise to this effort . For this to · 
succeed it would be necessary to have clear objectives, good staff, close 
liaison with WHO and Bank Regions, and adequate reporting to the Manager of 
the programme. 

In discussing the development of the CP work plan it was agreed that CP 
resources should be devoted to priority actions in countries since such 
resources are limited. The two Organizations and their regions should 
"compete" for the use of such resources. In the Bank, such competition is 
s~imulated by the determination of co-efficients which express, for each 
project which goes t o the Board how many projects are not only.identified 
but appraised and supervised. In WHO, the indicator will be the impact on 
national programming in as many countries as possible. The dialogue which 
has been generated between certain WHO and Bank regions should be extended 
and communications and decisions accelerated. 

' Regarding the bi-annual planning meeting, four days has been found to 
be too short and future meetings should allow five or six days . Although 
the primary concern is to .have agreement between CP staff and the respective 
Bank regions , we strongly urge that central projects staff participate in the 
discussions. Should this not be possible, the objective of cooperative 
programme may be lost to the operational problem of each of our two 
organizations. 

Regarding scheduled CP activities, while we are obliged to recognize 
that changes in regional lending policy concerning specific countries may 
occur at any time~ we emphasized that 'once CP country activities have been 
planned with the Government, it may be extremely difficult to cancel them. 

I have noted your wish, and agree, that the activities of all CP Etaff 
including those outposted to regions should in future be shown on our work 
plan. 

I . . . 
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Staffing 

, .•. 
23 June 1978 

The staffing implications of changes in the CP were discussed. Of 

4 

the professional posts, three are filled by engineers (Jackson, Tomassi and 
Vogel) and a fourth will shortly be filled by a manpower/training specialist 
(Redekopp). In keeping with the current CP profile, and with the specific 
needs of regionalized CP units, all the remaining posts are now classified 
for financial analysts/economists. The fifth and sixth are on board 
(Laugeri and Becher) and the s.eventh is under recruitment with programme 
needs in French-speaking Africa particularly in mind. The eighth is being 
kept for the Bank financial analyst who we hope will soon be assigned. The 
ninth and tenth are respectively assigned to regionalized units in New Delhi 
(Heyland) _and Washingto~under recruitment). The eleventh post is earmarked 
for assi~ment in West Africa. If · th.e Bank financial a,na1y.st_ .occupies this • 
post,' as you have suggested, we will fiil the eigl{th post with general· 
progranmie needs in mind. 

/ ...,,..., 
As foreseen in the Memorandum of Und'erstanding and in the "New Direction" 

document, use has been made of regular ;£taff on many occasions to carry out 
CP assignments. During calendar year 1977 approximately 9 man-years of CP 
time were recorded although only 8 positions were filled. This procedure 
has been continued in the current year, while efforts are being made to fill 
the vacancies. I welcome your suggestion that in case of prolonged assign
ments of regular staff to CP activities, WHO might charge staff costs as well 
as travel costs to the CP, under the temporary ar rangement provided for in 
the Memorandum of Un4erstanding. I also welcome your suggestion that in such 
cases the ·extra funds generated could be u~ed for engaging. s~ort term 

· consultants for. use on mutually agreed activities, for example, for the 
engagement of STCs in areas not currently staffed, such as sociology. Such 
additional resources might for example be used in developing important rural 
water supply activities, manpower devel opment act i vities , etc. 

Additional suggestions 

One additional thought was briefly explored with the intention of 
pur suing it in more detail in the near. future. This was my suggestion that 
the CP be expanded in 1980/81 by the addition of one or two posts in each 
WHO region in order to help meet the expected requirement for sector planning 
coll aborative efforts in the countries. While agreeing with the concept of 
increased action at regional level, you pointed out that from the Bank's view
point additional staff can only be justified by additional projects and that 
in any case the Bank will mt be making commitments for the year 1980/81 in 
the inunediate future. In the meantime I have included this idea in our 
1980/81 programme budget proposal and I am pleased to say that the initial 
reaction is favourable. 

I . .. 
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23 June 1978 .. 

I believe the above, together with the Note for the Record prepared 
by Mr Subrahmanyam on the WHO/UNDP and WB/UNDP projects, covers the main 
points we discussed . I should be most grateful for your confirmation 
that this impression is correct. 

Yours sincerely, 

Dr B. H • . Dieterich 
Director 
Division of Environmental Health 

5 
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Dear Mr Kalbermatten, 

Cooperative Programme Work Plan 

Status of Cooperative Programme Work 

Please find en~sed for you and the six Division Chiefs copies of the 
Cooperative Progranme Work Plan and of the Status of Cooperative Programme 
Work, both as at 1 June 1978 • 

Mr John Kalbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 
Energy, Water and Teleconmunications 

Department 
World Bank 

n 

Yours sincerely, 

~~ 
~ ens 

Manager 
Environmental Health Technology and 

Support 
Division of Environmental Health 

1818 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 2043~ 

U.S.A. I SO a . . ,.. 

ENCL. as stated .< 
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AFGHANISTAN 

STATUS OF COOP'~RATIVE PROGRAMME WORK 
AS A' l JUNE 1978 

Team Leader 

G :· Schultzberg 

The draft report was discussed with the Government during March and was 
finalized in consultation with the World Bank . The printing of the report has 
been delayed due to the heavy workload in the printing shop in connexion with 
the Assembly , but is expected to be ready for distribution early June. 

Follow-up activities have been scheduled for formulation of a regional 
scheme in northern Afghanistan . Confirmation from the new Government that this 
scheme is of high priority is awaited from EMRO. 

BENIN A. Tomassi 

A first draft of the Benin Sector Study undertaken by Messrs A. Tomassi 
and E. Becher, together with national staff, will be available by the end of 
June. 

EGYPT L. Laugeri 

The Bank not envisaging any role for CP in the rural subsector in Egypt, 
the mission indicated in the last workplan for the period 23 October to 
10 November has been cancelled. 

FIJI A. Vogel 

In accordance with the information received from the World Bank, East-Asia 
and Pacific Energy and Water Division, the Fiji Sector Study appearing in the 
last workplan for the period August-September has been cancelled. 

INDONESIA E. Becher 

The draft Agreement for the Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Project . 
Central Java has still not been signed by the Indonesian Government. A Rapid 
Assessment report, taking account of Bank's conunents of 22 February, has been 
prepared by Dr Bachmann and been transmitted via SEARO for discussions with· 
Government. 

IRAN E. Becher 

The Ministry of Health and Social Welfare is now the only agency in charge 
of rural water supply and sanitation and has expressed interest in a national 
planning and development conference for the subsector along the lines of the 
Turkey Conference , to be followed up in due course via EMRO. 
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MALAWI M. Jackson 

The draft of the Sector Study report was presented to Government by 
Mr Jackson during the week of 17 Apr il. In general it was well received and 
only a few relatively minor alterations are required for it to be finalized . 
Government has requested 200 copies of the final report and has agreed that it 
may also be distributed to interested international and bilateral agencies . 
Despatch of the final version of the report is scheduled for mid-June . 

MAURITIUS L. Laugeri 

A tariff study and a water rights legislation study have taken place 
concurrently in May, and the two reports are being prepared . The tariff study 
report will be ready in draf t form on 9 June; a first draft of the water rights 
legislation report will be sent from FAQ to ETS at about the same date . The two 
reports are expected to be available to the Bank for review before end-June . 

NEPAL E, Becher 

A Rapid Assessment report has been prepared by Dr Bachmann and has 
apparently been submitted to the Government by Mr Unakul. Nepal is on the list 
of countries covered by the WHO/UNDP Interregional Project for National Sector 
Development Planning Ass istance. 

NIGERIA M. Jackson 

Mr Jackson is now scheduled to v1.s1.t Nigeria during the period 20 June to 
5 July to support the WHO Country Engineers, Messrs Alagiah and Diamant , in 
assisting Government with the preparation of a Rapid Assessme~t report . It is 
envisaged that during this mission workshops will be held to advise the State 
engineers and sewerage authorities regarding the preparation of State Rapid 
Assessment reports, whi~h will be consolidated into a national report during a 
second mission scheduled for September next. 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA A. Vogel 

According to Bank's request , the Sector Study mission to Papua New Guinea 
which was scheduled for November 1978 in the last workplan has been advanced to 
take place as from 14 August 1978. The objectives of the study are to obtaip 
information on the sector, to identify water supply and sanitation projects and 
to advise Government on a suitable institution and a programme for village water 
supply. 

PHILIPPINES 

According to information received from our Regional Office for the Western 
Pacific , the workshop for Local Water Ut i lities Administration (LWUA) , appearing 
in the last workplan for the period 12-30 June, has been postponed. The LWUA 
have not yet finalized planning on this workshop since their unit is presently 
involved in the Rapid Assessment exercise; they plan to complete their planning 
on this project in the future but has no firm date . 
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PORTUGAL V. Pinto 

The second Seminar (Bank-assisted) on "Project Preparation and Evaluation" 
was held in Lisbon from 8 to 16 May 1978 . Over 200 participants attended the 
Seminar and the different items were presented by Messrs D. Jones (Uank), 
H. Shipman and R. Monteiro (Consultants) , V. Pinto (WHO) as well as by some 
national experts. 

A WHO Senior Technical Adviser provides the necessary technical assistance 
to the project (UNDP-assisted) . 

RWANDA L. Laugeri 

Detailed comments have been received from AFRO and from the World Bank . 
The African Development Bank has not yet made any comment on the tariff study . 
Since time is short , it is proposed to finalize the full report, incorporating 
the Rapid Assessment , t~e tariff study and the sector study, before end-June . 

SOMALIA E. Becher 

A delegation from the Fed~ral Republic of Germany visited Somalia in May 
and agreed to finance various conununity water supply systems , a wel l drilling 
progrannne, and accepted responsibility for strengthening the National Water 
Development Agency (WDA) which since early 1978 is in charge of all conununity 
water supply planning, supervision and assistance functions except for two towns , 
Kisamayo and Hargeisa. The German Technical Assistance Ag·ency (GTZ) is to make 
available nine experts with twin mandates of on-the-job training and of shared 
responsibilities with national staff for sector planning, management and 
technical guidance. GTZ would appreciate our help in this prograrrm1e either by 
recruiting experts or through staff being made available for short-term 
assistance. 

SUDAN G. Bachmann 

The final version of the Sudan Sector Study report was sent to EHRO for 
onward transmission to Goverrunent on 20 April 1978. Mr Bishara was scheduled to 
visit Sudan from 19 May to 2 June in order to present the Sector Study report, 
participate in a seminar to be arranged by the Ministry of National Planning on 
"Reorganization of Water Sector Agencies", and collect information for the 
preparation of Rapid Assessment report . However, in view of the postponement 
of the Seminar., Mr Bishara' s mission to Sudan has been cancelled , and EMRO has 
been requested to arrange presentation of the report . A Rapid Assessment desk 
study will be prepared at HQ . 

TURKEY E. Becher 

The Conference on Planning and Development of Community Water Supply and 
Sanitation took place on 29 May to 2 June in Istanbul. The conference drew 
120 participants , among them Ministers and top-decision makers in the sector and 
same up with suggestions for a viable sector strategy for the medium-term to 
1983 and for the long-term to 1990. The final report is presently being prepared 
by an inter-ministerial conunittee and will be presented to the State Planning 
Organization before the end of June, and become available in due course in 
English and French . 
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The project "Reinforcement of, l' 1nicipal Water Supply and Liquid Waste 
Disposal Programmes of Iller Bank" v<1 s signed by WHO, UNDP and the Turkish 
Government on 1 April and is being implemented. The French Government, also 
represented at the Sector Planning Conference , is likely to support a 
considerable part of the training component of this project. 

ZAIRE L. Laugeri 

The Government has completed 61 questionnaires on the rural water supply 
subsector. As these questionnaires cover only about 600 000 inhabitants, they 
may not constitute a representative sample of rural water supply and sanitation 
conditions . Besides , in view of the recent developments in Zaire , the sector 
study team may not be allowed to t r avel in Shaba and Kivu which account for a 
large part of the rural population , In his forthcoming visit to Brazzaville, 
Mr Laugeri will discuss the opportunity of postponing the Zaire tariff study 
and rural water supply subsector study by about four months. Otherwise the two 
studies could be undertaken separately if the Bank considers the tariff study 
as urgent. 

AFRO WORKSHOP ON NATIONAL WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE DEVELOPMENT A. Tomassi 

This workshop is planned to take place in the first half of 1979 . It will 
be an AFRO workshop rather than an interr egional workshop ; its purpose will be 
essentially the training of Regional Office staff, with participation of 
national staff . Case studies will be undertaken on the basis of the results of 
the Rapid Assessment exercise. 

RAPID ASSESSMENT 

AFRO 

L. Laugeri 

(a) Ouagadougou Workshop: This workshop took place from 27 February until 
3 March 1978, with representatives of the ·following countries: Chad, Mali , 
Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, Cape- Ver de, Upper Volta , Ivory Coast, Togo , 
Benin and Gabon. After return to their respective countries , the parti
cipants were expected to prepare complete Rapid Assessment reports which had 
to be communicated to WHO for cormnents before 30 April 1978. Several 
countries (Chad, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, Upper Volta, Ivory 
Coast, Benin and Gabon) have already sent their reports. AFRO is contacting 
the other countries in order to obtain their reports as soon as possible . 
As far as. Upper Volta is concerned, the Rapid Assessment report prepared 
includes a special request for assistance by WHO in particular by a financial 
analyst. 

(b) Burundi: Dr Strijak is preparing the desk study report as agreed with AFRO 
and this should be finalized by end- June. 

(c) C.A.E.: Mr Tomassi is at present in the country to assist in preparing the 
Rapid Assessment report. 

(d) Cameroon: Travel by Mr Tomassi scheduled for June, following his visit to 
C.A.E . 
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(e) Guinea: Mr Vogel is scheduled t o visit the country in June 1978. 

(f) Liberia: Request has been received from Government and transmitted to AFRO 
for further clarification. 

(g) Malawi: Rapid Assessme:nt report being prepared by Mr Jackson . 

(h) Other countries in AFRO region: These are essentially the English-speaking 
countries of West Africa . Mr Laugeri will discuss the opportunity of a 
seminar in Nairobi during his forthcoming visit to AFRO; since what has 
been prepared for Madagascar, Comoros and Mauritius is a fairly complete 
collection of documents , field staff from these three countries could also 
usefully attend this seminar; this would allow them to complete their 
reports according to the guidelines. However, in view of the briefing 
already p-rovided by Mr Laugeri during his mission to Mauritius, the three 
reports could also be ready before the seminar takes place. 

AHRO 

As to the French-speaking countries in the AFRO region, the Rwanda Rapid 
Assessment report has already been prepared and sufficient information is 
available on Zaire to complete a Rapid Assessment report if a request comes 
from Government except for the rural subsector which cannot be studied with 
any accuracy until the sector study has taken place, 

(a) Haiti, Jamaica and Chile : Desk studies received in final form . 

(b) Guatemala and Venezuela : The two reports prepared by country engineers 
have been reviewed by Mr Vogel. 

(c) Bolivia and Mexico: These reports are being reviewed . 

(d) Haiti and Dominica: Mr Vallet is at present visiting these two countries 
with Mr Blanchut , Consul tant. 

(e) Caribbean: Two missions are scheduled for the second half of 1978; the 
first one will be undertaken in July 1978 by a financial analyst who will 
visit St. Kitts and the British Virgin Islands; the second one, consisting 
of the same financial analyst and Mr Vallet is scheduled to take place in 
October 1978 totalling 5 man/weeks of financial analyst and 7 man/weeks of 
engineer; the following countries will be visited: Antigua ; St . Lucia; 
St. Vincent; Mt. Serrat ; Grenada; Barbados; Guyana , and Trinidad).· 

EMRO 

(a) Kuwait , Jordan, Oman, Djibouti and Syria: Rapid Assessment reports have 
been prepared and are in the process of transmission to Governments. 

(b) Libya: Mr Suleiman has just returned from his visit to t he country , and 
the report is in preparation. 

(c) Iraq : Travel by Dr Bachmann is scheduled for July 1978 . 
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(d) Iran : The Ministry of Health •1d Welfare has requested EMRO for assistance . 
WHOgram from EMRO has been r~ceived end-May requesting us to provide the 
curriculum vitae of the person we would propose for undertaking the Rapid 
Assessment in Iran, and the dates for his visit so that they can approach 
the Government . 

(e) Egypt : A draft Rapid Assessment report is being prepared by Dr Strijak . 
Follow- up by EMRO for communication to Government is necessary. 

(f) Somalia: The draft Rapid Assessment report written by Mr Bishara is being 
finalized and will be transmitted to EMRO beginning of June 1978. 

(g) Sudan: Dr Bachmann will prepare a draft Rapid Assessment report after his 
return from Iraq. 

(h) Afghanistan: Following EMRO ' s recent information, a Rapid Assessment report 
appears to be required. Mr Jackson will prepare the report before his 
departure to Nigeria scheduled for 20 June, 

(i) Yemen , Arab Republic of : The draft report prepared by the country engineer 
has been reviewed by Mr Suleiman and connnents transmitted to EMRO for 
follow- up with Government who have yet to formally request WHO assistance 
in Rapid Assessment. 

EURO 

(a) Portugal, Morocco and Algeria: Draft Rapid Assessment reports completed 
and forwarded to Governments . 

(b) Malta: First draft Rapid Assessment report transmitted to Government in 
March . A second draft, incorporating Government's comments , received at 
HQ end- April 1978 . 

(c) Greece : Rapid Assessment report in preparation. 

(d) Turkey : Dr Becher who is now in the country is expected to collect relevan t 
information to prepare the report on his return . 

(e) The Regional Office cabled t o several Governments enquiring about special 
problems in connexion with Rapid Assessment and asking for the return of 
the completed EURO quest ionnaire : France, Luxembourg , Spain, Romania , . 
Albania, Poland, Bulgaria , Ireland, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Hungary , 
USSR, Getman Democratic Republic, Federal Republic of Germany , Sewden and 
Iceland. 

SEARO 

(a) Indonesia: The new version of the final draft Rapid Assessment report has 
been prepared and connnunicated to SEARO who are planning to discuss the 
report for final Government approval in July 1978. Copies have also been 
sent to the Bank . 
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Sri Lanka and Maldives: Rapid \ ssessment draft reports based on informa
tion received from the Regiona l Office have been revised, rewritten and 
transmitted to SEARO on 24 May 1978 for transmission to Governments. 
Regarding Sri Lanka, the Regional Adviser plans to discuss the report with 
the Government in June . 

(c) Burma: The draft Rapid Assessment report (based on, but also differing 
from ETS desk study) written by the country engineer was received and 
reviewed. Detailed comments have been transmitted to SEARO who informed 
us that the country engineer's version meanwhile was in the process of 
discussion with Government. Therefore, the country engineer's feed-back from 
his discussion should first come in before the final version can be drawn up . 

(d) Nepal and Bangladesh : Both reports had been written during Dr Bachmann's 
stay in New Delhi and are now in the process of discussion with Governments. 
No feed-back has yet been received. 

(e) India: A briefing paper has been prepared and sent to SEA~O/GOI for the 
State Engineers' meeting in May-June. As a follow-up to this , SEARO 
scheduled a workshop for 30 October to 19 November 1978 for which assistance 
from CP has been requested. The Bank has agreed to include this activity 
in the CP work plan. 

(f) Thailand: The country engineer prepared a draft Rapid ~ssessment report 
dated 16 May 1978 which would need editorial work. 

WPRO 

(a) Philippines and Malaysia: Both reports have been completed during 
Mr Vogel's visit to Manila . 

(b) Fiji: WHO engineer collaborating with Government. First draft completed . 

(c) Western Samoa: WHO engineer collaborating with Government. First draft 
completed. 

(d) Tonga : Draft Rapid Assessment report completed for Government clearance. 

(e) Korea : WHO engineer collaborating with concerned Government agencies to 
prepare the report. 

(f) Papua New Guinea: WHO engineer is collaborating with Government to prepare 
the repor·t . 

(g) Singapore: Government has prepared a brief report . 

(h) Solomon .Islands: WHO has prepared a sector brief which 1s under considera
tion for submission as a Rapid Assessment report. 

* 
* * 
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Dear Mr Kalbermatten , 
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Tclt~r.: UNISA1'T!::-Geohe 

26 May 1978 

Re-organization of the Division of Enviroumentnl Healt.h 

I should like to inform you of ehe recent re-organization of the 
Division of Environmental Health which now consists of : 

a Director ' s office, strengthened in its capacity to carry 
out Division-wide planning and management in support of WH0 1 s 
technical cooperation in the field of environmental health , 
and to ensure coordination at the global level ; · 

three structural units with assigned staff and headed by a 

manager with the titles llEnvironmental Technology and Support 
(E'l'S) ll, "Environmental Health Criteria , and Standards (llCS) ", 
and " Glob .:1 1 Promotion and Cooperation for Hater Supply and 
Sa.nita tion (GWS) ll , 

· ~ .In the Office of the Director , Mr R.E. Novick and Mr L.A. Orihuela 
have teen assigned special responsibility for regional cooperation and 
Mr J.N . Lanoix for technical coordination . 

The managers of the three units have been designated as follows : 

1. Environmental Health Technology and Support (ETS) 

Mr P. A. Stevens 

2 . Environmental Health Cr i teria , and Standards (HCS) 

Dr V. B-. Vouk 

3. Global Promotion and Cooperation for Water Supply 
and S ani ta ti on ( GHS) 

Mr D.V. Subrahmanyam 

Hr John Kalbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 
Water Supply and Wastes Disposal 
Energy, Water and Tcleconmunications Department 
The World Bank 
1818 H Street !'-.1~ 
Washington nc 20433 

_, 
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W O fl L D IIEALTII ORGANIZATION 

Symbol 

UNIT 

DIVISION 

Environmental llealth Technology 
and Support 

EN\'In0NMENTAL IIEALTII 

Statement of Tasks of ETS Unit 

f'..'. -. 
ETS 

EHE 

In contributing to the 01·ganization's programme in environmental health, 
the unit will fulfil the following tasks: 

r 

l. Development and application of environmental health technology 

1. l to promote the development and application of reliable and safe 
technology in environmental health programmes and projects of 
priority concern, namely (a) the improvement of water supply and 
sanitation in rural areas and (b) the control and surveillance of 
ha zardous agents in the envjronment which are related to rapid 
economic development; 

. ; 

1.2 to ensure that the proposed technology is consi~tent. with practical 
planning, organization and management of environmental programmes; 

1.3 to promote the applicatjon of such technology both in the country 
where it was developed and, through infor.rna tion. dissemina tj on , to 

· ·other member countries ; 

2. Provision of supporting services 

.. \ .. 2.1 to promote and provide specialist inputs for te.chnical cooperation 
in: 

(&) developing policy, pror,-rammes and projects to improve WHO 
community services for supplying safe water and for collecting 
and disposing of liquid and solid wastes , with attention to 
operation and management of the system; 

(b) assessing environmentAl conditions especially by establishing 
or improving programmes for the surveillance of air and water 
r esources including marine waters, and by establishing an 

, institutional framework to facilitate internationally agreed on 
methodology for monitoring and \he global assessment of 
information produced ; 

(c) developing policy and programmes to tmprove environmental 
conditions, especially protecting air and water resources from 
pollution and other exploitation likEily to cause adverse effects 
on human health; and 

(d) strengthening or creating national institutions, both technical 
and operational, -as well as the techrnical manpower needed to 
plan, execute and support national programmes in the various 
fields of environmental health; 

2.2 to prepare guidance material on policies and methods for programmes 
and activities mentioned in (1) and (2.1) above; 
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To provide you with more infdrmation on the work of these three 
units, I am enclosing a copy of their "Statement of Tasks" which will 
help you in addressing correspondence . 

Yours sincerely , 

Dr B.H. 
Director 
Division of Environmental Health 

,I 
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Symbol 

UNIT : Environmental Health Criteria and 
Standards 

HCS 

r .' -. 
DI\'ISIO~ : . E~VIRON}lENTAL HEALTH EHE 

· Statement of Tasks of HCS Unit 

In contributing to the Organization ' s programme 1.n environmental health, 
the unit will fulfil the foll9wing tasks : 

1. Environmental hazards 

1.1 to promote , publish and di~seminate documents on hea]th criteria 
for environme ntal agents , including agricultural , industrial and 
consumer chemicals , und environmental pollutants ; 

1.2 to identify health hazards associated with technological advances 
in agriculture , industry , power production and other economic 
development activities; 

1.3 to review , assess and promote appropriate methods for (a) laboratory 
testing of chemicals, (b) epidemiological studies of health effects 
of environmental agents , including monitoring of human exposure , 
(c) health risk evaluation , and (d) hcaltl1 related environmental 
impact assessment of economic development projects ; 

1.4 to provide technical cooperation 1.n : 

'· 
(a) the application of environmental health criteria ; 

; 

(b) dissemination of information on air , water , and wastes standards ; 

(c) formulation of exposure limits and standards for environmental 
pollutants ; 

(d) regulatory control of chemicals ; 

(e) environmental heal th impact assessment of economic development 
projects; 

(f) epidemiology of environmental hazards; 

1 . 5 to promote radiation hygiene , i ncluding the strengthening of national 
radiation protection services, in collaboration with IAEA and other 
relevant international organizations , and the development and 
application of c r iteria , codes of practice and standards for radiation 
protection ; 

1. 6 to develop , promote and coordinate international a r rangements for 
mutual assistance in case of accidents i nvolving hazardous materials ; 
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2.3 

ETS Unit 

µage 2 

to implement the World Dank 1\n10 Cooperative Pro~~mme as agrt>C'd in 
the :i.iemorandum of Understan

1

ding of l October 1071~.'which stipulates 
types of fiPld activities to be carried out according to periodically 

established plans of work; 

2.4 to provide central services justified by economics of scale and 
organizational location, such as subcontracting arrangements and 

dissemination of technological information; 

2.5 to expand the ~epertory of staff skills to deal with incre~singly 
complex problems of environmental health and supplement staff 

expertise on various levels when in short suppiy; 

2.6 to participate in collaborative work with other units of the 
Division of Environmental Health, other programmes of the Organiza

tion, and other agencies, as required. 
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UNIT: Environmental Health Criteria and 
Standards 

DIVISION: ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 

Statement of Tasks of HCS Unit 

Symbol 

HCS 

r.·. w. 
EHE ,. 

In contributing to the Organization's programme 1.n environmental health , 
the unit will fulfil the follo~ing tasks : 

1. Environmental hazards 

1.1 to promote , publish and diss,e1:iinate documents on health criteria , , . 
for environmental agents, including agricultural , industrial and 
consumer chemicals, and environmental pollutants; 

1.2 to identify health hazards associated with technological advances 
in agriculture, industry, power production and other economic 
development activities; 

1 .3 to review, assess and promote appropriate methods for (a) laboratory 
testing of chemicals , (b) epidemiological studies of health effects 
of environmental agents, including monitoring of human exposure , 
(c) · ·health risk evaluation, and (d) health related environmental 
impact assessment of economic development projects; 

1.4 to provide technical cooperation in: 

(a) the application of environmental health criteria; 

(b) dissemination of information on air , water, and wastes standards; 

(c) formulation of exposure limits and standards for environmental 
pollutants; 

(d) regulatory control of chemicals; 

(e) environmental health impact assessment of economic development 
projects; 

(f) epidemiology of environmental hazards ; 

1.5 to promote radiation hygiene, including the strengthening of national 
radiation protection services, in collaboration with IAEA and other 
relevant international organizations , and the development and 
application of criteria, codes of practice and standards for radiation 
protection; 

1.6 to develop, promote and coordinate internati onal arrangements for 
mutual assistance in case of accidents involving hazardous materials ; 
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1. 7 to promote monpower development in the field of envirvnr.:0 :,t. . . 
toxicology and epidemiology, and radiation hygiene; 

1. 8 to maintain liaison, at the technical level , with 6tfter intcrn:? t , ~:,, ! 
organizations involved in envirpnmental qualit1 standards, ccntr~~ 
of envirornnental chemicals and radiation protection ; · 

2 . Food safety 

2 . 1 to evaluate the toxic risk of chemicals added to, or found i ~: 
including food additives, pesticide residues and other environ;~:-:; · 
contaminants , and to reconunend acceptable or tolerable levels 0: 
intake for such ··chemicals ; to assess the safety and whole s0::-. ,= :-: .::-. 
of foods from unconventional sources, as well as that of foods t .) 

which novel methods of preservation or processing, such as the use 
of gamma radiation, have been applied ; 

2 . 2 to elaborate international food standards under the aegis of the 
Codex Alimentarius Conunission , and to develop and publish codes of 
practice for the safe handling of foods ; 

2.3 to provide technical cooperation in : 

(a) dev~loping modern food laws for introducing progressi~e changes 
in the existing national food legislation that would ~eflect 
current principles of food safety , and the latest scientific · 
achievements in this field ; 

(b). developing modern food control infrastructure including food 
inspection and facilities for food analysis ; 

(c) identification and resolution of specific health problems 
relating to food safety ; 

(d) the establishment or strengthening of the food contaraination 
monitoring progranune ; and the collection, review, evaluation 
and dissemination of information on contaminants in foods; 

(e) health education prog~ammes for the general public ; 

2. 4 to develop information services and mechanisms of intercountry 
cooperation in all aspects of food safety and control of food bor~e 
diseases; promot i on of such cooperation ; 

I 

2. 5 to promote manpower development and training of food administrators, 
food inspectors, food analysts, specialists in food safety , and of 
health education of persons handling food; 

2 . 6 to maintain liaison and cooperate, at the technical level, with other 
units at Headquarters, FAO and other organizations , involved in 
food safety. 
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W O R L D H E A L T H 0 R G A N I Z A T I O N 

UNIT: Global Promotion and Cooperation for 
Water Supply and Sanitation 

DIVISION ENVIRONNEt..."TAL HEALTH 

Stat~ment of Tasks of GWS unit 

Symbol 

GWS 

EHE 

In contributing to the Organization ' s prograrrune in environmental health, 
the unit will fulfil the following tasks: 

1. 

2 . 

Monitoring of progress of implementation of the International Drinking 
Water and Sanitation Decade Tar~ets 

1.1 to assemble from governments, international, multilateral, 
bilat~ral and other funding agencies information on resources 
allocated to the water and sanitation sector and achievement"s 
made country by country, as well as information on constraints 
and their causes and specific information on successful progranunes; 

1 . 2 to analyse the information gathered and bring the information to 
the attention of the appropriate for11ms for review; 

Liaison with bilateral agenci es, banks and other funding agencies 

2.1 in consnltation with the Division of Coordination, to prepare and 
assemble systematically information related to the water supply 
and sanitation sector with particular reference to quantum and 
criteria of assistance, special interest countries, conditions 
attached to aid and technical cooperation, procedures of assistance , 
i nstitutional and structural information, etc . on bilateral as well 
as other funding and t2chnical cooperational agencies, including 
non-governmental organizations; 

2.2 to provide these agencies with project information on specific 
country plans and ·programmes, on a continuing basis; 

3 . Cooperation with agencies involved in the Water Decad~ 

4. 

3 . 1 to participate in the negotiations with other agencies with a view 
to promoting cooperative actions at all levels; 

3,2 to prepare and collate documentation on financial and technical 
cooperation needs of developing countries, for collective review 
at periodic meetings of international, multilateral and bilateral 
development and funding agenciei; 

Support to ECOSOC and its subsidiary organs in relation to the Water Decade 

4.1 in consultation with the Division of Coordination to maintain 
liaison with, prepare repor~s for, and attend meetings of the 
r e l evant organs of ECOSOC in relation to the follow-up actions of 
the UN Water Confe renc e ; 
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5. ,\CC Suh-Committee' on WatC'r RC'sources (or its possible successor: 

6 . 

The Int0r-A2encv Wnter RC'sources Board) 

5.1 to assemble and prepnrc information and documC'nt.:ition on water 
supply and sanitation as required for discussions at said bodies 
and to identify and address itself to coordination issues; 

Internal support to WHO 

6.1 to p~epare tec~nicnl material for the reports of the Director
General to the governing bodies of WHO; 

6 . 2 through global support , to support and strengthen action at 
local level taken by Regional Offices; 

6 . 3 to cooperate with Regional Offices in their liaison with other 
UN Agencies, Economic Conunissions and bilaterals in respect of 
the Water Decade . 



PS/vp 

ETS/120/372/2 22 May 1978 

Dear Mr Coa;rove, 
Cooperative ProgT .... Aativiti .. 

This will confirm your telephone call on 22 May 011 th• follovlq 
matters: 

(1) We have etill not raeeivad confiTm&tioa from AFRO that they c&11 
provide an engiuae'l' to accompany the World 'Bank Hali Buie Nead• 
MiHioll. I am telexing AFJW today aucl hope to have a reply 
ellortly. 

(2) We are proce-4ing with arranaeaenta for tba firet rapid •••••• .. nt 
mieaion to Niaaria by Uard.n Jackaoo from 26 J_. to 7 July. We 
ahall aelld you tara of reference vithin th• ant fev daya. 

(3) aert Vogel dapar~• for Gvinea rapid .. ••••ID*nt from 5-16 Juue. We 
would appraelate receiving the economic report• on Guiuea already 
'Ceq uea tad. 

(4) If 7osar office baa any COlllll8nta oa the ,tora drainaae report• for 
Conakry which we ••at you eome week.a •&Of va vo11ld. like to have 
tbaa urgently aiaca we mu1t iuatruct our subcontractor on tbe 
finalisation of theae reports. The draft report• on eanitary 
••vea• are due in June and will be aant to you with• r84lueat 
for your reaction., as egon a1 poaalble. 

(5) iAi&rding your propo1ed •i•it to Al'i.O, ve have not yet..., inforaation 
from Bob Nowick. it ia pl&nned that Lo11ie Laugari will be iu AERO 
during Juua for debriafiug un ••veral recant mi••ioua, an4 if it were 
convenient his viait might ba fixed to coincide with youra. 

Yours sincerely~ 

Praacott A. Stave111 
Manaaer, Environmental Bealtb Technology 

A,,upport 
\\1\fDl'ftaion of Enriromaental Health 

Mr W. Coagrova --~~C \ ' . \~ 
water Supply & 6ew~ ;JI'ri.ai~ \· cc: Director, EllE 
orld Bank 'i1t\ ... \ . Hr A. Voaal 

1818 ll Street N.W. ,1s~ <.. \ f\fD Mr M. Jackson 
ubiugton D. c. 20433 '\b ~ C ~ • Mr John Kalberaatten 

USA Mme Grand111aieon 
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Mr. YYes RoT&Di , Director {EWTDR) 

John M. K:&l.bermatten (EWTDR) 

Eftectiveneas ot WHO/Wl3 CI: 

Ma)' 19, 1978 

l. I have seen the memorandum. dated Mq 17 trom Mr. Barry {RABVP) 
to l4r. Uichol.s (PAB) concerning the comparatiTel.y high costs, in terms 
of sta:tr time~ ot carrying out vork through the CP rather than doing it 
ourselves. His memorandum set• out ••rr clearly a problem vhich ve have 
perceived tor a long time vith 'tll• WHO CP, and vhich has led to our 
regions making leas use of it than they- vould do it they could be sure 
or rec~dving a high quality product on time. While ve haft vorked 
tovarda improving the etticiency ot the CP, in particular throU8h 
decentralization and throus'b changing it• t'Unction to more apecitic 
analysis rather than broad sector aurvey-s, there still aeema to be a 
long way to go, and the nev management ot ETS ERE still doe• not seem 
tull.y aware ot the budget conatrainta under which ve vork and the need to 
tighten up the CP oper.atiOll8. 

2 . We vill be considering in due course an expanaion of the CP to 
eleven proteesional poaitiona in order to provide a sta:tt •mber in 
Vest Atrica. at Abidjan. l3etore this expansion can be Juatitied ve will 
need. to be aatistied that all existing ataf':t' are working on important 
priority matters and are being DIU&ged ettectivel.y. I theretore recommend 
that ve seek to have the CP vork audited~ probably by a joint OED/PAE 
team. so that management both in WO and the Ban1t can consider vhat 
remedi&l. action ~ be appropriate. 

RNHiddleton:ttt 



WORI f) BANK/ INTERII/ITIONAL FINANCE. CORPORAT!QN 

O~FICE MEMORANDUfVl 
TO: Mr . Peter Nichols, P & B 

FROM: Richard E. BA.y, EANVP 
I 

SUBJECT: Cooperative ~rograms Support 

' DATE: May 17 , 1978 

1. Further to our telephone conversation of about a· week ago , we have 
:i,nstructed staff to indicate manpower requests for Cooperative Programs (CP) 
staff on economic and sector timetables (Forms 700) accorcing to how many 
manweeks the division requests of the CP. We have asked that this figure, 
in turn, represent what the division would budget if it were to use its own 
staff to perform the required work. This procedure has been brought about 
mainly by cases of what we regard to be unnecessarily large manpower inputs 
being assigned by the CP to some of our tasks . While our concern at this 
point involves mainly UNESCO , it applies to a lesser extent to the cooperative 
Programs in general. We have fewer and less pronounced instances in the 
case of WHO . In the case of UNIDO, our limited experience has been quite 
mixed in terms of the quality and efficiency of staff . In the case of FAO, 
our general impression is more positive, but we do not have complete and 
accurate information at hand concerning actual-vs-budgeted FAO time per task 
on which to hase a more objective view. 

2. In the past, Division Chiefs have not . been overly concerned, because 
they look upon the CP as a "free good", something which has been encouraged by 
P and B during budget time. However, it js becoming clearer to people that 
there are r eal costs to the Region - over which we have little or no control : 

- P and B sees these resources as heing comple tely fungible 
with Regional manpower, and reduces our requirement for 
Regional positions by an amount equal to the amount of CP 
manpower in the Region ' s work program; 

- Where CPs use excessive inputs, th~y inflate the Region's 
coefficients, e.g ., in a recent case in which rNESCO performed 
a PCR for the Region , it spent 40 manweeks - five times what we 
have budgeted for such tasks in FY79; while an excellent report 
was prepared, · this single task will increase the estimated 
average coefficient for all FY78 PCRs in the Region by 1 . 9 
manweeks (19%) and for the over~ll supervision coefficient in 
all sectors of the Region in FY78 by . 2 manweeks (1.8%) ; 

These cases make it virtually impossible to maintain any overall 
work-category budget , e.g ., for economic and sector work , 

Recently, as some of these costs became more apparent , our Education Division 
attempted to establish a better way of contro111ng manpower costs with UNESCO . 
The reaction was rather negative. We were told in essence: tell us what you 
want us to do , not how or with whom to do it . 
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3 . Some of our staff were quite surprised to learn that we consider 
CP inputs as fully substitutional ·of Bank staff and indicated that this 
simply does not reflect the reality of the situation. It is one thing when 
CP staff are used as members of Bank missions where advantage can be taken 
of specialists we don ' t have ourselves and where their work is paced to that 
of the mission. Even here there are considerable scheduling problems, 
arrpnging for such staff to follow up a field mission with a three week report
writing stint in Washington ; and difficulties arise when we wish to advance a 
previously scheduled mission or when the bor~ower asks to slip such a mission, 
In some cases, e.g . , FAO , they typically prefer not to use their staff as 
supplementary to Bank staff , but rather to manage whole.tasks - fully with their 
own manpower, When we are able to use CP staff on our own missions (e.g., UNESCO), 
we sowetimes experience difficulty in obtaining clearances on different versions 
of the report which,of course , lengthens processing times . It should not be 
surprising if, with all these disincentives, Regional staff are not aggressive 
in the use of CP manpower . 

4 . In future, we are asking our staff to make note in the comments 
section of the Forms 700 of the amount of .manpower planned by the CP if it is 
known to differ from the Division ' s requirements, (Unfortunately, the difference 
may not ordinarily become known until after task completion when the budgetary 
consequences have already materialized, ) This procedure will help identify 
some of the problems in our economic and sector work, but will not surface similar 
problems in other work categories . I have mentioned supervision as a case in 
point. The same could be said of preappraisals. For example,our Education 
Division normally budgets about 50 NW for preappraisal, of which 20 MW is for 
UNESCO. In fact, we often find that the UNESCO input is as much as double what 
we have budgeted for or what we would have needed ourselves . For these reasons , 
I believe that further steps need to be taken, e.g., the discounting of Coopera
tive Program inputs in the work program and TRS by, say , 50% as we once did for 
YPs and as we do for middle-level assistants; and possibly including manpower 
estimates as part of terms of reference, although the CPs are not likely to 
like this idea. (This might help for Bank missions as well,) You might also 
find it useful to meet with Regional Assistant Directors of Projects to obtain 
their recommendations . I should also like to reiterate the recommendation in 
Mr , Wapenhans' memo to Mr. Gabriel of February 28 that , if other Regions are 
experiencing similar problems , the Bank might reexamine its ~rrangements with 
the Cooperative Program . 

cc: 'Messrs , Wapenhans .and Gulhati 

EAN Directors, Assistant Directors and Division Chiefs 

Messrs, Gabriel/Vergin, Aklilu Habte, North/Dewar, Gordon, Ro~ n-1 , P , Smith 
and Veraart 

Program Coordinators 

REBarry:lnc:tv 



Mr. Yves R.ovani, Director, EWT 

S.M.L. van der Meer, Director, LCP 

WRO/I~RD Cooperative Program 

t!.ay 11, 1978 

------------------------------·------
A regionali&ed WO/tBJU> Cooperatiw PTosrai• for the LAC ltegiou 

baa been ar,reed upon between the Water Supply Acl-.i~~r, Mr. J. 1.albel'IIAttn 
and out' Water Supply ud Sewerage I>iYiaioa. 'ftle te1raa of the agreeaant 
have been diecuaaed with and approved by Hr. Butricei, and Mr. Florea, of 
the Diviaion of T.nvironaental Health of the Pan-Aae1rican Health Orgaaisatioa. 
t concur vitl, the propoaal•. 

Eucloeed please find a deacriptiou of the ,,greed WBO/IllD 
Cooperative Prograz •ctivitie• in the WO America re~gion for the period 
April 1, 1978 to M.rch 31, 1978, including a tantatilve aaupc,wer Khedule. 

I would appreciate your proceeding vith tho final anaageM1lU 
to reach an official agreeunt vith the parti•• con~~ernecl under the WO/ 
IBRD Cooperative Program. 

cc : Ma.are: 

A.Zavala:yba 

Wyea (LCPDP.), 1'.albe1'118tten (Em>R) ii 
J. Davia (EWT), Cotlta (DDC. LCPWS), J. 
Ma. c. Parker-Saith (LCPVS) 

H!iddleton (!WT), 
Culagneki (LCPWS), 



WC J BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORA ,rJ 

/ OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. y~ Rovani DATE: May 11, 1978 

hn M. Kalbermatte~ 

SUBJECJ~ SWITZERLAND - Geneva - Meeting with WHO -

/ 
Back-to-Office and Full Report 

This report records discussions you and I had with selected staff 
of WHO in Geneva and agreements reached during those discussions. other 
activities of my trip in Europe, covered in the terms of reference dated 
April 11, 1978, are reported in Ms. DeAnne Julius' Back-to-Office Report of 
May 3, 1978. 

1. Meetings were held on April 21 and the morning of April 22. Partici-
pants in these meetings from WHO were Messrs. Dieterich, Stevens and 
Subra.hmanyam. Subsequently, I returned to Geneva to attend a meeting with 
WHO staff and Mr. Mashler (UNDP) on April 26. 

2. 

3. 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 

The topics discussed were: 

CP Work Plan/Rapid Assessment. 
CP Staffing. 
CP Position for Abidjan. 
CP Decentralization to PARO. 
UNDP-Financed Projects. 
Memorandum of Understanding (Dieterich proposal) 

CP Work Plan/Rapid Assessment 

Mr. Stevens reviewed the CP Work Plan, and in particular, scheduled 
activities related to the Rapid Assessment and its follow-up. Nothing new 
emerged from his explanations and we concluded the discussions by requesting a 
detailed CP work plan for a longer period of time (18 months) following the 
completion of Rapid Assessment activities in July of this year. Mr. Stevens 
gave us a copy of his Travel Report with a dra~ of the CP Work Plan as 
amended a~er his discussions with Bank regions in Washington on April 4-7. 
I have circulated this report to the regions requesting their comments/concurrence 
with the Work Plan. 

4. Staffing for Cooperative Work Program 

We explained to Dr. Dieterich that we were unable to consider 
upgrading the unfilled administrative position to an eleventh professional 
position until such time the CP was fully staffed. In the past from six to 
eight positions were filled but at no time did we have all ten professional 
positions staffed. Dr. Dieterich reiterated that WHO had always made 
personnel from regular WHO staff available to maintain the CP Work Plan 
and thus considers upgrading of the position at this time justified. We 
finally agreed with WHO that we would review the situation a~er the 
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Mr. Yves Rovani - 2 - May 11, 1978 

Cooperative Program is fully staffed and then on the basis of the agreed
upon Work Plan. We also indicated that we would be willing to propose the 
upgrading of the eleventh position, primarily on the basis of WHO making 
administrative services available free of charge, and a continuing decen
tralization of the Cooperative Program, especially the assignment of one 
position to Abidjan . Dr . Dieterich supported the transfer of a position 
to Abidjan but expressed some doubts as to the feasibility of doing so, 
explaining that the decision basically would have to be made by Dr. Quenam 
Regional Director of WHO's African Region. 

5, A~er considerable discussions and i n the absence of Dr. Dieterich 
who had, in the meantime, left for another meeting , Mr . Stevens agreed to 
immediately offer the training specialist position to Mr . Redecopp who had 
been interviewed in the Bank and had been recommended for the Cooperative 
Program posit i ons by Bank staff. Mr. Stevens also stated that he would 
write a letter to you, outlining the condit i ons of Mr . Costa's employment 
by WHO. In general, he would expect Mr. Costa ' s employment to be similar 
to the arrangements which had been made for Mr. MacNealy. Mr . Stevens did 
request, however, that we discuss with Mr . Costa his potential assignment 
to Abidjan. 

6. With respect to WHO ' s interest to have Mr. Wildeman join the CP 
staff we restated our previous position that this was a matter between WHO 
and Mr . Wildeman and that we would neither participate in any discussions 
between the two parties nor recommend that Mr. Wildeman be seconded to WHO . 
In short, it is WHO ' s decision whether to offer a job to Mr. Wildeman and 
the latter's decision whether to leave the Bank and join WHO, without any 
action or recommendation on our part. 

Dr. Dieterich agreed in principal to stationing one CP staff 
member in the Bank. Various names were mentioned, but details of the 
assignment and availability of specific candidates were not discussed . 

7. CP Position for Abidjan 

As already pointed out , Dr. Dieterich expressed his agreement to 
a decentralization of one CP position to Abidjan, in particular if 
Mr. Costa would be willing to take up that assignment . He is prepared to 
make every effort to convince Dr. Quenam of the desirability of this 
decentralizat ion. Subsequently , Dr . Dieterich agreed to accompany Mr . Cosgrove 
to Brazzaville for discussions with Dr. Quenam , either the week of June 4 
or June 18 , the dates suggested by Mr . Cosgrove during the latter's visit 
to Geneva on April 25, 

During a subsequent review of the WHO/UNDP project all partici
pants agreed that CP staff should be used to manage this project . This 
decision emphasises further the importance of stationing one CP staff member 
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in Abidjan, because WHO proposes - at our suggestion - to establish a 
3-man project team for Africa in Abidjan. 

8. CP Decentralization to PAHO 

During your visit to ITU I was informed that Dr. Mahler had 
formally agreed to decentralize one position to PAHO and Dr. Dieterich explained 
that he was considering this to be the eleventh position. I rejected his 
argument, repeating comments I had made to him last year that decentralization 
to PAHO should not be linked to an upgrading of the administrative to a 
professional position but that the Bank would not intervene in discussions 
between WHO Headquarters and PAHO in an attempt by the former to convince 
the latte,r to pay the 25% share of CP cost. I stated last year and feel as 
strongly about it today that WHO's administrative arrangements with its own 
regions is an internal matter in which the Bank has no business interfering . 
Somewhat unhappily Dr. Dieterich agreed once again to unlink the eleventh 
position from the decentralization to PAHO. 

9. UNDP Projects 

We informed each other on the respective UNDP-financed projects 
for which the dra~ project descriptions are attached. These two projects 
and their relationship were discussed primarily between Mr. Subrahmanyam and 
myself with only limited input from the other participants who were absent 
during the a~ernoon when this topic was on the agenda. Agreements reached on 
how to coordinate these two projects are as follows: 

(i) there will be two projects, the IBRD/UNDP project and the 
WHO/UNDP project; 

(ii) these will have specific objectives; each will be a distinct 
project but related; 

(iii) the interrelationship of the two should be explicitely stated 
in the two project documents; 

(iv) WHO/UNDP project will concentrate on national planning and 
programming; 

(v) IBRD/UNDP project will function in selected areas within the 
chosen countries where prototype operations will be conducted 
to evolve 'models' of the right mix of institutional, financial, 
technological, manpower, community involvement, education and 
other relevant parameters that show the way to a successful 
project; 

(vi) IBRD/UNDP project would aim at replicating such 'successes' in 
other areas of the country and other countries and establish 
a pipeline of sound projects based on field experience, for 
potential 'donors'; 
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(vii) program requirements as defined in WHO/UNDP project would be 
useful inputs to the project parameter models expected to be 
generated by the IBRD/UNDP projects; project parameters per 
contra feed into the program process . Benefits of such 
iteration would increase if a number of countries selected for 
the WHO/UNDP project and the IBRD/UNDP project were identical; 

(viii) the WHO/UNDP project would field two teams, one for Africa, one 
for Asia, each centered around a CP manager in the respective 
regions to provide managerial support; 

(ix) these 'managers' would in turn report to Geneva. There would be 
no need for locating any WHO/UNDP project staff in Geneva. 

10. During the discussions we were informed that Mr. Mashler, Senior 
Director, Global Programs, UNDP, would be in Geneva the week of April 24. 
WHO requested that I return to Geneva for a day to participate in WHO/UNDP 
project discussions. Consequently, I spent April 26 in Geneva reviewing 
the WHO/UNDP project and participating in discussions with Messrs. Mashler 
(UNDP), Idoux (ILO) and Dieterich, Subrahma.nyam, Stevens and Flache of WHO . 
Prior to the meeting I reviewed the project document and made a number of 
comments, which are attached to the draf't document . During the meeting, 
participants agreed to coordinate activities of the WHO and Bank UNDP-financed 
projects. We also agreed that we would attempt to have activities in the 
same countries and to the extent possible select countries where ILO is 
conducting studies into labor-intensive methods of water supply and construc
tion. 

11. Mr. Mashler made some very strong comments with respect to WHO ' s 
ability to properly manage projects and insisted that a full-time manager 
be designated or hired from the outside. It also appeared during the 
discussions that there is some disagreement as to how the WHO project should 
actually be run. During our discussions the previous week the project was 
going to be organized into two groups of professionals , one in Abidjan and 
the other one in New Delhi. It seems that in discussions prior to my return 
to Geneva, Mr . Mashler pushed for an approach somewhat similar to the one 
in our project, that is a preliminary phase with short- term consultants 
followed by more permanent arrangements. Dr. Dieterich assured me that he 
still wishes to have the two teams we had discussed previously . Whether he 
will be able to do so will depend mostly, I suspect, on his ability to 
quickly recruit long-term consultants for the task . 

12. Memorandum of Understanding 

This was not discussed either during the initial discussions with 
WHO or during my presence in the meeting with UNDP. In any event, WHO is 
aware of our position on the Memorandum of Understanding, namely that the 
present draft is acceptable in principle, but not required until there exist 
programs and projects which need some coordination . In any event the 
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Memorandum of Understanding should be no more than a simple document for 
the guidance of working level staff of respective agencies without any 
formal memoranda signed by agency heads . 

Attachment 

JMKalbermatten :~t 
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II A 

II B 4. 

II C 

II D (i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

II E 

II F 1. 

2. 

II G-B 1. 

Comments on WHO/UNDP Project Document 
WHO Geneva - April 26 , 1978 

~ 
John M. Kalbermatten 

Composition of Steering Committee - Senior sector officer 
so it is a working committee i . e . not a diplomat -

Add objective: preparation for 1980 ECOSOC conference 

Second para - competence in project preparation etc . 
How can WB imput? 

Mention resolution (Mar del Plata) on adding resources to 
WB and others so they can finance water resources projects
hence this project needed. 

Para. 5 and 6 are organizational matters - maybe belong 
elsewhere. 

Para. 6 advisors not really working internationally, but 
helping national staff. 

3. Define project. 
6. Define methods and procedures 

(i) and (ii) are rapid assessment . Do we need to do twice? 

(iii) is shopping list . Establish priorities. 

Should training be separate project and consultants teaching 
be restricted to on the job training? 

Is this realistic? Can we get this high competence level from 
"short-term" consultants? We should at least train them for 
2 to 4 weeks so they all play the same tune? 

Is $5,000/mm enough to cover local costs of consultants? 
They will be headquartered in one country , but work in 
several. Who covers headquarters cost? Overhead? Fringe 
Benefits? Remember, these are not local but international 
consultants! 
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II K 1. 

- 2 -

(i) In the Bank regional offices are at headquarters 
and resident representatives have limited functions . 

(ii) Thus on fif'th/sixth line, substitute participating 
agencies. 

2. (i) See previous note on steering committee. 

(ii) Will other projects also prepare 6 month reports 
for the steering committee? 

3. Add headquarters to last line. 
(management support). 
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Dear Mr Kalbermatten , 

T61. 34 60 61 T61ex. 27821 

CP Workplan 

ORGANISATION MONDIALE 
DE LA SANTE 

1211 GEN EVE 27 • SUISSE 

n1tar.: UNISANTE-Gcnhc 

10 May 1978 

I attach a copy of the report on my duty travel to Washington in April. 
A further six copies are being sent today under separate cover. 
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Yours sincerely, 

~ A. Steve~n/V's ....... ..__~~~~ 

Manager, Environmental Health Technology 
and Support 

Division of Environmental Health 
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- ------------ ------------
Programme <;lamf1cat1on/ 
Regisuy fi : Jmber( s): 

Submitted by: 
P. A. Stevens EHE/ETS L7 .4.1978 

(Name) (Div/Unit) (Date) 

Visit to: 

World Bank, Washington and AMRO, Washington 

Indicate clearly name and location of project( s) , meeting( s), etc . 

Inclusive travel dates: 
4 April _ 7 April 1978 

Co-traveller( s): 
Mr A. Tomassi, ETS/ EHE 

ETS P20/372/2 
ETS P20/ 180/ 3 

Tasks undercaken for other 
units ( indicate units) 

·.~.· ....... ... .. . . ..................... ... ........................... ... ............. 
( frOIT') (To) Name( s) /Div . /Unit( s) 

Reason for uavel: (i) to review the Cooperative Progranune workplan for calendar year 
1978 and make tentative projections for 1979 and to discuss CP budget and staffing 

(ii) to review the status of the rapid assessment exercise; 
(iii) to dis cuss inter-agency cooperation for the Water Decade. 

f"1 Specify the type of work which had to be accomplished 

('":' 

Recommendation(s)/Action to be taken: ( i) The detailed report gives specific recommendations by 
country/Bank region and the agreed 

1

ac tivities are shown in- the workplan. Urgent 
recruitment action is required; (ii) & (iii) there is a need to review the desk 
studies and draft assessment reports completed todate in order to make a preliminary 
determination of the nature and loca~ion of inputs from the international community 
which would facilitate the preparatory work for the International Drinking Water 
Supply and Sanitation Decade . 

For Meetings only future attendance: Recommended 1K] Not recommended 0 

State reasons Semi- annual planning meeting per memoranda of understanding WB/WHO . 

(i) The 1978 workplan was revised and tentative proposals made 
ADG •. Riv.a x-o ••••.•.• • •. •,, 

Distribution: 
Or Tejada-de-

Brief summary: 

for 1979; information on budget for FY1979 was given to WB for 
further discussion in Geneva on 20 - 21 April; candidacies for Director. ~.~~······ ··· ······ 
vacant posts were reviewed; (ii) the status of the rapid R · P20/372/2 
assessment exercise and needed future actions were discussed egimy .. Pio/iao/j·· · .... . 
during a meeting with divisions; (iii) Messrs Rovani and COR . ..... Hl'C-'.1·1NJ.l' · ··· .. .. 

Kalbermatten confirmed Bank's support of inter-agency .Wor.lcJ.B.Gnl< ............. . 
cooperation with emphasis on project preparation and plan to WHO Regional Offices 
discuss this further in Geneva; (iv) progress of rapid assessment in the region 
was the main subject of discussions held with AMRO . 

Attachments: Detailed report, draft workplan and status of rapid assessment 
activities . 

Travel Report Summaues sh.all be submitted to the Director/ A DG within one week a ftcr completion of a trip. A copy 01 

thls form will serve as Repon Cover Page when a detailed travel report is prepared subsequently. 

1oetete if no detailed repon will be submitted 

WHO 681 (;EN (MGT) 4/76 
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1. Policy Matters and General Information 

From the discussion, it is understood that within the Bank there are 
now strict instructions to link all Bank-related activities to project preparation 
and to spend a minimal amount of time on sector work . As a r esult, from 
1 July 1978 the Cooperative Programme will undertake sector studies only 
in a few countries where the Bank envisages an important lending programme 
but has inadequate sector information. In all other cases, CP work will 
have to lead directly to project identification and preparation. CP activities 
get a full Bank code number only after Bank regions have accepted them, 
otherwise relevant activities are charged to Central Projects, (provided 
that the amount charged to Central Projects is kept within limits) . 

The apportioning of CP resources to Bank regions should be done on a 
competitive basis, keeping in mind the priority needs of some Regions which 
are in the process of developing increased lending programmes in the water 
supply and sanitation sector. In view of increased international efforts for 
the International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade, CP staff should 
in the Bank's view assume a "management" .role by identifying projects and 
preparing terms of reference fo~ them . 

The CP workplan for the rest of calendar year 1978 was discussed and 
suggestions for amendments were ~ade. In general no projections were made 
for subsequent periods pending th~ result of the rapid assessment exercise. 

Tue necessity of speeding up CP recruitment to bring the professional 
staff to ten positions was highlighted. The Bank may then consider authorizing 
an eleventh post if it can be justified on the basis of at least a one-year 
work programme. 

In view of the importance of these planning meetings which are scheduled 
at 6 month intervals, it was agreed that they should l1ave a longer duration. 

2. Meetings with Regional Division Officers (listed by Bank Regions) 

East Africa (Messrs Reekie, Kozel and Coyaud) 

A planning mission for the rural sub-sector to up-date present 
knowledge and coordinate inputs from aid agencies could be programrn0d 
for 1979 but more details and better information on this would Qe obtained 
by the Bank in July 1978. 
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2. 

Lesotho 

As already communicated by the Bank, the Lesotho sector study 
previously shown in the workplan for November 1978 should be deleted. 

Madagascar 

The Madagascar sector review to be undertaken by Dr Becher in 
September 1978 should also have engineering inputs and an overall 
duration of 12 to 16 man-weeks. The sector review should be project 
oriented, fill information gaps existing in rural areas and in cities 
above 20 000, define objectives for water supply and sanitation and 
formulate a development plan for the sector. 

Malawi 

There are no further plans for Malawi other than the pr~sentation 
of the Malawi sector report currently scheduled for April 1978. 

Mauritius 

The mission scheduled for May/June 1978 shou ld not be a sector 
study but concentrate on a t'ariff study and legal questions. The Bank 
sees no need for a rapid assessment of the sector but has no objection 
.to it if the government requests this activity. The tariff study should 
address problems related to the cost of water to the economy rath~r than 
to the utility alone. The recommended tariff should be left with government 
before the mission leaves Mauritius. The WHO Consultant on legal aspects 
should work in cooperation with the Commonwealtl1 Secretariat legal expert 
from New Zealand who has already worked in Mauritius for about 8 montl1s. 

Somalia 

The sector development mission scheduled for the end of 1978 should 
be postponed. A Bank consultant will assess the training needs and 
determine training programmes for the Water Development Agency. 

Sudan 

The Bank's and WHO's participation is foreseen in a 3-day seminar on 
instititutional aspects which the government will hold in Khartoum f rom 
29 April to 1 May. Wl!O's participation would be combined with the 
presentation 6£ the report on the recent sector study. No other CP 
activities are foreseen in Sudan for the second semester 1978. 
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Zambia 

A CP mission consisting of a engineer and a manpower specialist 
(8 man-weeks of field work and approximately 6 man- weeks of report writing) 
could be scheduled in November 1978 in place of the Lesotho study, or in 
early 1979. The study will focus on the proper operation of small water 
supplies. If the CP mission is to be included in the Bank project 
"Education 5", the report should be completed by November 1978. The 
Bank will advise on this . 

Zaire 

There is no change in the scheduling of the CP mission for August/ 
September 1978. 

West Africa (Mr Cosgrove) 

Cameroon 

A pre-appraisal Bank mission on water supply for a number of 
cities will be fielded for :10 days starting 24 April 1978. The Bank 
suggested adding one paragraph to the terms of reference for this mission 
to include WHO participation·· for rapid assessment . Owing to CP staff 
commitments, however, the Bank was later informed that the rapid assessment 
~ould take place separately in June 1978. 

The Bank would like to be kept informed on the status of action taken 
by government and WHO on the recommendations of the sector study. In turn 
WHO requested the Bank to give an indication on which projects they would 
be interested in supporting. 

Liberia 

The government has requested the Bank to provide consultants for a 
sector study. 

The Bank suggested to combine the first CP mission on rapid assessment 
with an appraisal mission that they are mounting in Kaduna and L~gns 
starting from'l9 May. We subsequently informed the Bank that rapid 
assessment mission would have to be conducted separately because Ute 
Government of Nigeria has requested a postponement to June 1978. Nigeria 
is one of the few countries in which sector studies are still envisaged 
and will embrace a two-yeAr period as sector knowledge will have to be 
acquired at State level. 
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AFRO_ Workshop_ 1979 

The Bank wishes to part1.c1.pate in the planning and conduct of the 
workshop with particular interest in project identification, formulation 
and appraisal. 

West_Africa_Training_Activities_with_Manpower_Specialist 

The Bank's objectives are to evaluate manpower needs, the tra1n1.ng 
capacity of countries, and to formulate a strategy. The design of 
programmes would be for single countries but allowing for neighb0uring 
countries to participate as appropriate. The Bank lending programmes 
could includ&, among others, hardware, buildings and the training of 
trainers. After an initial survey a workshop could be held for nntinnali-: 
to endorse and start action on the survey recommendations . 

Proposal_for_a_CP_Position_in_Abidjan 

There is a proposal for posting a CP financial analyst to the Bank's 
office in Abidjan. His m!in task would be to maintain project 
preparation momentum right_up to the appraisal stage. Projects would 
be developed for possible financing also from other sources. The CP 
staff member would develop activities on the basis of first-hand contacts, 
and would identify inputs r~quired from other WIIO resources. The main 
activities would be (i) to stimulate water supply and sanitation activities 
in countri~s which need it most; (ii) to follow up on rapid a~scssment; 
(iii) to advise government and potential borrowing organizations on project 
preparation; and (iv) to identify actions to be initiated, following results 
of the West Africa manpower development survey. If the posting to 
Abidjan is agre ed in principle the Bank will prepare terms of reference 
and a preliminary work programme for discussion in Brazzaville. Joint 
planning meetins could thereafter be held bi-annually or more often in 
Brazzaville. 

EMENA (Mess rs Thys, Nwaneri) 

Afghanistan 

In its l ending programme , the Bank has a rural water supply project 
the prepa~ation of which could take place over the next 21/2 years. Because 
of the importance of the project, large CP inputs are foreseen for the 
pre- feasibility and the feasibility studies. Since problems are being 
experienced w;ith the san ita tion component of the first and second lDJ\ 
projects, (on-going Bank projects) WHO assistance would be welcome through 
the WHO Sanitary Engineer Mr Marjanovic and a CP staff member to help 
him for 2 to 4 weeks . As concerns the sector study report, it wns ~uggusted 



that Mr Schultzberg should spend a few days in Wasl1ington with Bank 
officials to go over the latest version in order to finalize it 
for submission to Government. 

Greece 

5 . 

The Bank is not interested in a sector study in Greece and docs not 
intend to use CP funds for it. 

The rural sector development activities foreseen for 1978 have not 
yet been <lefined. Further information is awaited from the Bank. 

Lebanon 

Sector work is foreseen in Lebanon in calendar year 1980. 

Morocco 

The Bank is not interested in the Morocco sewerage sector study 
which was scheduled for September/October 1978 but would like the R~gional 
Office for Europe to identify project needs in the sewerage sub-sector. 

The Bank will participate in the Portugal seminar in May 1978 tl1rough 
Messrs Jones, Banarjee and Shipman. ETS should obtain better information 
on the seminar participation and consequently on tl1e depth to which seminar 
topics should be treated. 

No further CP involvement is foreseen after the Turkey Planning 
Conference in May/June 1978 . 

South Asia (Mes srs Williams, Ware and Rassmusson) 

Owing to the fact that the CP financial analyst is now posted in 
Delhi and that the scheduling of activities of the CP for nost o( this 
Bank region is planned directly between SEJ\RO and the Bank, country 
activities were not discussed in detail. Mr Rasmusson will be in Delhi 
about July 1978 in conjunction with other duties and could hold 
a planning meeting with the SEJ\RO staff at that time . The prese>llt chief 
of division is about to retire and it is expected th.it the new di.vision 
chief might visit SEARO in November to dii;cuss the planning of Cl' activities 
for 1979. It w.1s suggested that the Indin 1:ural workshop programmvd for 
July 1978 with the participation of a financial analyst ancl an cn~inccr 
from the 11Q/cp should be reconsidered . 
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East Asia and Pacific (Messrs Kapur, Bruestle and Saravanapavan) 

The plan for a sector study in Fiji in August/September 1978 still 
holds . The study should examine whether a feasible water project could 
be mounted, and should be oriented towards project i dentification and 
formulation . lt was agreed that the study should be WHO initiated and 
the terms of reference also be prepared by WHO . 

Papua New Guinea 
---- ------------

The CP activity foreseen for August/September 1978 should not be 
a sector study but should concentrate on rural water supply and 
sanitation focusing on the institutional aspects , and lead to project 
identification and formulation. 

Republic _of_Kor ea 

The rural water supply programme is experiencing operational and 
maintenance problems as the systems are operated by the communities 
without any formal water supply management organization . CP inputs on 
institutional advice would be needed in support of the Bank on-going 
rural infrastructure project for 4,000 villages . 

Latin America and Caribbean (Mr Zavala) 

The LAC Division and AMRO have prepared a complete programme from 
April 1978 to March 1980 for the CP financial analyst to be posted in the 
WHO Regional Office in Washington. Activities stress project identification, 
formulation, appraisal, etc . Country activities were not discussed in 
detail except for a brief mention of the HQ/CP involvement in the rapid 
assessment for the Caribbean area . LAC plans to support the Caribbean 
Development Bank in water supply and sanitation activities on condition 
that the latter establishes a strong water section . 

3 . AMRO (Dr Witt and Messrs Davila and Reid) 

At the WHO Regional Office the discussion centred on recruitment of the 
CP financial analyst to be posted there, on the progress of the rapid assessment 
exercise in the American Region and on the programme prepared by tl1e Region 
for HQ/CP assista{\c e in carrying out rapid assessment work in Caribbean countries . 
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4. Review of the Rapid Assessment Exercise 

A special meeting was arranged for this with participation of Bank CPS 
staff and representatives of the Bank Regions. The presentation of the 
subject was based on a document prepared at WHO/HQ listing by country and 
region the main actions completed and in progress on the basis of informntion 
availaole as of 31 March 1978 (copy attached). In the discussion which followed 
the presentation, the following points were mentioned: 

desk studies prepared by WHO should be sent to the Bank for 
incorporation of additional information, if any; 

rapid assessment reports should mention projects ready for 
investment; 

completed draft assessment reports should be sent to government 
in several copies for distribution to all the ag~ncies involved 
in the sector. Governments should be 0ncouraged to authorize 
WHO to distribute copies of the final document, cleared by government, 
to outside agencies; 

the available desk studies and rapid assessment reports should be 
reviewed as a matter of urgency in order to determine the nature 
and location of proposed:international inputs. This would inter al, • 
help in the formulation of a specific progranune for the proposed 
inter-regional project currently being negotiated with UNDP. CP staff 
time should be allocated for conducting this review; 

in the second semester of 1978, priority should be given to CP 
activities in preparation for the Water Decade and only residual action 
concerning the rapid assessment should be undertaken ; 

in the phase which follows the rapid assessment, CP resources should 
be used in planning and managing the deployment of existing a11d additional 
resources which are expected to become available through such mechanisms 
as the UNDP inter-regional project . 
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, May 8, 1978 

TO Messrs.J.Beach(AEPEW),W.Cosgrove(WAPEW),E . Erkmen(WAPEW), 
A~Th]~(E f WS) ,E. Williams(ASPEW) ,A. Zavala(LCPWS) 

FROM John M. Ka. atten (Water and Wastes Adviser , EWTDR) 
,'/ 

SUBJECT: CP Work Program Documentation 

I am sending you the CP work program documentation I received during 

my visit to Geneva the week of April 24. Please review the program and advise 

me of any discrepancy between the progra~ you agreed to with Mr. Prescott Stevens 

and this submission. If I don't hear from you to the contrary by May 15 , I will 

assume that this work program meets with your approval. 

Attachment 

JMKalbermatten:lllk 

I 
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- ----- ------ --4 Rcgimy file number( s): 
Submmed by: 

P . A. Stevens EHE/ETS l7 . 4 . 1978 

(Name) (Div/Unit) (Date) 

Visit to: 

World Bank, Washington and AMRO, Washington 
,. 

\ 
Indicate clearly name and 10eation of project( s) , meeting( s) , etc. 

Incl mi ve travel da · s: -
4 April _ ;, April 1978 

Co-traveller( s) : 

Mr A. Tomassi , ETS/EHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... .... ... . 
(~om) I (T~ Name( s)/Diy . /Unit( s) 

ETS P20/372/2 
ETS P20/ 180/ 3 

Tasks undertaken for other 
units ( indica te unils) 

Reason for travel: (i) to r eview the Cooperative Programme workplan for calendar year 
1978 and make ~entativc projections for 1979 and to discuss CP budget and staffing 

( ii) t ~ review the status of the rapid assessment exercise; 
( iii) t y discuss inter- agency cooperation [or the Water Decade . 

Specify the type of work wh1ch had to be accomplished 

Rc:::cmi,;cndatior:.{s)/1,,' liun to be taken: (i) The detailed 1eport gives specific r ecommend::itions by 
country/Bank region and the agreed activities are shown in the workplan . Urgent 
recruitment action ls required; (ii) & (i i i) there i s a need to rev i ew t he desk 
studies and draft ~ssessmen t reports completed todate in order to make a preliminary 
determination of tl. e nature and location of inputs from t he international community 
which would facili t 1te the preparatory work for the International Drinking Water 

I 

Supply and Sanitation Decade . 

For Meetings only • Future attendance: Recommended fiD Not recommended 0 

Semi-ahnual planning meeting per memoranda of understandin° WB/WHO . State reasons o 

Brief summary: \1 
I 

(i) The 1978 workplan was revised and tentative proposals made 
A DG . . Ri w.e r o .••..•. , •.. • •. 

Distribution: 
Dr Tejada- de-

for 1979; i nformation on budget for FY1979 was given to WB for 
further discussion in Geneva on 20 - 21 April ; candidacies for Director. ~.~~ .......... . · .. · 

vacant posts were reviewed,· ( ii) the status of the rapid R · P20/372/2 
assessment exercis e and needed future actions were discussed egtst?··p20/iao/3· · ·· · · .. 

during a meeting with divisions; (iii) Messrs Rovani and C OR . . .. .. 11:rc· ·.:·1mr · .... .. . 
Kalbermat ten confirmed Bank's support of inter-agency .WoJ:".1.d. J3.c1ol< .. ....... ... .. 
cooperation with Pmphasis on project preparation and plan to WHO R~gional Offices 
discuss this further in Geneva; (iv) progress of rapid assessment in the region 
was the main subject of discussions held with AHRO. 

Attac hmen ts: Detai led report, draft workplan and status of rapid assessment 
activities. 

., 

Travel Report SummJries sh.ill be subn11ned to the Director/A lXi within one week ,dter completion of a trip. A copy 01 

1hls form will serve :is Report Cover P;igc when a det:iilcd travel report is prcp;ired subsequently. 

1Delcte if no detailed report will be submiucd 
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l. 

1. Policy Matters and General ln fornia.tion 

From the discussion , it is understood that within the Bank there arc 
now~strict instructions to link all Bank-related activities to project preparation 
and to spend a minimal amount of time on sector work. As a result, from 
1 July 1978 the 1Cooperative Programme will undertake sector studies only 
in a few countrfes where the Bank envisages an important l ending programme 
but has inadequ .. tc sector information. In all other cases, CP work will 
have to lead di cctly to project identification and preparation . CP activities 
get a full Bank code number only after Bank r egions have accepted them, 
otherwise relevant activities are charged to Central Projects, (provided 
that the amount tcharged to Central Projects is kept within limits)_. 

The apportioning of CP resources to Bank regions should be don e on a 
\ 

compe titive bas~s, keeping in mind the priority needs of some Regions which 
are in the proces s of developing increased lending programmes in. the water 
supply and sani ~ation sector . In view of increased international efforts for 
the Internation~l Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade, CP staff should 
in th~ Bank's view assume a 11 rnan3gement 11 .role by identifying p-::-cjccts and 
preparing terms ;?f reference for them. 

'J 

The CP wor'. p lan for the res~ of calendar year 1978 was discussed and 
suggestions for amendments were ~ade. In general no projections were made 
for subsequent . c riods pending the result of the rapid assessment exercise . 

. 
J;be necess :ty of speeding up CP recruitment to bring the professional 

staff to ten po{ itions was highlighted. The Bank may then consider authorizing 
an eleventh postl if it can be justified on the basis of at least a one- year 
work programme. 

I n view of the importance of these planning meetings which are scl1cduled 
at 6 month inte}vals, it was agreed that they should have a longer duration. 

2. Meetings with Regional Division Officers (listed by Bank Regions) 

East Africa (Messrs Reekie, Kozel and Coyaud) 

A planning mission for the rural sub-sector to up-date present 
knowledge and coordinate inputs from aid agencies could be progranu11cd 
for 1979 but more details and better information on this would be obtained 
by the Bank in July 1978 . 
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2. 

Lesolho 

As already communicated by the Bank, the LesoLho sector study 
previously shown in the workplan for November 1978 should be deleted • 

• Madagascar1 

The ; ·1dagascar sector review to be undertaken by Dr Becher in 
September 1978 should also have engineering inputs and an overall 
duration of 12 to 16 man-weeks. The sector review should be proj~ct 
oriented, \f ill information gaps existing in rural areas and in cities 
above 20 000, define objectives for water supply and sanitation and 
formulate a development plan for the sector . 

i 
Malawi ~ 

~ 
There, are no further plans for Malawi other than the presentation 

of thP Malawi sector report currently Echeduled for April 1973 . .. 

Mauritius 

The mission scheduled for May/June 1978 should not be a sector 
study but ·oncentrate on a tariff study and legal questions . The Bank 
se~s no nc00 for a rapid assessment of the sector but ha5 no objccliun 
.to it if L~e government requests this activity . The tariff study should 
address problems related to the cost of water to the economy rather than , 
to the ut~lity alone . The recommended tariff should be left witl1 government 
before the mission leaves Mauritius . The ~10 Consultant on legal aspects 
should wo r~ in cooperation with the Commonwealth Secretariat legal expert 
from New . ~aland who has already worked in Mauritius for about 8 months. 

,I 

'1 Somalia 

The sector deve lopment mission scheduled for the end of 1978 should 
be postponed. A Bank consultant will assess the training needs and 
determine training programmes for the Water Development Agency . 

Sudan 

The Bank's and WHO ' s participation is foreseen in a 3-day sc1ninar on 
instititutional aspects which the governmenL will hold in Kharto1,m from 
29 April to 1 Nay. WHO ' s participation would be combined with the 
preSl'ntation of the report on Lhe recent sector study . No other CP 

activities are foreseen in Sudan for the second semester 1978. 

,. .. ,.·· 
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Zambia 

A CP mission consisting of a engineer and a manpower specialist 
(8 man-weeks of field work and approximately 6 man-weeks of report writing) 
could be s;chedu led· in November 1978 in place of the Lesotho study, or in 
early 197~. The study will focus on the proper operation of small ~ater 
supp 1 ies. If the CP miss ion is to be included in the Bank project 
" Educatio1 5 11

, the report should be completed by November 1978. The 
Bank will advise on this. 

Zaire 
:~ 

~ 
1 

There~ is no change in the scheduling of the CP miss ion for August/ 
September :1978. 

~ 

West Afri J.a (Mr Cosgrove) 

Cameroon . 
~ 

-------- ~ 
~; 

A pretappraisal Bank mission on water supply for a number of 
cities wi ll be fie l ded for JO days starting 24 April 1978. The Bank 
suggeste d a dding one paragraph to the terms of reference for this mission 
to include WHO participation for rapid assessment . Owing to CP staff 
coinrnitmen c'.5, however, the Hank was later informed that the rapid assessment 
would take; place separately in June 1978. 

' 
I 

The I .nk would like to be kept informed on the status of action taken 
by governr .. l!nt and WHO on the recommendations of the_ sector study. In turn ,, 
WHO requesfed the Bank to give an indication on which projects they would 
be interested in supporting. 

Liberia 

The government has requested the Bank to provide consultants for a 
sector study . 

Nigeria -------
The Bank suggested to combine the first CP mission on rapid assessment 

with ·an appraisal mission that they are mounting in Kaduna and Lngos 
starting from '19 May. We subsequently informed the Bank that r.'.lpid 
.'.lssessrnent mission would have to be conducted separately because tl1c 
Government of Nigeri.'.l has requested a postponement to June 1978 . Nigcri.'.l 
is one of the few countries in which sector studies arc still envi.sagcd 
and will embrace a two-yer1.r period as sector knowledge will have to be 
acquired at State level . 

.,. .. ~. · .. 
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4. 

AFRO_Workshop_l979 

The Bank wishes to p.'.lrticipate in the planning and conduct of the 
workshop with particular interest in project identification, formulation 
and appraisal. 

West_Africa_Training_Activities_with_Manpower_Spccialist 

The Bank's objectives are to evaluate manpower needs, the training 
capacity of countries, and to -formulate a strategy. The design of 
programmes would be for single countries but allowing for nejghbouring 
countries to participate as appropriate . The Bank lending programmes 
could includ~, among others, hardware, buildings and the training of 
trainers. After an initial survey a workshop could be held for natjonals 
to endorse and start action on the survey recommendations. 

Proposal_for_a_CP_Position_in_Abidjan 

There is a proposal for posting a CP financial analyst to the Bank's 
office in Abidjan. His main task would be to maintain project 
preparation momentum right.up to the appraisal stage. Projects would 
be developed for possible financing also from other sources. The CP 
staff member would develop activities on the basis of first-hand contacts, 
and would identify inputs required from other WHO resources. The m3iP 
activities would be (i) to stimulate water supply and sanitation activities 
in countri~s which need it most; (ii) to follow up on rapid aiscssment; 
(iii) to advise government and potential borrowing organizations on project 
preparation; and (iv) to identify actions to be initiated, following results 
of the West Africa manpower development survey. If the posting to 
Abidjan is agreed in principle the Bank will prepare terms of reference 
and a preliminary work programme for discussion in Brazzaville . Joint 
planning meetins could thereafter be held bi-annually or more often in 
Brazzaville. 

EMENA (Messrs Thys, Nwaneri) 

Afghanistan -----------
In its lending programme, the Bank has a rural water supply project 

the preparation of which could cake place over the next 21/2 years. Hecause 
of the importance of the project, large CP inputs arc foreseen for the 
pre-feasibility and the feasibility studies. Since problems are being 
experienced w~th the sanitation component of the first and second ID/\ 
projects, (on-going Bank projects) WHO assistance would be welcome through 
the WHO Sanitary Engineer Mr Marjanovic and a CP staff member to help 
him for 2 to 4 weeks . As concerns the sector study report, it was suggested 



,. 

that Mr Schultzbcrg should spend a few days in Washington with Bank 
officials to go over the latest version in order to finalize it 
for submission to Government . 

Greece 

5 . 

The Bank is not interested in a sector study in Greece and docs not 
intend to use CP funds for it . 

The 
yet been 

rural sector development activities foreseen for 1978 have not ~ 

defined . Further information is awaited from the Bank . ~ irv .,-> 
t-10 \ ) ~)., 
~ 

Lebanon 

Sector work is foreseen in Lebanon in calendar year 1980 . 

Morocco 

The Bank is not interested in the Morocco sewerage sector study 
which was scheduled fo~ September/October 1978 but would like the Regional 
Office for Europe to identify project needs in the sewerage sub- sector . 

The Bank will participate in the Portugal seminar in May 1978 through 
Messrs Jones, Banarjee and Shipman. ETS should obtain better info r mation 
on the seminar participation and consequently on the depth to which seminar 
topics should be treated . 

No further CP involvement is foreseen after the Turkey Planning 
Conference in May/June 1978 . 

South Asia (Mess rs Wi l liams , Ware and Rassmussen) 

Owing to the fact that the CP financial analyst is now posted in 
Delhi ::ind that the scheduU.ng of act·jvities of the CP for nost of this 
Bank region is planned direct l y between SEJ\RO and the Bank, country 
activities were not discussed in detail . Mr Rasmusson wil l be in De l hi 
about July 1978 in conjunction with other duties and could holtl 
a planning meeting with the SEARO staff at that time . The prcsC'nt chief 
of division is about to retire and it is expected that the new divi.s ion 
chief might visit SEJ\RO in November to discuss the planning of CP activities 
for 1979 . It was suggested that the India rural workshop program,m•cl for 
July 1978 with the participation of a financ i al ana l yst and an e>nginccr 
from the 11q/cp should be reconsidered . 
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6. 

East Asia and Pacific (Messrs Kapur, Bruestle and Saravanapavan) 

The plan for a sector study in Fiji in August/September 1978 still 
holds. The study should examine whether a feasible water project could 
be mounted, and should be oriented towards project identification and ~ 

formulation. It was agreed that the study should be WHO initiat0d an-~1--~ 
the terms of reference also be prepared by WHO. ~~ . 

Papua New Guinea ----------------
The CP activity foreseen for August/September 1978 should not be 

a sector study but should concentrate on rural water supply and 
sanitation focusing on the institutional aspects, and lead to project 
identification and formulation. 

Republic_of_Korea 

The rural water supply programme is experiencing operati.onal and 
maintenance problems as the systems are operated by the communities 
without any formal water supply management organization . CP inputs on 
institutional i:tJvi.ce ~ "' needed in ::...ippo1:l uf the Be1nk 0n-goii10 
rural infrastructure project for 4,000 villages . ,!: ........ ~ J'~ ~},J . &. 

i,::.S r<-Y'-" - ~ - J ' ~ v-,,· 
.... ~ &. ~ (jtA~ , ~ r I 

Latin America and Caribbean (Mr Zavala) 1w--·Wf ._Of¥ a.....t, 
\ J..&..l>...W" • ,vt 

The LAC Division and AMRO have prepared a complete programme from 
April 1978 to March 1980 for the CP financial analyst to be posted in the 
WHO Regional Office in Washington. Activities stress project identification, 
formulation, appraisal, etc. Country activities were not discussed in 
detail except for a brief mention of the HQ/CP involvement in the rapid 
assessment for the Caribbean area . LAC plans to support the ca·ribbean 
Development Bank in water supply and sanitation activities on condition 
that the latter establishes a strong water section. 

3 . AMRO (Dr Witt and Messrs Davila and Reid) 

At the WHO Regional Office the discussion centred on recruitment of the 
CP financial analyst to be posted tl1ere, on the progr0ss of the rapid assessment 
exercise in the American Region and on the programme prepared by t:he Region 
for HQ/CP .tssistan,ce in carrying out rapid assessment work in Caribbean countries. 
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4 . Review of the Rapid Assessment E~crcise 

A special meeting was arranged for this with participation of Bank CPS 
staff and representatives of the Bank Regions. The presentation of th e 
subject was based on a document prepared at WHO/HQ listing by country and 
r egion the main actions completed and in progress on the basis of information 
available as of 31 Mar~h 1978 (copy attached) . In the discussion whicl1 followed 
the presentation, the following points were mentioned: 

desk studies prepared by WHO should be sent to the Bank for 
incorporation of additional information, if any; 

rapid assessment reports should mention projects ready for 
investment ; 

completed draft assessment reports should be sent to government 
in several copies for distribution to all the agencies involved 
in the sector . Governments should be encouraged to authorize 
WHO to distribute copies of the ·final document, cleared by government, 
to outside agencies; 

the available desk studies and rapid assessment reports should be 
reviewed as a matter of urgency in order to determine the nature 
and location of proposed international inputs. This would inter alia 
help in the formulation of a specific programme for the proposed 
inter-regional project currently being negotiated with UNDP . CP staff 
time should be al located for conducting this review; 

in the second semester of 1978, priority should be given to CP 
activities in preparation for the Water Decade and only residual action 
concerning the rapid assessment should be undertaken; 

in the phase which follows the rapid assessment, CP resources should 
be used in planning and managing the dep loyment of existing and additional 
resources which are expected to become available through su~h mechanisms 
as the UNDP inter-regional project. 
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Dear Mr Kalbermatten , 

14 April 1978 

Re- organization of EHE Division 

Please find enclosed the Statements of Tasks of EHE Units giving details 
of the organizational Unit changes. 

Mr John M. Kalbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 

Yours sincerely 

Prescott A. Stevens 
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Environmental Health Technology and Support 
Division of Environmental Health 
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World Bank 
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Statement of Task~ of ETS Unit 

In contributing to the Or gani/.aL1(•11'':> p r u~ r amme in environme ntal health, 
the unit will f ulfil the following tasks: 

1. Development and application of environmental health technology 

1.1 to promote the development and application of reliable and safe 
technology in environmental health programmes and projects of 
priority concern, namely (a) the improvement of water supply and 
sanitation in rural areas and (b) the control and surveillance of 
hazardous agents in the environment which are related to rapid 
economic development; 

1.2 to ensure that the proposed technology is consistent with practical 
planning, organization and management of environmental programmes; 

1.3 to promote the application of such technology both in the country 
where it was developeid and, through information dissemination, to 
other member countries; 

2. Provision of supporting services 

2.1 to promote and provide specialist inputs for technical cooperation 
in: 

(a) developing policy, programmes and projects to improve WHO 
community services for supplying safe water and for collecting 
and disposing of liquid and solid wastes, with attention to 
operation and management of the system; 

(b) assessing environmental conditions especially by establishing 
or improving programmes for the surveillance of air and water 
resources including marine waters, and by establishing an 
institutional framework to facilitate internationally agreed on 
methodology for monitoring and the global assessment of 
information produced; 

(c) developing policy and programmes to improve environmental 
conditions, especially protecting air and water resources from 
pol,lution and 01ther exploitation likely to cause adverse effects 
on human health ;; and 

(d) strengthening or creating national institutions, both tec hnical 
and operational, as well as the technical manpower neede d to 
plan, execute and support national programmes in the various 
fields of environmental health; 

2.2 to prepare guidance material on policies and methods for programmes 
and activities mentioned in (1) and (2.1) above; 

/ ... 
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2.3 to implement the World Bank/ WHO Cooperative Programme as agreed in 
the Memorandum of Understanding of 1 October 1971, which stipulates 
types of field activities to be carried out according to periodically 
established plans of work; 

2.4- to provide central services justified by economics of scale and 
organizational location, such as subcontracting arrangements and 
dissemination of technological information; 

2.5 to expand the repertory of staff skill~ to deal with increasingly 
complex problems of environmental health and supplement staff 
expertise on various levels when in short supply; 

2.6 to participate in collaborative work with other units of the 
Division of Environmental Health, other programmes of the Organiza
tion, and other agencies, as required. 

EHE/29.3.78 
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J. Sylllbol 
UNIT l; I ,1 I' r \I IIIU ti on an J Coupuration fo1 

Water Supply anu Sanitation <,'WS 

0 I~ lS lON ENV lRONMENTAL HEALTH EHE 

S Li.llerncn t of 'l'as ks of GWS unit 

In contributing to the Organization's programme in environmental health, the 
unit wi.ll (ul(il t~h! following tasks: 

I . i-10·1i t: •r1 nl' , f " t' '1·r •.:'> S n[ i rr.nl •.!llll~n t -it i on nf t ht• I nte rna tio nal Drinking Wat e r 
an d ::-Jru Lu:.101, i1 ... c;:ict._ ·; ar r,.::t::. 

1.1 to a :;semblc from gove rnments , international, multilateral, bilateral and 
1Hlll!r funding agencies infor mation on resources allocated to the water 
and san iLation sector and achievements made country by country, as well 
as in(onnat ion on constraints and their causes and specific information 
on suc<.:ess ful programmes; 

1.2 to analyse thl! information gathered and bring the information to the 
attention of the appropriate forums for review; 

2 . Liaison with bilateral agenc i es , banks and other funding agencies. 

3 . 

4. 

2 . 1 in cons11ltation with the Division of Coordination, to prepare and as s emble 
systematically information rela ted to the water supply and sanitation 
sector with particular reference to quantum and criteria of assistance, 
special interest countries, conditions attached to aid and technical 
cooperation, procedures rif assistance, institutional and structural 
information, etc. on bilateral as well as other funding and technical 
coopcrational agencies , including non-governmental organizations; 

2.2 to provide these agencies with project i nformation on specific country 
plans and progranunes, on a continuing basis; 

Coope r ation with agencies involved in the Water Decad e 

3 .l to participate in the negotiations with other agencies with a view to 
promoting cooperative actions at all l evels; 

3.2 to prepare and collate documentation on financial and technical coopera
tion nl.'eds of developing countries, for collective review at period lc 
mcL•tings of international, multilateral and bilateral development and 
f11ndin¥, agt!nci.es; 

Support to ECOSOC and its s ubsidiary organs in relation to the Wate r Decade 

4.1 in consu ltaLion with the Division of Coordination to maintain liaison 
with, prepare reports for, and attend meetings of the relevant organs 
of ECOSOC in relation to the follow-up actions of the UN Water Con
ference ; 

S. A~C Sub - Committee on Wa te r Resources (or its possible successor: The Inte r
Agency Water Resources Board) 

6. 

5 .1 tu asse111b le and prepare informat ion and documentation on water supply 
and sanitation as required for discus s ions at said bodies and to 
iJcntify and address itself t o coordination issues; 

Internal support to WIIO 

6. 1 to prepare reports for the governing bodies of WHO; 

6 . 2 through g l obal support, to support and strengthen action at local level 

taken by Regional Offices; 
6.3 tu cooperate with Regional Offices in their liaison with other UN Agencies 

Ecirnomic Commissions and bilaterals in respect of the Water Decade. 

F 111 ·:I 'l <, • '\ . 7 H 
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UN I 'I' 

DIVISION 

Environmental llealth Criteria and 
Standards 

ENVIHONMENTAL HEALTH 

Statement of Tasks of HCS Unit 

Symbol 

IICS 

EHE 

In contributing to the Organization's programme in environmental health, 
the unit will fulfil the following tasks: 

1. 1::nvi ronmen ta l hazards 

1.1 to promote, publish and disseminate documents on health criteria 
for environmental agents, including agricultural, industrial and 
consumer chemicals, and environmental pollutants; 

1.2 to identify health hazards associated with technological advances 
in agriculture, industry, power production and other economi c 
development activities; 

1.3 to review, assess and promote appropriate methods for (a) laboratory 
testing of chemicals, (b) epidemiological studies of health effects 
of environmental agents, including monitoring of human exposure, 
(c) health risk evaluation, and (d) health related environmental 
impact assessment of e·conomic development projects; 

1.4 to provide technical cooperation in: 

(a) the application of environmen·tal health criteria; 
(b) dissemination of information on air, water, and wastes standards; 
(c) formulation of exposure limits and standards for environmental 

pollutants; 
(d) regulatory control of chemicals; 
(e) environmental health impact assessment of economic development 

pro jects ; 
( f) epidemiology of env ironmenta-1 hazards; 

1.5 to promote radiation hygiene, including the strengthening of 
nat ional radiation protection services, in collaboration with 
lAEA and other relevant international organizations, and the 
development and application of criteria, codes of practice and 
standards for radiation protection; 

1.6 to develop, promote and coordinate international arrangements for 
mutual assistance in case of accidents involving hazardous materials; 

1.7 to promote manpower development in the field of environmental toxicology 
and epidemiology, and radiation hygiene; 

• 
1.8 to maintain liaison, at the technical level, with other international 

organiza tions involved in environmental quality standards, control of 
environmental chemicals and radiation protection; 

2. Food safety 

2.1 tu eva luate the toxic risk of chemicals added to, or found in food, 
including food additives, pesticide residues and other environmental 
contaminants, and to recommend acceptable or tolerable,levels of 

/ ... 
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in Lake for su<..:h chemicals; to assess the safety and wholE::some11E•ss 
of foods from unconventional sources, as well as that of foods to 
whi<..:h 11ov1:::l methods of preservation or processing , such as the use 
or gamma l'adiation, have been applied; 

2.2 to elabo1·ate international food standards under the aegis of the 

Cudex Alimenta1·ius Commission, and to develop and publish codes of 
hygieni<..: pra<..:tice for the safe handling of foods; 

2.3 to p1·ovide technical cooperation in: 

(a) developing modern food laws or introducing progressive changes 
in the existing national food legislation that would reflect 
current principles of food safety, and the latest scientific 
achievements in this field; 

(b) developing modern food control infrastructure including food 
inspection and facilities for food analysis; 

(<..:) identification and resolution of specific health problems 
relating to food hygiene and the chemical contamination of 
foods; 

(d) the establishment or strengthening of the food contamination 

monitoring progr~mme; and the collection, review, evaluation 
and dissemination of information on contaminants in foods; 

2.4 to develop information services and mechanisms of intercountry 
coope ration in all aspects of food safety and control of food borne 
diseases; promotion of such cooperation, including related research 
activities; 

2.5 to promote manpower development and training of food administrators, 
food inspectors, food analysts, specialists in food safety, and of 
health education of persons handling food; 

2.6 to maintain liaison, at the technical level, with FAO and other 
organizations involved in food safety. 

Elll:/6.4,78 



WORLD HEALTH 
ORGANI Z ATION 

1211 GENEVA 27 • SWITZERLAND 
Telegr. : UNISANTE-Geneva 

• 
~ 
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ORGANISATION MONDIAL~ ~.., 

DE LA SANTE · ~ ·. 

161. 34 60 61 Telex. 27821 

1211 GENEVE 27 • SUISSE(/ E 
Ttltgr. : UNISANTlo-Genevc 

In ,~ply please refer 10: GWS/P20/180/3 
Priore de rappeler la rcrcrence: 

Dear John, 

14 April 1978 

Our new GWS unit is building up an infor mation system on lending 
institut i ons and donor agencies. I am aware that Mr Subr ahmanyam has 
requested f rom you some statistical data as input to the CNR repor t 
which is under preparat i on and a l so that your response is~ in ~he mai l . 
My concern is at the moment to es t ablish a systematic flow of information 
on the water supply and sanitation sector to GWS from various agencies 
i nvo l ved. 

Gunnar Schultzberg will be in Washington from 17 April for the 
final i zation of the Afgahnistan report. I woul d wish to take this 
opportunity for him to stay on at the Bank after his wor k on the 
Afghanistan report is completed to work with your staff on the establis h
ment of systematic informati on systems involving also other departments 
in the Bank concerned with community water supply and sanitation pr ojects. 

Kindest r egar ds. 

Mr John M. Kal bermatten 
Water & Wastes Advi ser 
Energy, Water and Telecommunications 

Department 
International Bank f or Reconstruction 

and Development 
1818 H. Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20433 
USA 

Yours sincerely, 

Dr B.H. Dieterich 
Dir ector 
Division of Environmental Heal th 

~~lJ~ 

J~i.. ~ "'~ 

ur, ,yf ltll hr-,, ).,..,°J " 

~ - ~1. 
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ORGANIZATION DE LA SANT~ V 
1211 GENEVA 27 • SWITZERLAND 

Telegr.: UNISANTE-Geneva 
T"I. 34 60 61 n1e~. 21021 

rl () 
1211 GENEVE 27 - SUISSE I).} 

Tclo!&r.: UN1SANT £-Gene,·e / ,. , 0 

Jn reply please refer 10: P20/372/2 
Pricre de rappcler la rUo!rence: 

Dear Mr Kalbermatten, 

13 April 1978 

Cooperative Programme 

This will confirm our telephone conversation on 11 April concerning the 
following: 

1. Mali. I understand a Bank "Basic Needs" Mission, staffed by Dr Lee's Unit, 
will go to Mali on 14 June for about six weeks to look, inter alia, at health 
and nutrition needs, and that it would be desirable if CP could provide a staff 
member to the mission to look at water supply and sewerage needs. We are 
considering this in the revision of the Workplan and shall write Mr Cosgrove 
shortly. 

2. Visit to Geneva. I have informed Dr Dieterich's office that you and 
Mr Rovani plan to visit Geneva on Thursday and Friday, 20/21 April. I have 
informed the Director of my discussions with you and Mr Rovani in Was-ington, and 
indicated that I believe you would like to take up with him the following: 

(a) Progress in "New Directions 11 of the CP 

(b) Staffing and FY79 Budget of CP 

(c) Emphasis on project identification and planning activities of CP 

(d) The proposed Global UNDP Project, and ways of increasing inter-agency 
cooperation in helping countries prepare for the Water Decade. 

3. I am sorry I could not stay to see Mr Wildeman again on Friday. Please 
transmit to him my apologies, and tell him I hope we can let him know soon about 
the possibility of his joining the CP. 

Mr John M. Kalbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 

Yours sincerely, 

/J,,c --L <-fl,4 
# Prescott A. Stevens 

Manager 
Environmental Health Technology and Support 
Division of Environmental Health 

Energy, Water and Teleconnnunications Department 
World Bank 
1818 H. Street N.W. 

Washington D.C. 20433 

USA 



!-ir. John M. Kalbeniatt 
lie. DeAnnc Julius 
r .. H. Sheehan 

SWITZERLA?iD - Geneva -
DimMARK - Copenhagen -

HETHERLANUS - Delft -

ENGi.A.ID London 

1. Ou or a.bout 
Mr. Kalbermattcn shoul 
Program nctivitics. T 

April 11, 1978 

0 Cooperative Program Activities Review(;/' 
fanila Sewerage and Sanitat:ion ?-laster Plan -
iscussion with Conoultant Dr . Ranson 
ntcr national Courses - Lectur es on World Bank 
ctivities and Project Evaluation 

:.esearch Project 671-46 - Review of Project 
ctivities in_ Africa with Dr. Kenneth Iwu.,,.g'-o __ 

ril 18 you should travel to Geneva where 
join ?1r. Yves R.ovani for discussions on Cooperative 
review ahould focus on: 

(a) Drinking Wat Decade preparatory activities undertaken jointly 
by WLO and t Bank; 

(b) WJO proposal for inter-agency cooperation and UNDP project 
proposals, 

2. 
aspects 
Sanitl!tion Componcucs 

review·. as requested by WHO, the economic 
TQ Joint Committee study on ''\later Supply and 

Primary Heal th Care.' 

3. On April 22, ou should travel to Copenhagen and meet with 
Dr. lianscn to review pr gress on the sani tation component of the Hanf.la 
Sewerage and Sanitation ~'aster Plan .1/ 

4. On April 25 y u should trav~l to Delft., Netherlauds, where 
you will present then ual World Bank lectur es to participants of the 
International Courses i Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineering. 

5. Finally, you houlJ spend May 1 and 2 at the Ross Institute in 
London, reviewing the r sults of the completed Africa field studies by 
Dr. Kenneth Iwugo. 

6. You should re urn to Washington on or about May 3 . 

J.:!Kaluermatten:mk 

cc: Messrs. n.ovani, Mi dlcton, Gu:merson 
Ms. Julius 

}:./ cc and cleared with: .1r. Saravanapavan (ALPEW) 
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2.1 

WHO/IBRD COOPERATIVE PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES IN THE WHO 
AMERICA REGION (April 1, 1978 - March 31, 1980) 

Establishment of Cooperative Programme Activities in AMRO. 
A financial analyst from Coopera~ive Program (C.P.) will be 
assigned to the PARO for a period of 24 months beginning April 1 , 
1978. J..J AHRO will contr:ibute approximately 18 man-months 
per year of professional staff time plus secretarial 
assistance , office space and additional AMRO field staff 
(including the Pan American Center for Sanitary Engineering 
and Environmental Sciences - CEPIS), as outlined in the Work 
Plan (see Annex 1). Salary and other benefits of the FNA will 
be provided from the C.P., together with travel funds in 
accordance with the Work Plan . The C.P. activities in AMRO 
will be extended to all countries of the AMRO Region w.ith 
common memben.nip in WHO and WB. They will be carried out 
under the supervision of the Regional Director, through the 
Division of Environmental Health . Channels of communication 
of PARO and the Bank with governments will be used as appropriate. 

Obj ectives and Agreed Types of Activities 

The general objectives of the C.P. are set forth in the 1971 
Memorandum of Understanding between WHO and the Bank, as 
follows: 

(a) Assisting countries of common membership in the carrying 
out of sector studies required to formulate sector pro
grams and policies (other than those sector studies financed 
by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP)); 

(b) Assisting countries of conunon membership in the identifica
tion and preparation of investment projects of types which 
fall within WHO ' s field of responsibility and which, in the 
framework of its economic development objectives and general 
policies, the Bank is willing to consider for financing 
(other than those activities financed by the UNDP); 

(c) Assistance to countries of common membership in identifying 
and preparing proposals for pre-investment studies and other 
projects (including those suitable for financing by the 
UNDP); 

(d) WHO participation in Bank economic, sector, project appraisal 
and project supervision missions; and 

(e) Other related activities as agreed between WHO and the Bank . 

l/ Under Inter-Regional Project PIP 001 . 
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2.2 

2.3 

3. 

- 2 -

Specific Objectives 

The C. P. activities in AMRO will serve the general purpose of 
enhancing the impact and efficiency of the C.P . work of the 
two Organizations. Specifically (1) to enhance national planning 
for Water Supply and Wastes Disposal and to assist countries 
establish national strategies to meet the goals of the proposed 
International Water Supply and Sanitation Decade (1981 - 1990) 
and , (2) to assist in obtaining increased resources for technical 
assistance and capital investment, both internal and external 
(multilateral and bilateral) . 

Agreed Types of Activities 

(a) Participation in PAHO's general sector objectives to promote 
national activities in Water Supply and Wastes Disposal. 

(b) Sector or sub-sector studies and updating of studies through 
the preparation of Sector Memoranda ; 

(c) Assistance to countries in project identification, prepara
tion and collaboration with Bank missions on preappraisal 
work in projects where PARO has participated in the above
mentioned activities; 

(d) Participation with Bank missions in appraisal work in 
support of Bank staff; 

(e) Assistance to countries.!/where the Bank is presently active 
in specified fields in the Sector, such as manpower develop
ment (training), reduction of unaccounted-for water , 
institution building and management, water conservation, 
dissemination of appropriate low-cost technology, and other 
activities which would be mutually agreed on between the Bank 
and PARO ; 

Work Plan 

A general two-year Work Plan is attached (Annex 1). A detailed 
Work Plan (including a provisional schedule for traveling) will 
be prepared every six months to cover activities for the following 
12 months . The activities to be included in the Work Plan will 
be mutual l y agreed on between the Bank and PAHO in accordance 
with needs identified by either of the two Organizations , and 
should be an appropriate mix of the activities listed in 2. 3 
above. The Work Plan will commit 12 man-months per year of C.P . 
staff resources located at PARO plus additional C.P. staff time 
from resources at WHO Headquarters, if required, approximately 18 
man-months per year of PAHO field staff time and other PAHO staff . . 

.!/within the limits of available resources and exclusive of the 
professional staff time indicated in Items 1 and 3 . 
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4. 

5. 

6. 
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time as mutually agreed between the Bank and PAHO. With the 
approval of the PAJHO Director , it will be part of the agreed 
overall plan of work of the Cooperative Program. It will also 
be coordinated with other PARO and WHO activities directed towards 
achieving the same objectives. Changes, additions and deletions 
in the Work Plan w:i.11 be mutually agreed between the Bank and PAHO. 

Program Management 

Primary responsibility for planning, directing and administering 
the C. P . activities in PARO will rest with PAHO's Director , 
through the Division of Environmental Health (DEH) . Preparation 
of the detailed Work Plan and Terms of Reference for specific 
activities will be the responsibility of the PAHO ' s Division of 
Environmental Health with the concurrence of the Bank's Latin 
America and the Caribbean Water Supply and Sewerage Division 
(LCPWS) . Day-to-day management of program activities will be the 
responsibility of the Chief , Division of Environmental Health of 
the PAHO. The Chief , LCPWS Division , will represent the Bank in 
the preparation and implementation of the program. 

Reports 

Reports concerning project identification and preappraisal work 
where CP-PAHO staff has participated in conjunction with a Bank 
mission will be submitted, after PAHO's review, to the Bank's 
LCPWS Division in approximately 15 days after mission return to 
Headquarters . Reports on implementation of the other CP-PAHO 
activities outlined in the present program will be the responsibility 
of PARO. Draft rep,orts will be reviewed and commented upon by 
PAHO's Division of :Environmental Health and cleared by the Bank. 
Reports intended fo-r submission to governments (such as Sector 
Studies and Sector Memoranda) will be reviewed in draft ond 
commented upon by PARO Headquarters and cleared by the Bank and 
issued as WHO-PAHO/IBRD Cooperative Program reports. 

WB/WHO Memorandum of Understanding 

The C.P . activities in AMRO will be established within the 
framework of the Nemorandum of Understanding between WHO and 
WB of October 17 , 1971 with C. P . budget funds committed from 
Project PIP 001, having the approval of the responsible officers 
of WHO for the C. P . as well as the Director , EWT, and the 
appropriate Assistant Director , Latin America and the Caribbean 
Projects Department, World Bank . 
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ANNEX 1 l 

I Page 1 of 4 
l 
.I 

f;: PROPOSED TWO-YEAR IBRD/PAHO COOPERATIVE PROGRAM 
J 

(April 1, 1978 - March 31, .1980) 

I. Sector Studies and Sector Memoranda 
, 
i 1. Argentina (Updating) (II-78)* 
I 
I 

i 2 . Ecuador (Sector Memorandum) ( III- 78) 

j 3. Bolivia (Updating) (IV-78) 
; 
~ 4. Mexico (Updating) (I-79) 

I 
f 5. Brazil (Sector Nemorandum) ( II-79) 
; 

. j 6. Peru (Sector Memorandum) ( III-79) 

II. Project Identification 

' 1. Panama Water Supply II (II-78) 

2 . Honduras - San Pedro Sula ( II- 78) 

II 3 . Bolivia - Santa Cruz (II-78) 
~ 
! 

4. Colombia - Solid Wastes (II- 78) •I 

5. Brazil Center Water Supply & Sew. (III-78) 

6. Ecuador Small and Nedium-Size ( IV-78) 

l 7. Mexico Medium-Size Cities II ( II-79) 
lj 
1 8. 
! 

Jamaica - Kingston Sewerage ( I-79) 

~ 9. Haiti Water Supply II (II-79) 
~ 
I 

10. Brazil South W.S. and ( II- 79) t Sewerage 

' 11. El Salvador-S . Salvador Sewerage ( III-79) 

12. Guatemala - Water and Sewerage ( III-79) 

III. Pre-AEpraisal Work 

1. Chile Water Supply and Sewerage (II-78) 

2. Colombia - INSFOPAL III (II-78) \ 

l 
I 

* Quarter-Calendar Year (time of mission) 
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3. Panama Water Supply II (III-78) 

4. Honduras - San Pedro Sula W. Supply (V-79) 

5. Bolivia - Santa Cruz 

6. Colombia - Solid Waste 

(IV-78) 

(I-79) 

7. Brazil - Center Water Supply & Sewerage (II-79) 

8. Ecuador-Small and Medium-Size Cities (III-79) 

(IV-79) 9. El Salvador-S .Salvaoor Sewerage 

ANNEX 1 
Page 2 of 4 
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IBRD/PAHO COOPERATIVE PROGRAft 

6-MONTH PROGRAM (APRIL - SEPTE1'IBER 1978) 

1 9 7 8 

Sector 

Argentina 

Ecuador 

Identification 

Panama II 

Brazil (Center) 

Honduras - San Pedro Sula 

Bolivia - Santa Cruz 

Colombia - Solid Wastes 

xxxx 
AFC AFC 

xxxx ---- ---- ----

xx.xx 

xx.xx xxxx 

Pre~Appraisal/Project Preparation 

Chile xxxx 

INS FOP AL III xxxx AFC 

xxxx 

ANNEX 1 
Page 3 of 4 

AFC 
xxxx 

---- xxxx 

Panama II xxxx ---- ----

AFC Financial Analyst C.P. 

XXXX Bank missions 

Duration of Activity 
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TENTATIVE TWO-YEAR IBRD/PAHO COOPERATIVE PROGRAM (APRILl,1978-MARCH 31 1 1980) 

(MANPOWER EXPRESSED IN. MAN-WEEKS) 

ACTIVITIES FIRST YEAR 
4/1/78 3/31/79 

I. Sector Studies & Memoranda PARO CP 

1. Argentina (Updating) 
2. Ecuador (Sector Memorandum) 
3. Bolivia (Updating) 
4. Mexico (Updating) 
5. Brazil (Sector Memorandum) 
6. Peru (Sector Memorandum) 

II. Project Identification 

4 
7 
4 
8 

1. Panama Water Supply II 4 
2. Honduras-S.Pedro Sula Water 2 
3. Bolivia-Sta.Cruz Sewerage 2 
4. Colombia-Solid Wastes 4 
5. Brazil-Center W. S. and Sewerage 5 
6. Ecuador-Small & Medium S.Cities 2 
7. Mexico-Medium Size Cities II 2 
8. Jamaica-Kingston Sewerage 2 
9. Haiti-Water Supply II 

10. Brazil-South W.S. and S. 
11. El Salvador-S .Salvador Sewerage 
12. Guatemala-Water Supply & S. 

7 
4 . 
4 

4 
4 

SECOND YEAR 
4/1/79 3/31/80 
PARO CP 

10 
6 

4 
4 
3 
3 
5 
6 
4 

6 
6 

4 
4 

4 
4 

III. Pre-Appraisal Work 

1. Chile-Water Supply & Sewerage 3 
2. Colombia-INSFOPAL III 2 
3. Panama-Water Supply II 3 
4. Honduras-San Pedro Sula Water 4 
5. Bolivia-Santa Cruz Sewerage 
6. Colombia-Solid Wastes 4 
7. Brazil-Center W.~. & Sewerage 
8. Ecuador-Small & Med.Size Cities 
9. El Salvador-S.Salvador Sewerage 

Total 62 

4 
4 

31 

4 
6 
7 
4 

66 

4 
4 
5 

41 



Mr. Prescott Stevens 

John M. Kalbermatten 

CP Work Program 

I have circulated the Work Program to the Division Chiefs 
and asked them to comment on the program, in particular, on any 
necessary changes. 

You have already been informed by our East Asia and Pacific 
Energy and Water Division that the Fiji Sector Study should be dropped. 
In addition, the Egypt Rural Water Supply Sector development. Activities 
should be eliminated. 

Other than that I have not received any comments and I therefore 
confirm the Work Program attached to your travel report of April 17, 1978. 

cc: Messrs: Beach (EAP), Erkmen (EAPEW), Cosgrove (WAPEW), Thys (EMPWS) 
Williatns (ASPEW), Zavala (LEPWS) 

J'MKalbermatten:sp 



SUMMARY OF 

STATIJS OF UPID ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES 11T lECION (as o! 31.3.1978) 

RAPID ASSESSMENT PROFER J 
..------+---.-------,---~-----.--~---

1-G-O_v_r_RE_s_PC_~N-SE_T_o_RA ____ "_10_R_K_IN_c_o_UN_T_RY __ • DRAFT ASSESSm REP'T FINAL ASSESSMENT REMARKS I 
REGION DESK 

: STUDY WHO COOP. ! ON THEIR OWN CP STAFF I OTHER FOR rnBM. TO GOVT REPORT ! 
, +++i ++ +++ ++ + I+++ ++ + +++ ++ + i 

AFRO 1 12 
(42 countries), 

I 
I 

AMRO I 4 6 
(27 countries)! 

E.MRO ! 11 • 
(23 countries) I 

~~~countries)l 4 

I 

I ~~ountries) I ' 
I ' , 3 !. 
I (11 countries) 

I TOTALS: 
done 

I 

17 

4 

5 + 2 
de facto 

7 

4 

39 

5 

10 
probable 

1 

3 

5 

i' 1 l3 3 2 

11 

10 

2 

1 2 1 3 

:20 
2 man-wee~s assign
ment LaugEri/ Tomassi 
for Ouagacougou , 
workshop feb/ Mar 1978 

+---+--··l-0---+-------+-1-w_e_e_k_a_s!ignment 

Vogel, December 1977 

1 

4 

to review desk studies 

2 week as1ignment of 
CP staff ~reposed to 
help with regional 
report 

j 
2 1 

Assignment Bachmann 

1

2 2 !; 4 weeks DEcember 1977 
3 weeks A~ril 1978 

Vogel Mar/ Apr 1978 
1

1 

3 1 !> 5 week as! ignment I .._ ______________________________________ _ 
I 12 5 9 9 

..,_ __ P_r_og_r_e_s_s_i_n_g.,..1 __ 6_4-____ .... 1 ______ 4-_-+-_._! ____ 2_0+--+---+--5--+--·--+--------+--------------'i 

proposed I I I 10 !8 16 43 ! 
I GRAND TOTAL I 47 i4 55 
I (130 countries\ 
1-1!••--••.-&;••••••••••••1 ••••••••••••--••••----•--t•••--••--•--•••--=-F--•--••----••••n--••s•••••••••••••••c 
I l I 36'Z 1.21 421 -------------------------·----------

57 

44'Z 

KEY: +H done 
++ progressing 

i proposed 

.. 
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AT/ hp 29.3.1978 

STATUS OF RAPID ASSESSMF.NT ACTIVITIES BY COUNTRY (as of 31.3.1978) 

RAPID ASSESSMENT PROFER 

AFRO 
REGION 

DESK I GOVT RESP)NSE TO RA l WORK IN COUNTRY DRAFT AS~ESSm' REP ' T I FINAL ASSESSMENT I 
STUDY WHO COOP . • ON THEIR OWN j CP STAFF OTHER FOR SUB~ TO GOVT REPORT REMARKS 

Angola 

Benin ++t ./ 

Botswana I 
Burundi 

Cape Verde +++ ./ 

C.A. E. / 

++ 

+ ++ I ,f 

Participated Ouagadougou 
Workshop, sector study 
imminent 

I , ---- --+---- - - --,------Participated Ouagadougou 
Workshop i 

Chad +++ I 
++ i Particip2 ted Ouagadougou· 

Workshop ! 
.... C_o_mo_r_o_s_-4 __ -'------;-1------e-l----+----;,----------t--------+1----------, 

Congo 
V in Genevi I . ,r I I +++ I +i+ Report net available 

--------------.------.---------.-----------+--------'------------
1 I Ethiopia +++ 

Gabon +++ 
. Workshop · • 

Gambia 

I I ++ i · I I Participated Ouagadougou 

I I I 
r-Ghan-a -t--------+-1-v---,.l--i,--+-+-I - +--.---___.:.I __ 
fuinea I v I + I i . . CP misshn May 1978 

Guinea• I 
1
1

1 
Bissau 

Ivory Coast ++t 

Kenya 

Lesotho 
I 

Liberia 

Madagascar 

I ~ I 
I I 
I I 

++: 

+ ... 

Preparatcry work by 
AFRO field staff 

Particip2ted Ouagadougou 
Workshop 

Preparatory work by 
Government I " I ....... ~-----+----,-----f-----------+---+-----------+---------f------------

',.. .Malawi I ./ 

TOTALS: I 
done ! 6 

progressing 

proposed ; 

I 
I 7 5 

: 

+ 

l 

7 

2 I 3 

... 

1 

11 

Govt to preparer. a. 
report on basis of 
recent sector study 

m: +++ done 
++ progressing 
+ proposed 

.. 



STn. J S OF RAPID ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES 8"1 COUNTRY (os of 31.3.1978) 

RAPID ASSESSMENT PROPJ:R I 
GOVT RESPC•NSE TO RA WORK IN COUNTRY ( 

AFRO DESK DRAFT ASSE iSMT REP'T FINAL ASSESSMENT I . I ' REGION STUDY WHO COOP. I ON THEIR OWN CP STAFF OTHER FOR SUBM. TO GOVT REPORT i REMAl!KS 
I 

Mali +++ / I ++ + Participa :ed 
I Ouagadoug,,u Workshop 

Mauritania +++ ..; ++ + I 
Paruc1pa :ed 
Ouagadoug,u Workshop 

~auritius + + I Rapid ass ,ssment in 

I conjuncti >n with 
sector st-,dy May 1978 

Mozambique ! 
~iger +++ / ++ + Participa:ed 

Ouagadoug,u Workshop 

~igeria .( + + Governmen: request 
I 

is forthc >ming I 

Rwanda +++ +++ 
Prepared in conjunction v with rece 1t sector i 

study l 

Sao Tome • 
,.., & Principe : 

Senegal +++· ./ ++ + Participa:ed . 
l Ouagadoug~u Workshop ' . 

Sierra Leone ' ' I 

South >.frica i ' 

Swaziland I 
Togo +++ ./ ++ + Particip2 ted 

.. Ouagadourou Workshop 

Uganda ; 

U.R. of 

l 
; 
' Cameroon : 

U.R. of I 
I 

+ + Govt requested 
Tanzania .,. postponeirent I 

Upper Volta ./ Participcted I 

+++ ++ + Ouagadoutou Workshop : 

Zaire Sector study scheduled I 
August lS78 

i 

Zambia I 
! 
I 

Namibia I 

I 
I 

i South Rhodesia 

TOTALS: I done 6 10 l l gx: +++ done 

progressing 
++ progressing 

6 + proposed 
·l 

proposed 
I 

3 9 
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~TATIJS OF RAPI D ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES BY COJNTRY (as of 31.3.1978) 

RAPID ASSESS~~NT PROPER 

AMRO DESK COVT RESPONSE TO RA WORK IN COUNTRY I DRA FT ASSESSHT REP' T FINAL ASSESSMENT 
R£CI0N STUDY WHO COOP . 

Argentina ++ 
' IBaha:nas 

Barbados 

Bolivia ++ 
Brazil 

Chile +++ 
Colombi a 

Costa Rica 

Cuba 

Dominican 
Rep. 

Ecuador 

fEl Salvador 

i/"' renada 

1
_ .. atemala ++ 

jGuyana 

Haiti +++ 

Honduras 

Jamaica +++ 

Mexico ++ 
jNicaragua ++ 

· 1Panama I 
!Pa raguay 

Peru ++ 

jSurinam I 
'Trinidad & 

Tobago , 

Uruguay I 
Venezuela +++ 

TOTALS: 
done 4 . 

1 oroRreaaing 6 
( 
. 

proposed! -
I 

gx: +++ done 

++ progr essing 

+ proposed 

o:,; THEIR 0\./N CP STAFF ! OTHER FOR SUBM. TO COVT REPORT 

! + + 

I I 

I 
I + + 

+ + 

I 

I 
+ + 

+ + 

I 
I + + 

I + + 

+ I + 
I I I 

I I 
: + + 

i I I 

I I 

I I 

! 
! ' ! 

I + I 
I + 

- -
- -

110 10 

I 
; 

REMARKS 

All desk &t\ dies 
prepared by AMRO field I 

staff. I 

Desk studie1 for Jamaica I 
and Venezue: a revle.wed I by Hr Vogel during 
one week !s1ignment to 
AMRO. 

A.~O plans .o hold 
national s eninars to 
prepare rap .d assessment 
reports. I 

I 
I 

' . 
I 

I 

I 

i 
I 
I 

I 
i 
! 

I I 
I 

I 

I 
! 
i 
I 
I 

.. 



STATUS OF RAPID ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES Br COUNTRY (as of )l.3.1978) 

RAPID ASSESSMENT PROPJ:R I 
[·oESK 

GOVT R.ESPCNSE TO RA \./ORK IN COUNTRY ; 
EMRO DRAFT ASSE!;sm REP ' T FINAL ASSESSMENT 

I ' REGION [ STUDY WHO COOP • . ON THEIR OW'N CP STAFF · OTHER FOR SUBM. TO GOVT REPORT RDIAI KS 

I I l Recent se,tor study IA fghan h tan no intere!t in r.a. 
Bahrain I 

I 
Cyprus I 

Democ. Yemen i +I+ . ./ + I + 
Govt requ, -s ted post-

I ponement .,£ mission 

I . .; I Bishara i1. conjunctior 
Djibouti +++ i ++, 

with othe· · ass i1mment 

Egypt ! Recent se, tor study 

Iran +++ I 

i 
I 

. 
Iraq +++ i I 
Israel ; I 

../ I 
I 

Jordan +++ +++ I ++ Mr Pinto 
I 

Kuwait I I ==i j 
I 

Lebanon I 

=j ' ! Libya +++ i 
Oman +++ I ! I 

I 

,· 

Pakistan +++ i I 
l 

Qatar I I 
I 

I Saudi Arabia +++ -· 
I 

Somalia ' i I 

Sudan 
l 

I I study ! 
I Recent sector 

Syria ,./ i I Mr Suleiaan 
I 

+++ +++ I +;+ I 

Tunisia +++ 
, i I i 

I 

United Arab i 
Emirates l 

Yemen Arab i 
Republic +++ I 

I 
! 

' · TOTALS: l I I ~: +++ done 
done 11 4 ' 3 z ++ progressing 
Dro11:ressin11: ! l + proposed 
proposed 

1 
l l 

1 
~ 



STATUS OF RAPID ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES BY COUNTRY (as of 31.3.1978) 

RAPID ASSESSMENT PROPER I 
I 

f EURO '. DESK GOVT RESPON5E TO RA WORK IN COUNTRY 
DRAFT ASSESSMT REP'T FINAL ASSESSMENT ' REGION I STUDY WHO COOP. :JN THEIR OWN CP STAFF OTHER FUR SUBM. T:J GOVT REPORT REMA! KS ' ! 

Algeria I+++ ,/ +++ +++ Mr P. Vall,: t I 
i 

Greece I * * EURO Field Staff . 
Malta I +++ +++ * Mr A. Toma!si ' 
Morocco ! v +++ +++ Mr P. Valle t . 
Portugal I +++ ..; +++ +++ Mr v. Pintc ' 
Turkey I+++ v +++ * Dr E. Becher 
Yugoslavia 

I I 
! (Province of * * EURO Field Staff 
a Kosovo) t 
I 

Albania i ../ I 

EURO has sent these ' Bulgaria i v' 10 countries a ! 
Czechoslovakia I v questionnaire to fill i 

l 
1 

,ungary ! " 
it:. ' 

I rireland J + + Regional staff have 
visited Italy and will I I 

t Italy .{ +++ + visit Irehnd. i 
I !Pc-· 1d ..{ EURO o.ight need assist-

!Roma..;ia ance from CP to prepare 
-.J regional report on 

!Spain .{ rapid assessment exercise ; 
'.Yugoslavia ,( I JS2: +++ done 

I * p::ogressing ! 
TOTALS: + proposed 

done 4 5 5 1 3 l 
nro2ressin2 2 4 : 
propose1 2 10 1 2 I 
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STATUS OF RAPID ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES B' COUNTRY (as of 31.3.1978) 

RAPID ASSESS~~NT PROP :R 

SEARO DESK 
GOVT RESP, INSE TO RA \.lORK IN COUNTRY DRAFT ASSE ;sMI REP'T FINAL ASSESSMENT 

REGION STUDY WHO COOP. ON THEIR OWN CP STAFF OTHER FOR SUBM. TO GOVT REPORT 

Bangladesh +++ -I + +- + 

Burma +++ v + -+ 
IDem. Rep. of I '<orea 

l"" .. dia +++ 
..( I + + 

Indonesia +++ ./ I + 

!Maldives v + + 

!Mongolia I I ' 
Nepal +++- v ++ ++-+-

Sri Lanka +++ 

Thailand +++ " ++ + 

I 
I 

I -
f TOTALS: 

2 done 7 7 . 
1 . . .. nro2ressin2 I 2 

I · 
,I proposed I I 2 l 5 

g:f: +++- done 
++ progress ing 
+ proposed 

. 

Ril'ARKS 
I 
I 

I 

I 

Desk study prepared 
by Govetnment I 

I 

I 

, 

I 

I 
I 
I 

Except f~r India, ' 
Dr Bachm mn prepared 
all desk studies , spend-
ing 4 we~ks in SEARO . 
and 8 weeks at HQ. 

He is sc~eduled to visit 
SEARO again in April 
for 3 we~ks to cootinue 
preparinJ rapid assess-
ment reports. j , 

.. 
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STATUS OF RAPID ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES BY <OUNTRY (as of 31.3.1978) 

RAPID ASSESSMENT PROPER 

WPRO GOVT RESPO~SE TO RA WORK lN COUNTRY 
DRAFT ASSESstcr REP' T FINAL ASSESSMENT 

REGION 
I DESK 
STUDY WHO COOP. m THEIR OWN CP STAFF OTHER FOR SUBM. re, GOVT REPORT 

Dem. Kampuchea 

I Fiji +++ 

Laos 

Malaysia 

Papua 
New Guinea 

I Philippines +++ 

I Rep of Korea 

I Samoa 
i 

i Singapore 

I 
Tonga +++ 

r-· 
I 
I 

.t Nam 

TOTALS: 
done 3 
oroJ!.ressing l 
proposed 

,!Sg: +++ done 
++ progressing 
+ proposed 

C) 

J ++ + 

.-f ++ + 

v + 

+ + 

v ++ + 

4 
) 

l 5 

REMARK: ; 

WPRO Field S :aff 

WPRO Field S :aff 

. 
Recent secto : study 

WPRO Field S :aff 

I 
! WPRO Field S ;aff 

I 
I Mr Vogel in 

5 weeks Marc 
~RO for 
l - April 

I to assist in rapid 
i assessment e <ercise. 

,· 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORf T!ON 

O~FICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Eric R. Williams, Chief, ASPEW 

K.G. Jechoutek, Economist )/ 

DATE:March 31, 1978 

Water Supply and Sewerage Sector Work 

A preliminary examination of information contained in the 
divisional files shows detailed and recent material on the sector 
in all South Asia countries with the exception of India where compre
hensive information is available only for selected locations. However, 
the knowledge of the other countries' water and sanitation sectors 
could also be supplemented by selected items of economic analysis. 

Existing information 

1. India: 

2. Pakistan: 

WHO/IBRD Sector Reviews of Madhya Pradesh (1975) and 
Punjab (1977); project-related sector information 
on Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra. 

IBRD Sector Memo (1977); WHO/IBRD Sector Review (1976); 
Consultants' Lahore Sector Review (1975/77); IBRD Urban 
Sector Survey (1976). 

3. Bangladesh: IBRD Sector Memo (1977); WHO/IBRD Sector Review (1973); 
WHO Rural Water Review (1974). 

4. Burma: WHO/IBRD Sector Review (1977); WHO Rural Water Review 
(1974). 

5 . Sri Lanka: WHO/IBRD Sec.tor Review (draft 1977); IBRD Sector Memo 
(1976); Consultants' Colombo Sector Review (1972/76). 

6. Nepal: WHO/IBRD Sector Review (1977); IBRD Sector Memo (1976); 
_____ _ ____ ____ _______ WHO. RuraLWater Review (1974); WHO/UNDP Sector Review (1973); 

Consultants' local studies (1973/75). 

Issues covered in existing information 

A number of topics is covered thoroughly in the existing 
reviews, the most important and widely covered ones being: 

1. Service standards: sufficient information is available on 
the degree of access to safe water and to sanitation in both urban 
and rural areas. Specific reviews of the rural subsector are available 
for Bangladesh, Burma and Nepal. 

2. Sector organisation: the institutional aspects and interrelations 
between authorities are well covered for all countries . 

3. Investment plan: a description and discussion of sector investment 
planning is contained in all reviews, often differentiating between sub
sectors. 
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4. Constraints and further sector work: the factors impeding 
smooth development of the sector are highlighted, and suggestions for 
further analysis to identify suitable projects are provided. 

5. The rural sub-sector is well covered in separate reviews 
for Bangladesh, Burma, and Nepal, less comprehensively in the general 
reviews. 

Gaps in the existing information 

1. India 

While Madhya Pradesh and Punjab are well-documented, most 
other states' water supply and sewerage sectors are not covered by reviews. 
There is a long-term ongoing WHO program to study the states' sectors 
in sequence, an undertaking that will probably require updating of· the first 
reviews by the time the last major ones are to be initiated. For this 
approach, it might be necessary to introduce a recurrent updating procedure. 

/.s far as the contents ·of reviews are concerned, the same 
comments apply for India as for the other countries' sector studies. 

2. Other countries 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Tariffs: a thorough analysis of the present and planned 
tariff policy of the major supply authorities in the 
country (or state) appears necessary. A comparison of 
actual tariff structure and levels with marginal financial 
and economic costs would yield useful information on the 
financial future of the authorities, the efficiency of 
resource allocation in the sector, and the direction in 
which the Bank's project-related tariff policy should move. 

Poverty aspects: an indication of the degree of rural and 
urban poverty, accessibility of services for low-income 
segments of the population, and the affordability of water 
and sewerage charges would improve the already existing 
knowledge of service standards. An interrelation with 
elements of the Bank's current emphasis on "basic needs" 
could be established. 

Finance: a critical analysis of the major supply authorities' 
financial position is included in few of the reviews - coverage 
of this point could be expanded without reaching the detail 
required for project appraisal, and should be connected 
with tariff analysis under (i). 
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(iv) 

(v) 

\' 

3 March 31, 1978 

Sector priorities: a critical appraisal of the i nvestment 
pl an should yield indications of planed and/or necessary 
choices between the water supply and sewerage sub- sectors, 
and the economic and financial adequacy of such choices. 
Local and rural/urban priorities should be identified 
in order to reduce the need for intra- sectoral ranking 
decisions during project work. 

The r ural sub-sector has not received sufficient attention 
with the exception of the Bangladesh , Nepal and Burma 
separate reviews . The different institutional , technical _ 
and economic issues would indicate ,that separate studies . ....... a~~- u ~ ~ _ 

are needed. 

Proposed sector work 

1. I ndia 

A continuing WHO/IBRD review program state by state appears 
t o be the best procedure to obtatn an overall pi cture of the sector , 
although the time elapsed before comprehensive information is available 
could be considerable. The time-consuming nature of the work is 
compounded by the number of supplying authorities that have to be dealt 
with. Perhaps more superficial initial reviews for all States could 
precede the more detailed state sector reviews and yield preliminary 
guidelines. The WHO Rapid Assessment work at present being conducted 
in I ndia is understood to have yielded results for some States alr eady . 
It would be desirable to arrive at an overall picture for all States 
as soon as possible in order to facilitate allocating decisions . 

2. All countries 

Given the recent data contai ned in available reviews, it is 
only necessary to fill in the information gaps rather than update existing 
mat er ial. Analysis of finances, tariffs and marginal cost of the major 
supply authorities could be linked to project work in some cases , but 
would have to be conducted as an independent exercise or as part of a · 
supplementary sector review in most instances, covering a series of au thor i t ies. 
The fragmentation of the sector also requires· a similar stepwise approach 
in t he case of poverty and basic needs. 

On the other hand, overall sectoral priority identification and 
the analysis of the rural sub- sector could be performed on a larger- scale 
basis for a country or a state , requiring mostly discussions with central 
authorities , supplemented by selected local data. The nature of information 
required for the analysis of these two groups of issues makes the exercise 
more suitable for a broad-brush approach. 

KJechoutek/ms 

cc: Messrs. lajagopalan, Alisbah, Clements, Shibusawa , Dunn , Warford, 
J'°~lbermatten, Ware, Pettigrew, Rasmusson, Skytta, Vance , Smith, Davis 
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Manager, BTS Director, EHE 31 March 1978 

'ETS/PJ.0/372/2 

VISIT TO -.,oRLI> BANIC, 4-7 April 1978 

Aa discussed vitb you ou 28 March I plan to take up the following points 
in Wuhington: 

(1) Manp011er De••lopmeut Specialist 

Additional candidates have beci •uaa .. ted who•• PHP''• I will ahov to 
Mr 1.&lberraatten. We wolld like to fill this poat rapidly but vill, if 
necessary, use STCs for planned CP work iu 1978. 

(2) Other vacant CP f>!•U 

We shall probably recOllllelld that all tbr .. posts be financial aaalyats. 
Candidates known to tbe Bank will be requested. The poasibility of 
aasignina one of tbea to Abidjan is not rejected and we plaia to broach the 
matter with Dr Queu1.a. 

(3) CP Budget first half F'l79 

The eati111ated coat for July to Decelllber 1978 is about $520 000 
usuaina the recruitment of all 11 prof .. aional poata UMl the tra-wel 
indicated iu the workplan. I have already provided information u requeated 
by Mr Xalberaatteu to support the 11th poat in.., letter to hia of 28 March. 

(4) ECA Meeting in June 

We have not receiv-4 any info'l'IUtion cOGCeraing AFIO participation at 
the meeting. We agree that Mr Cosgrove'• viait to AF.o either with the 
Director or with the JU:O vould be aoat opportuue uul •uaut he ahould plan 
euch a visit for abo11t three to five day• vben th• a.aioaal Director will be 
in Rraaaaville. 

(:>) Inter-a1ency Haaorudua of Underatancling 

I uwiaratawl the Bank aar••• iu principle but feel• the docuaent should 
be a.a.de ta0r• aubataud••· We wi•h to eapbaaiu that the propoaacl 
0 proaraae" ia not a aingle one but rather a faaily of progr ....... for 
ex.ample the CP witb the World Bank ia oDe aelll>er of the family and there 
are away other individual prOST-•· We fHl that the Meaorandua of 
Uuderatan4in& ahould provide .. ana for lillkiua thue progr ..... together 
in a aore effecti•e way than they are at pr .. ent. We rearet that follovup 
action haa been delayed but thia will be rectified. The opiniou of 
Mr Rovani and Mr K.alberaatteu are sought on the aboY• aad in thb ve ahould 
concentrate agaucy effort• in ca-n,•oity water aupply for the Decade. 

cc: Dr Ballance 
Mr Tomassi 

/ ... 
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(I) ~DP Global Project 

I shall brief Mr Kalbermacte11 on tha •tat.UQ. 

P. Stevana ----·---



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

J RLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORF ,TJON 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Messrs. J.Beach(AEPEW),E.Erkmen(EAPEW),W.Cosgrove(WAPE~ • . March 31 , 1978 A.Thys(EMP~ S) E Williams(ASPEW) ,A. Zavala(LCP~TE. 

John M. KalbermattL Water and Wastes Adviser, EWTDR) 
~ 

WHO/IBRD CP Work Program Discussions 

This is to confirm the arrangements discussed yesterday after
noon, namely, that Mr. Prescott Stevens (probably accompanied by 
Mr. Antonio Tomassi) will visit the following people in their offices: 

Mr. R,Reekie 

Mr. A, Thys 

Mr. W. Cosgrove 

Tuesday, 

Wednesday, 

Thursday, 

April 4 at 2:00 p.m. 

April 5 at 2:00 p.m. 

April 6 at 9:00 a.m. 

On Thursday, April 6 at 2:00 p.m. there will be a meeting 
to which all the division chiefs are invited to review progress on 
Rapid Assessment undertaken by WHO. 

As in last year's work program discussions, I will not partici
pate in the regional meetings unless specifically requested by you to do 
so. In view of budgetary constraints on sector work, I suggest we agree 
only to those activities we can justify in our work program and limit 
the WHO-initiated work we agreed to in the past on a non- objection basis 
to 10% of the work program. I suggest we use CP resources for project 
identification/preparatory activities to the extent possible. 

cc: Messrs. Middleton, Bharier (EWTDR) 

JMKalbermatten:mk 
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EtS/P20/37l/2 31 Mnc:h 1978 

CP Wex~ 11au for 1971 - Vest Africa 

Thank you for your lotter of 29 F•tn~w11:y Oil 'lthich I have the 
folloviug COtai8At•1 

(l) Iutarn4t1onal l>rinking lilatar end Sanf.tad.oo O.cad~ 

th• ah.ortcominaa you b&va aotod in the leglODA! Direcaor•a lett•r 
hav• • I )>•liev• • been ractUid in aubaequent coawdcations thrinap~• 
WliO llapre•entadv•• a4 lD ')anicular tl'aroup th• r•uiit Ouagad.ougo~ won,l\op. 
biume1:oua T~ueata b•v• nov bean racai•-4 fo-r rapid aaaaHMnt work, i11 ' 
putic~lar fro11u JSauiD• Catral African Emplre, Chad. Congo. Goon, Ghana, 
Guinea, Ivory Couc. Hali. Mauritania. Hiser. ligoria, Seuegal, Togo •nd 
u~par Volta. Du.l'ing dt• Oua&&40ugou workanop draf~ rapid aaa•••maut• vorQ 
preparo4 'by QOtt of tba putk:ipanta for their owa councri••• 

··-
AFi.D hu co1ZU11icated vidl tho Goveroment of Nlgeria and w• are 

aw•itin& iuformation oa tho propoaad dates for Kr Jaekaou•• vi.91c. Any 
a~tioa oa. your aiua to ac:celer:ata tb.a req\Mat would be a;>preci&ted. 

(3) CP 2ost in A.biJja!. 

Your propo•al is uudar activa cooai4erati011 and vill be draWD to th• 
att.ntion of the ie&ion•l Dir•ctor. 

iieaara Lau1eri ud Tomaaai •a duty travel report v .. aout you on 
11 March • . l'ou vill aiota that 11 rapid .... suaaaAt rcporta wer• initiated 
and are expaccad to 'b• ~lat*4 by abouc. end .6.pril. 

f "' 

Mr William .l. Coagrove 
Chief 
Energy, W•ter a.o.d TalacOIIIDlWU.CAtions Diviaiou 
West•rr.a Africa ~cglonal Office 
Tior14 Baok 
1813 a Streat ~.w. 
~aahi~JtOA n.C. 20433 
USA. 

cc; Direct••• £HK 
~1.,.. Tnr::1-it1i 

•••••• 

, ... 
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. Mc Yilliaa J. Gosarove 
World lank 
120/372/1 

~ .. 31 Muell 1978 

(5) !Att!onal Mau~or Survoy and Workaho! 

tlecr\li~t of th• CP Maoi,owar I>evalopaot Speciali•t. i• active cd 
v• hope it will be tiDd.ized aooo. Slloal4 ve not l>• able co Cbl!IPleta 
reuuitllRt ill ~illa. we maht UDCl.ucaka tll.u activity vith a ab.ort-t•na 
cou\lltaac. 

(6) Liberia Sector St'!41: 

I &a •"rpriled that tb.6 cooperative progr&1D& waa uoc propoaed t.o 
carry out thia at.udy. Ve ahould b• iutenateci. to review cu <trafc npor,. 

(7) Planning CP actiYities for Weat Afri~ 

WllO Attendace. at iwi ZCAmoatiq in J~ will probal>ly be prodded 
'by ilHO, . ocherwu• l:ly li<l• l ehall kae,p JOU Womu. It voulc1 
certainly be mut11all:, dvaatapou co eaet Oil this occasion. Dr J.>iec.ric:b 
hop•• to be able to vt.ic JJID togot:ber vith you at an early elate and ,t a 
time vhea the Jlagional nirac~or te in Br~aville. 

. . 
·x-· expect ve · shall have a opportwdty to cli1cua1 the•• poil\U fUJ'taer 

4uriq g.y -.bit tG Wuhi.uaton froa 4-7 .Ap~il • .. 

You.a aiucerely. 

Pr .. cott A. Stevou 
Nauager. bvironaantal He&lth TechnoloaY 

ad Support 
Division of !uYl.roma.,ntal aealth 

... 



Mr. Vittorio Me.soni, !RD 

John M. Kalbematten, EWTDR 

Bankl_¥T.J.Q CooP!_r&ti ve l'roar!Jll 

March .29. 1978 

l. During Frl978 the main omphasis ot tllis progra bu been on 
activities 1'olloving up the United Nations Wat.er Conference. held in 
Argentina. in Mq 19TT. !luch. ot these activities is leading up to a. 
1Rapid ~ssesament• report by each member count17 ot ita needa in water 
supply and aanitat.io:i u• the targets aet by the conterenae - aate d!"inking 
vater o.n<l adequate sanitation tor all b:, 1990 - a.re to be met. These 
reports will serve as inpute tor an ZCOSOC meeting in J.980 to launch the 
sta.-t ot an 'International Drinking Vatttr and Sanitation Decade'. Over 
30 desk studies vere drat'teii during the Te.it:" by CooperatiTe Program start 
to uaiat cootriea in their 'Rapid Aaeeaa11r1.ot•' , While a workshop vu 
held in Ouo.gadougou to coordinate the uaeaU1111nt-s or ll Vest African 
countries. ln .1\liditionsto this vorlt, eight water supply and aanitation 
sector studies were in Y&rious stages ot progreae dving the year a.nd ot.ber 
preinvestment actiTitiea includ•d preparation ot documents tor UlfDP-aaaiated 
or bilaterally-tinaneed proJecta. 

~. l tru.t this information will help you in preparing the Atmual. 
Report. Please call Jul.ian Bharier (XT5~9) it you. req,uire t\ll"ther 
information. 

JBhar-ier:jbct 



WOR L D HEALTH 
ORGANIZATION 

1211 GENEVA 27 - SWITZERLAND 
Tctcgr.: UNISANTE-Gcnc,a 

In r~ply please refer 10: ETS /P20/ 372/ 2 (B) 
PriCrc de rapncler la rtrtrcnce: 

Dear Mr Kalbermatten, 

• 
Tel. 34 60 61 Telex. 27821 

ORGANISATION MONDIALE 
DE LA SANTE 

1211 GENEVE 27 • SUISSE 

nlcgr.: UNISANT~-Gcne,e 

28 March 1978 

Cooperative Programme Staffing 

This is with further reference to paragraph 2 of your letter of 
14 February concerning justification for the eleventh professional post in 
the Cooperative Programme. 

(1) During the calendar year 1977 eight of the CP posts were filled 
(Becher, Bachmann, Jackson, Laugeri, MacNealy , Schultzberg, Tomassi 
and Vogel). The ninth post was reserved for outposting to SEARO. 
The tenth post was reserved for outposting to AMRO in case the eleventh 
post was not approved . 

(2) During this year about 9 man-years of WHO staff time was credited 
to the CP, as shown by the time sheets: 

Jan. 1369 hours May 1454 hours Sept. 1313 hours 
Feb . 1556 II Jun. 1392 II Oct. 1858 II 

Mar. 2097 II Jul. 1134 II Nov. 1551 II 

Apr. 1948 II Aug. 1155 II Dec. 1505 " 

Total Hours = 18 332 
= 8.8 

Hours/year = 2 080 

(3) If more staff had been available we might have undertaken some or all of 
the following activities which were proposed by Bank Regions at the April 1977 
planning meeting, but subsequently postponed or dropped: 

Peru 

Chile 

Chile 

Full Sector Survey 

Project Identification 

Sector Review 

Mr John M. Ka lbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 
Energy, Water & Telecounnunications 

Department 
World Bank 
1818 H Street N.W. 
Washington D.C. 20433 
USA 

I • •• 
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Mr John M. Kalbermatten 
World Bank 
ETS/P20/372/2 (B) 

28 March 1978 

Benin 

Sahel 

Full Sector Study 

Sector Survey (rescheduled for 1978) 

Training Workshop, AFRO 

WHO/AFRO 

Liberia 

Zambia 

Zaire 

Djakarta 

East Java 

Indonesia 

Sector Development Workshop 
for Regional staff (Rescheduled for 1978) 

CP participation in 
appraisal mission 

Training Survey 

Tariff Study (Rescheduled for 1978) 

Tariff Study 

Identification mission 
of a rural water 
project 

Study on ways to strengthen 
the management of rural 
water supply. 

Page 

(4) The revised workplan for calendar year 1978, which I sent you with 
my letter of 13 March includes specified CP activities totalling 304 man
weeks of HQ CP staff time plus unspecified additional time for rapid 
assessment activities. This is based on the assumption that by July the 
full complement of 9 CP staff will be on the job in Geneva; If they are 
not, short-term consultants will need to be engaged in some cases. 

(5) I am recalculating the estimated total expenditure for first half 
FY 79 based on the workplan and shall let you have the result shortly. 

Yours sincerely, 

Manager 
Environmental Health Technology & Support 
Division of Environmental Health 

2 



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

G, ·FICE MEMORANDL "~ 
TO: Those listed below. DATE: March 27, 1978 

FROM: Vittorio Mason~ 

SUBJECT: Data on Bank-U. N. Cooperative Programs for the FY78 Bank Annual Report 

This year again, would you please send me a short narrative 
paragraph on the FY78 activities carried out by the Cooperative Program 
you or your associates are in charge of. Please bear in mind that the Bank 
Annual Report has a very vast audience. On one hand there is a 
specialized sector that wants to see the usual statistics of joint 
appraisals, joint missions, follow-up investment, etc. and a precise 
characterization of CP ' s work. These people/agencies consider the 
Bank Annual Report a working tool and need a factual text to use for 
reference. On the other , there is a general, probable more numerous 
readership, that is particularly interested in the new and "dramatic" 
developments in the CP's operations, as they may touch more popular 
themes, such as basic needs, fundamental human rights, greater justice 
in income distribution, assistance to minority groups (women, children, 
unemployed), etc . Could we have your dra:ft contributions by C.O.B. 
Friday April 7 , so that we can meet our deadline with IP+A. Thank you. 

Messrs. Veraart, FAO 
Hult in , UNESCO / 
Ka.lbermatten,"ifflo 
Thadani, UNIDO 
Leiserson (Could you help on ILO?) 

VMasoni:az 

/.e.t;·~ r--L 6// 

~7~~~ ~ 
/. 



WORLD HEALTH 
ORGANIZATION 

1211 GENEVA 27 • SWITZERLAND 

Tclcgr.: UNISA NTE-Geneva 

In r~ply please refer to: ETS/P20/372/2 
PriCre de ra ppcler l:1 reference: 

Dear Mr Kalbermatten, 

Tel. 34 60 61 Telex. 27821 

CP Activities 

l-V ff- C 

1-2- D V 
ORGANISATION MONDIALE 

DE LA SANTE 

1211 GENEVE 27 • SUISSE 

Telegr.: UNISANTE-Geneve 

23 March 1978 

This will confirm our telephone conversation of 17 March concerning: 

(1) Since you did not receive my telex of 23 February re duties of the CP 
Manpower Development Specialist, I telexed a copy on 22 March. 

(2) I had already replied to Mr Beach's telex concerning activities in 
Indonesia, to which you referred. 

(3) I shall try to ensure in future that "attachments" to my letters are 
attached. Since you did not telex, I assume you meanwhile received the 
workplan I sent you on 13 March. 

(4) I look forward to your telexed confirmation of the "standard" duties 
of the CP Financial Analyst which will be telexed to you shortly . 

Mr John M. Kalbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 

Yours sincerely, 

Manager, Environmental Health 
Technology Support 

Division of Environmental Health 

Energy, Water & Tel~communications 
Department 

World Bank 
1818 H Street N.W. 
Washington D.C. 20433 
USA 



March 16, 1978 

Mr. S. Unakul 
Regional Adviser on Environmental Health 
WHO 
World Health HoJse 
Indrap:castha Estate, Ring Rd. 
New Delhi 110001, India 

Dear Mr. Unakul: 

RE : WRO/IBP..D Coop Program 

Thank you for your letter W2/76/4 of Feb. 27 enclosing the Forms 
700. We would indeed agree with your interpretation excluding certain 
activities from the scope of Form iOO -- in fact I even wonder whether the 
Sri Lanka follow-up constitutes "sector activity." Mr. Beach also feels that 
Form 700 is not necessary for the "project guidance'' activity in Indonesia. 
The back of the form (supply enclosed.as requested) indicates the activities 
to be covered and you uill see that 11sector work" is fairly .narrowly defined. 

' On the individual activities , I am a little disturbed that the 
Rajasthan State survey is now shown as requiring 30 man.weeks. Our original 
estimate in November was 30 manweeks for two such stu<lies, and even th::.s 
was, as I ~derstood, later reduced to 25~6 for engineer and 9 for finan
cial analyst). I fear we cannot afford 30 t1anweeks for a single state 
survey , if we are to make any significant contribution to sector planniug 
throughout India, as has been requested by Government. We suggest that 4 
weeks in the field should be adequate, followed by 4 or less in the office 
our past experie..~ce with sector studies is that the prin~ipal conclusions 
are clear by the end of the field work, and that the paper discussed with 
the Government at that titnf.' probably has more value than the massive 
volumes delivered (after roa.ny months) later. 

I I 
$fucerely yours, j. 

I ( l y, (. T., ,J ,I { f.t...-..,...._ 
"-

Z. R. \·Iilll.f!T:lS , C'hic.f 
Rner"'v & Uater Sunnlv Division 

l.ont.rol 1 .c,. •·-~ ,- J..1 

cc: L. Rasmusson 



WORLD HEALTH 
ORGANIZAT I ON 

1211 GENEVA 27 - SWITZERLAND 
Telegr.: UNISANTE-Geneva 

a,.,~J 
7.0! 

ORGANISATION MONDIALE 
DE LA SANTE 

121 1 GENEVE 27 • SUISSE 
Telegr.: UNISANT&Geneve 

Tel. 34 60 61 Telex. 27821 

In rtply please refer to: ETS P20/372/2 (C) 13 March 1978 
Priere de rappeler la rUerence: 

Dear Mr Kalbermatten, 

Cooperative Programme Work Plan 
Status of Cooperative Programme work 

We are sending, under separate cover, for you and the six Division 
Chiefs, copies of the Cooperative Programme Work Plan and of the status of 
Cooperative Programme work, both as at 6 March 1978. 

Mr John Kalbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 
Public Utilities Department 
World Bank 
1818 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20433 

U.S.A. 

Yours sincerely, 

~ teens 
Manager 
Environmental Health Technology 

and Support 
Division of Environmental Health 
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W1.. .u BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOR, CN 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Messrs. J. Beach(AEPEW), W.Cosgrove(WAPEW), E.Erkmen(EAW!_"f-€, March 9, 1978 

A.Thys(EMPWS), E.Williams(ASPEW), A.Zavala(LCPWS)' 

FROM: John M. Kalbe"'!f~ (Water and Wastes Adviser, EWTDR) 

SUBJECT: IBRD/WHO Cooperative Program - Work Plan Discussions 

As you already know, Mr. Prescott Stevens of WHO will be visiting 
us the week of April 3 to discuss CP work plans for the next 18 months, i.e., 
FY79, plus the first half of FY80._!/ I have asked Mr. Stevens to send us a 
tentative work program prior to his visit and I will send you a copy of his 
proposal as soon as we receive it. I suggest we meet on Thursday, March 30, 
at 2 o'clock in Room D-1056, prior to Mr. Steven's visit, to review our needs 
and our reactions to his proposal. 

Despite our efforts during last year's work program discussions, we 
still have difficulties . A number of activities undertaken by CP staff at 
the request of WHO are not suitable for inclusion in regional work programs 
and have created problems in some regions and P & B. I suggest that this 
time around you do not accept CP activities on the basis of classifying them 
as WHO requested work which is not to be reflected in regional work programs. 
We (EWT) have been unable to convince P & B to provide a work category for 
budgetary purposes which would charge such work to the Cooperative Program 
without assigning it to the regional budget. Therefore, this time around 
please do not accept anything from the Cooperative Program you do not wish 
to have charged to your regional budget. I will propose to Mr. Stevens that 
we leave 10% of the CP unallocated to be used at the discretion of WHO. 

I suggest that you prepare a work program for input you require from 
the Cooperative Program in time for us to review it during our meeting of 
March 30. I assume with the recently completed budget exercise you have a 
pretty definite program for FY79 and possibly FY80 and should therefore be in 
a position to determine what kind of assistance the Cooperative Program could 
provide. I would like to point out in this connection that the Memorandum of 
Understanding with WHO foresees as CP activities not only sector studies. Other 
work, such as project identification, project preparation, even participation 
in appraisal missions, and such things as subsector studies and reviews, training 
programs, tariff studies, etc. are acceptable. I am attaching for your infor
mation a recently agreed- upon Memorandum of Understanding between the LAC Water 
Supply Division and PARO for decentralized Cooperative activities in the Latin 
American region. You will see on page 2 that the activities to be undertaken 
are very much project oriented. The SEARO agreement makes similar provisions 
and even includes time for project supervision. I suggest you consider the 
possibility of making similar use of the CP . 

.!/ SA and LAC only to the extent input from CP (Geneva) is required in 
support of the decentralized work program. 



Water Supply Division Chiefs - 2 - March 9, 1978 

You should know that at the moment the CP staff consists of 
Messrs. Jackson, Tomassi, Laugeri, Vogel and Becher in Geneva, plus 
Mr. Heyland in New Delhi. One additional position will be transferred 
to PARO in the near future. This means that there are three vacant 
positions to be filled to bring the program staff up to the authorized 
strength of 10 professionals. We have therefore an opportunity to se
lect professionals in disciplines most suitable to undertake the work 
program of your choice. The only possible restriction in that respect 
is an agreement we have with WHO that one of the vacant positions would 
be filled with a manpower/training specialist. 

Finally, I am sending you separately the draft of a lending pro
gram paper we hope to submit to Mr. Baum in the near future. The lending 
program is based on the informal discussions Mr. Bharier and I have had 
with you about six weeks ago. The paper might help you in planning 
(long-range) CP work. 

Attachments 

JMKalbermatten:mk 

cc: Messrs. Middleton, Bharier (EWTDR) 

• 



1. 

2. 

2. 1 

DRAFT 

WHO/IBRD COOPERATIVE PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES IN THE WHO 
AMERICA REGION (April 1, 1978 - March 31,-1980) 

Establishment of Cooperative Programme Activities in AMRO. 
A financial analyst from Cooperative Program (C.P.) will be 
assigned to the PARO for a period of 24 months beginning April 1 , 
1978 • . !./ AMRO will contribute approximately 18 man-months 
per year of professional staff time plus secretarial 
assistance, office space and additional AMRO field staff 
(including the Pan American Center for Sanitary Engineering 
and Environmental Sciences - CEPIS) , as outlined in the Work 
Plan (see Annex 1). Salary and other benefits of the FNA will 
be provided from the C.P., together with travel funds in 
accordance with the Work Plan. The C. P. activities in AMRO 
will be extended to all countries of the AMRO Region with 
common membership in WHO and WB. They will be carried out 
under the supervision of the Regional Director, through the 
Division of Environmental Health. Channels of communication 
of PARO and the Bank with governments will be used as appropriate. 

Objectives and Agreed Types of Activities 

The general objectives of the C. P. are set forth in the 1971 
Memorandum of Understanding between WHO and the Bank , as 
f ollows: 

(a) Assisting countries of conunon membership in the carrying 
out of sector studies required to formulate sector pro
grams and policies (other than those sector studies financed 
by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP)) ; 

(b) Assisting count r ies of conunon membership in the identifica
tion and preparation of investment projects of types which 
fall within WHO ' s field of responsibility and which, in the 
framework of its economic development objectives and general 
policies, the Bank is willing to consider for financing 
(other than those activities financed by the UNDP); 

( c ) Assistance to countries of conunon membership in identifying 
and preparing proposals for pre-investment studies and other 
projects (including those suitable for financing by the 
UNDP) ; 

(d) WHO participation in Bank economic, sector , project appraisal 
and project supervision missions; and 

(e) Other related activities as agreed between WHO and the Bank. 

l/ Under Inter-Regional Project PIP 001. 



2.2 

2. 3 

3. 

- 2 -

Specific Objectives 

The C.P . activities in AMROwill serve the general purpose of 
enhancing the impact and efficiency of the C.P. work of the 
two Organizations. Specifically (1) to enhance national planning 
for Water Supply and Wastes Disposal and to assist countries 
establish national strategies to meet the goals of the proposed 
International Water Supply and Sanitation Decade (1981 - 1990) 
and , (2) to assist in obtaining increased resources for technical 
assistance and capital investment, both internal and external 
(multilateral and bilateral). 

Agreed Types of Activities 

(a) Participation in PARO ' s general sector objectives to promote 
national activities in Water Supply and Wastes Disposal . 

(b) Sector or sub-sector studies and updating of studies through 
the preparation of Sector Memoranda; 

(c) Assistance to countries in pr·oject identification, prepara
tion and collaboration with Bank missions on preappraisal 
work in projects where PARO has participated in the above
mentioned activities; 

(d) Participation with Bank missions in appraisal work in 
support of Bank staff; 

(e) Assistance to countries!/where the E.ank is presently active 
in specified fields in the Sector , such as manpower develop
ment (training), reduction of unaccounted-for water, 
institutional building and management , water conservation, 
dissemination of appropriate low-cost technology , and other 
activities which would be mutually a.greed on between the Bank 
and PARO; 

Work Plan 

A general two-year Work Plan is attached (Annex 1). A detailed 
Work Plan (including a provisional schedule for traveling) will 
be prepared every six months to cover act:ivities for the following 
12 months . The activities to be included! in the Work Plan will 
be mutually agreed on between the Bank amd PARO in accordance 
with needs identified by either of the t~ro Organizations, and 
should be an appropriate mix of the activities listed in 2.3 
above. The Work Plan will commit 12 man-·months per year of C, P, 
staff resources located at PARO plus additional C.P. staff time 
from resources at WHO Headquarters , if rEiquired, approximately 18 
man-months per year of PARO field staff time and other PARO staff 

.!/within the limits of available resource:s and exclusive of the 
professional staff time indicated in Items 1 and l. 



4. 

5. 

6. 

March 6, 1978 

- 3 -

time as mutually agreed between the Bank and-PAHO. With the 
approval of the PAHO Director , it will be part of the agreed 
overall plan of work of the Cooperative Program. It will also 
be coordinated with other PAHO and WHO activities directed towards 
achieving the same objectives . Changes, additions and deletions 
in the Work Plan will be mutually agreed between the Bank and PAHO. 

Program Management 

Primary responsibility for planning, directing and administering 
the C. P. activities in PAHO will rest with PAHO ' s Director, 
through the Division of Environmental Health (DEH). Preparation 
of the detailed Work Plan and Terms of Reference for specific 
activities will be the responsibility of the PAHO ' s Division of 
Environmental Health with the concurrence of the Bank ' s Latin 
America and the Caribbean Water Supply and Sewerage Division 
(LCPWS). Day-to-day management of program activities will be the 
responsibility of the Chief , Division of Environmental Health of 
the PAHO. The Chief, LCPWS Division , will represent the Bank in 
the preparation and implementation of the program . 

Reports 

Reports concerning project identification and preappraisal work 
where CP-PAHO staff has participated in conjunction with a Bank 
mission· will be submitted, after PAHO ' s review, to the Bank ' s 
LCPWS Division in approximately 15 days after mission return to 
Headquarters. Reports on implementation of the other CP-PAHO 
activities outlined in the present program will be the responsibility 
of PARO . Draft reports will be reviewed and commented upon by 
PAHO's Division of Environmental Health and cleared by the Bank . 
Reports intended for submission to governments (such as Sector 
Studies and Sector Memoranda) will be reviewed in draft and 
commented upon by PAHO Headquarters and cleared by the Bank and 
issued as WHO-PAHO/IBRD Cooperative Program reports. 

WB/WHO Memorandum of Understanding 

The C. P. activities in AMRO will be established within the 
framework of the Memorandum of Understanding between WHO and 
WB of October 17 1971 with C.P. budget funds committed from 
Project PIP 001 , 'having the approval of the !esponsible officers 
of WHO for the C. P. as well as the Director, EWT , and the 
appropriate Assistant Director , Latin America and the Caribbean 
Projects Department, World Bank. 



PROPOSED TWO-YEAR IBRD/PAHO COOPERATIVE PROGRAM 

(April 1, 1978 - March 31, 1980) 

I. Sector Studies and Sector Memoranda 

1. Argentina (Updating) 

2. Ecuador (Sector Memorandum) 

3. Peru (Sector Memorandum) 

4. Bolivia (Updating) 

5. Brazil (Sector Memorandum) 

6. Mexico (Updating) 

II. Project Identification 

(II-78)* 

(IV-78) 

(III-79) 

(III-78) 

(II-79) 

(IV-78) 

1. Brazil Center Water Supply and Sewerage 

2. Mexico Medium-Size Cities II 

3. Panama Water Supply II 

4. Ecuador Small and Medium-Size 

5. Haiti Water Supply II 

6. Brazil Unidentified 

7. Jamaica - Kingston Sewerage 

8. El Salvador Rural Water Supply 

9. Argentina Urban Water Supply 'J:./ 

III. Pre-Appraisal Work 

1. Chile Water Supply and Sewerage 

2. Sao Paulo Industrial Pollution 

3. INSFOPAL III 

* Qunrter-Calendar Year (time of mission) 

(III-78) 

(II-78) 

(I-79) 

(II-79) 

(IV-79) 

(III-79) 

(II-78) 

(III-79) 

( I-80 ) 

(II-78) 

(II-78) 

(II-78) 

ANNEX 1 
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'J:./ Tentatively considered at Country Programs request. If confirmed, to be included in 
Lending Prop,ram for FY1981. 



4. Panama Water Supply II 

5. Mexico Medium-Size Cities II 

6. Ecuador Medium~size Cities 

7. Honduras - San Pedro Sula Water Supply 

8. El Salvador Sewerage 

9. Bolivia Rural Water Supply 

IV. Appraisal Work (only CP) 

Support to Bank headquarters appraising teams. 

V. Technical Assistance 

( II-79) 

( III-78) 

(II- 79) 

( II-79) 

(I-79) 

(II-79) 

ANNEX 1 
Page 2 of 4 

CP-PAHO participation on an ad-hoc and continuous basis in specific 

activities and countries to be agreed upon. 



TENTATIVE TIYO-YEAR IBRD/PARO COOPERATIVE PROGRAM (April 1, 1978 - March 31, 1980) 

Activity 

I. Sector Studies and Sector Memoranda 

1. Argentina (Updating) 
2 . Ecuador (Sector Memorandum) 
3 . Peru (Sector Memorandum) 
4. Bolivia (Updating) 
5. Brazil (Sector Memorandum) 
6 . Mexico (Updating) 

II. Project Identification 

(MANPOWER EXPRESSED IN MAN- WEEKS) 

FIRST YEAR 
471/78 - 3731/79 

PARO CP 

4 
7 

8 

4 
5 

4 

4 

1. Brazil Center Water Supply and Sewerage 5 4 
2. Mexico Medium-Size Cities II 
3. Panama Water Supply II 
4. Ecuador Small and Medium-Size 
5 . Haiti Water Supply II 
6 . Brazil Unidentified 
7. Jamaica - Kingston Sewerage 
8. El Salvador Rural Water Supply 
9 . Argentina Urban Water Supply 1./ 

III. Pre- Appraisal Work 

1. Chile Water Supply and Sewerage 
2 . Sao Paulo Industrial Pollution 
3. INSFOPAL III 
4 . Panama Water Supply II 
5. Mexico Medium-Size Cities 
6 . Ecuador Medium- Size Cities 
7 . Honduras - San Pedro Sula Water Supply 
8. El Salvador Sewerage 
9. Bolivia Rural Water Supply 

3 
4 
4 

2 
5 
5 

4 

4 

4 
4 

4 

4 

4 

SECOND YEAR 
4/1/79 - 3731780 

PARO CP 

6 

10 

4 

5 

6 
2 

5 

7 
4 

6 

7 

7 

4 

4 

2 
2 

4 

4 
4 

2 

ANNEX 1 
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TOTAL 
PARO CP 

4 
7 
6 

10 
8 

5 

4 

5 
3 

10 
6 

2 
5 
5 
5 
4 
7 
4 
4 
6 

4 
5 
7 
4 

7 
4 

4 

4 

4 

6 
6 

4 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 

1./ Included as reques ted by Programs Division . To be replaced,if not considered,in future lending program for FY1981. 



PROPOSED TWO- YEAR IBRD/PAHO COOPERATIVE PROGRAM (April 1, 1978 - March 31, 1980) 

(MANPOWER EXPRESSED IN MAN-WEEKS) 

Activity 

IV. Appraisal Work 

Support to Bank headquarters appraising teams 
(Mexico City Water Supply II, Brazil N. E. 
Water Supply and Sao Paulo Pollution, Lima 
Water Supply, INSFOPAL III, Chile Water Supply 
and Sewerage, Mexico Medium-Size Cities II, 
Panama Water Supply II, Jamaica Sewerage, 
Honduras - San Pedro Sula Projects). 

V. Technical Assistance 

CP/PAHO participation to be made on an 
ad-hoc and continuous basis and specific 
activities and countries to be agreed 
upon. 

AZavala:mm 
February 1," 1978 

TO.TAL 

FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR 
4/1/78 --3/31/79 4/1/79 - 3/3f/80 

PAHO CP PAHO CP 

5 4 5 5 

no manpower committed 

60 45 60 45 

ANNEX 1 
Page 4 of 4 ' 

TOTAL 
PAHO CP 

10 9 

120 90 



FC',HJI NO. 75 
(1 - 7 6) THE WORLD BANK -

ROUTING SLIP 
DATE: 

Mar"h 2~ lg7R 
NAME ROOM NO. 

Messrs. J . Beach (AEPEW) C-413 
E. Erkmen ( EJ\PE\.J) l<' c;nc; 

w. Cosgrove (WAPEW) A-·337 
A. Thv8 ( fl1£HS...) A 7/,'). 

E Williams (ASPEW) B-1102 
A. Zav a l :. r, i::>Pw:: \ A 84-2 

APPROPHIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN 

APl'ROVAL NOTE AND SGJO ON 
-

CLi:AHANCE PER OUR CONVERSATION -----
COMMENT PEr{ YOU!1 REQUEST 

FO;"l ACTION PREPARE REPLY 
~· 1----·---· _.__ ,__ 

INfORMATION I RECOMMENDATION ,- ------~ 
INITIAL SiGNATURE 

NOTE AND F ILE URGENT - --·-REMARKS: 

The attached Status Report and Work 
Plan of the WHO/IBRD Cooperative Program 
--. re prepared by Mr . Prescott Stevens to 
acilitate the forthcoming di scussions. 

I notice the second half of DY79 is not 
covered. I suggest you not only review 
the proposal but consider in particular 
the CP requirements for calendar 79 . 

cc: Messrs. Middleton, Bhari er 

,-,~Soi-----·-
FROM: John ~1. r~•. ttcn . 0 !100M NO.: EXTENS IOi, : 

Wa ter ~..9d ·la£ ~7A<lviscJ· D-1036 7 534 S 
1 

I[?., - ' . ·· - · ••• .:::L.... ·-··-



LTS P20/372/2 (C: 

AFGHAN1STAN 

STATUS OF COOPERATIVE PROGRAMME WORK 
AS AT 6 ~CH 1978 

6 March 1978 

TEAM LEADER 

G. Schultzherg 

The drafl r eport was submitted to the Government on 13 January 1978. 
Government presen tation will take place during the week starting 13 March 1978. 

BENIN E. Becher 

The s<::ctor study will take place 24 April - 6 May 1978. 

CONGO L. Laugeri 

The r eport ha s now been finalized and distributed. The Government is 
follm,d ng up on the recommendations, with assistance f rom the Regional Office. 

EGYPT L. Laugeri 

The r<::por t has now been finalized and distributed. The main follow-up 
activi ty is undertaken by the Government, with World Bank's assistance. CP 
will participate in ac t ivi ties in rural water supply , including three missions 
in May, September and November 1978. 

GREECE L. Laugeri 

Due t o staffing cons traints , the study must be postponed until November 
1978 . 

INDONESIA E. Becher 

The draft Agreement for the Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Project 
Cent r al Java has been submitted by the Federal Republic of Germany to the 
Indonesian Government . The German Technical Assistance Agency, GTZ, is 
draftin~ the Plan of Operations and the Contract linking WHO and GTZ for project 
implementation. Submission is promised shortly. A GTZ representative 
(Mr Kresse) will meet Mr Unakul, SEARO , on 20-21 March 1978 in Ka t hmandu to 
discuss project detail and start-up. 

MALAWI M. Jackson 

The seconcl drafL of the sec t or study r eport has been completed and copies 
will be rlistributed to I BRD , AFRO and Government on 7 March 1978 . Presentation 
hy Mr Jackson is t entative ly scheduled for the week commenc ing 17 April. 

M/\llRITillS L. Laugeri 

This mjssion has been rescheduled to take place in May, or earlier if 
possible . Steps are being taken to inform the Government on the data which need 
to be collected prior to the arrival of the mission. Although recent communica
tions from the Bank indicate thAt the main purpose of the mission will be a 
water tariff study, it seems necessary, in view of the Rwanda experience, to 
undertake al the same time either a full sector review, or at least a comprehen
sive sturly of the urban sub-sector. An STC will be hired for the water rights 
legislation component of the study. 
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NEPAL E. Becher 

'L'l1e GTZ project "Solid Waste Disposal for Kathmandu Valley" i s to be 
fina l ized during forthcoming visit beginning 20 March of German delegat i on to 
Kathmandu. 

NICF.RTA M. Jackson 

Steps are being taken to reschedule this study and, if possible, start 
in May witl1 a Rapid Assessment workshop, to be followed by the production of a 
Rapid Assessment report and by sector development activities in the second part 
of the year. 

PORTUGAL V. Pinto 

The Project Document for the UNDP-assis ted project "Development of a 'Basic 
Sanitation Progranune", for which WHO was des i gnated as Executing Agency, was 
prepared by Mr Pinto during the ]as t quarter of 1977 and approved and s igned 
by the Government , UNDP and WHO on 24 November 1977. 

Implementation of the pr ograrmne started with two consultant's missions, 
one on "Water Supply Wastage and Leakage", and the other on "Organization and 
Manpower" . Also four nationals were sent under the project on study tours to 
Brazil . 

A second semjnar on Project Preparation and Evaluation is scheduled to 
take p]ace from 8 to 16 May 1978 and will be Bank-assisted. 

A WHO consultant , Senior Technical Adviser , has been appointed for the 
project . 

RWANDA L. Laugeri 

The first drafts of the tariff study and of the Rapid Assessment report 
huve been sent to AFRO and the Bank for comments. The first draft of the 
compr ehensive sector study report has just been reviewed by ETS and will be 
sent to AFRO and the Bank. It i s expected that all three reports can be made 
available to the Government for comments within two months. 

SOMALIA E. Becher 

German KfW project formulation mission is scheduled to visit Somalia 
beginning of April and wil l select according to information received from GTZ 
from among the projects identified for follow-up in the sector study, including 
Stren~thening of national-level Water Development Agency (WDR). 

Sl<. I LANKA M. Acheson 

Final draft of the sector study report was sent by SEARO to ETS on 
December 1977 and to the Government on 6 December 1977. 

SUDAN 

of 14 
prin t 
of 15 

G, Bachmann 

rewritten following EMRO's comments 
January 1978. Duplication and final 

Meanwhile RMRO have asked for despatch 

The final draft was revised and partly 
Oc tober 1977 and IBRD ' s comments of 3 
will be completed by 20 March 1978 . 
conics for the Sudan Government. 
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TURKEY E. Becher 

The project "Reinforcement of Municipal Water Supply and Liquid Waste 
Disposal Programmes of Iller Bank" has been finalized end February in Ankara . 
OECD are practically committed to participate in the management and financial 
studies component of the project by making available expert assistance and 
funding study tours and meetings to the tune of US $200 000 equivalent. Also 
the French Government expressed interest and is likely to contribute in fiscal 
year 1979 around US $250 000 equivalent in terms of technical consultancies , 
training opportunities in France and study tours. The project is to start in 
a few weeks time. 

The Conference on Planning and Development of Community Water Supply and 
Sanitation is now scheduled for 29 May - 4 June in Istanbul. Technical and 
administrative pr eparations , including invitations to participants , are in the 
hands of an inter-ministerial organizing Committee under the auspices of the 
Ministry of Health. A Conference Paper analysing the current sector situation, 
prospects andoptional strategies is being prepared in Geneva for submission to 
the organizing Committee by 15 April for review and translation into Turkish . 
It has been decided in Ankara to invite in addition to responsible/interested 
ministries and sector agencies also representatives of selected municipalities 
or their associations, as well as observers from friendly countries potentially 
interested in similar planning exercise (e.g. Pakistan , Iran , Libya, Syria or 
Iraq) . 

ZAIRE L. Laugeri 

The tariff study and the rural water supply sub-sector study are now post
poned until August 1978 as a result of (a) the Government ' s delay in completing 
preliminary activities, and (b) priorities identified in other countries . 

RAPID ASSESSMENT 

(a) Ouagadougou Workshop 

L. Laugeri 

A. Tomassi 

This workshop, which was previously intended for Sahelian countries , was 
recently expanded to include participation from Fr ench- speaking countries of 
the Benin coast . The workshop took place from 27 February until 3 March 1978, 
with representatives of the following countries : Chad, Mali , Mauritania, Niger, 
Senegal, Cape Verde , Upper Volta , Ivory Coast , Togo, Benin and Gabon. At the 
end of the workshop , each representative presented a desk study for his country, 
and constraints and recommendations were discussed, as well as orientation of 
future efforts . It is now planned that the part i cipants will return to their 
respective countries and prepare complete Rapid Assessment reports , which will 
be communicated to WHO for comments before 30 April, so that the entire Rapid 
Assessment for these countries should be completed by end May at the latest . 

(b) Other countries in AFRO Region L. Laugeri 

Besides Rwanda, for which a draft Rapid Assessment report has a lready been 
completed, and the countries represented at the Ouagadougou workshop , there are 
still a large number of countries which have not been covered , but it is estimatec1 

that for nine of these countries sector knowledge is very good and recent, so 
that the Rapid Assessment should take comparatively little time. There remain 
some 15 countries for which sector knowledge is insufficient or needs updatinP,, 
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and for tl,ese perhaps an approach similar t o the one used at the Ouagadougou 
wor kshop would be the only solution to meet the end June deadline. ETS will 
write to AFRO to propose that a seminar be conducted in Nigeria (special 
mission) , for all the remaining countries of the Benin coast (in Benin during 
the sec t or study), for the countries in the Madagascar region (in Mauritius 
during the sector study) ; for English-speaking East Afr ica, which includes 
about ten countries, two workshops are probably necessary , essentially for 
political reasons; one of them could be held in Nairobi; finally, the six 
countries c l ose to Brazzaville (with the exception of Gabon) could be covered 
by a workshop held at the Regional Office. These various activities could take 
place before end June ; for some countries, the final Rapid Assessment reports 
would probably not be ready before end July, but by end June preliminary drafts 
would be available for practically all countries of the African region . 

(c) AMRO 

The first three desk studies received in final form concern Haiti, Jamaica 
and Chi le. It is expected that ten desk studies will have been prepared within 
a short time. 

(d) fMRO M. Suleiman 

The Rapid Assessment draft report for Djibouti has been completed and sent 
t o the Government. Requests have also been received from Democratic Republic 
of Yemen and Syria; desk studies have been prepared for Oman (following visit 
in t he field) and for nine other countries of the region . A Rapid Assessment 
exercise will pr obably take place in Afghanistan during the forthcoming presenta
tion mission . 

(e) EURO P. Vallet - E. Becher - A. Tomassi 

A first draft of the Rapid Assessment report for Morocco and Portugal is 
now completed and has been forwarded to these Governments. Reports on Algeria, 
Turkey and Malta are being prepared in the field ; field staff are assisting 
Governments in Greece and in the autonomous Province of Kosovo to complete the 
Rapid Assessment exercise. 

(f) SEARO G, Bachmann 

Four requests for Rapid Assessment have been sent from India , Indonesia, 
Neoal and Thailand. Dr Bachmann will spend the month of April in SEARO t o 
assist the assessment exercise. 

(g) WPRO A. Vogel 

Three r eques ts have been r eceived from Fiji, Philippines and Tonga; 
Mr Vogel is now going to WPRO for one month. 

AFRO WORKSHOP ON NATIONAL WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE 
DEVET.OPMENT A. Tomassi 

This workshop is now planned to take place in the first half of 1979 . It 
will be an AFRO workshop rathe r than an interregional workshoo. Its purpose will 
be essentially the t r aining of Regional Office's staff, with participation of 
national staff . Case s tudies will be undertaken on the basis of the results of 
the Rapid Assessment exercise , 
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SECTOR PLANNING STUDY E. Becher/ A. Tomassi 

Preliminary conclusions of the study were incorporated in the Progress 
Report on Drinking Water and Sanitation (WHO/GWS/78.1) submitted at the meeting 
of 6-LO February in Vienna in preparation of the Third Special Session of the 
UN Committee on Natural Resources. A draft paper treating issues of policy 
making and planning pr ocedures in general (and still requiring country case 
illustrations) has been submitted for internal ETS review. 
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T.H 31 W C,1 lulox. 27U, 1 

EIIE 20 February 1978 

Dear Yves, 

I am sorry l took so long to write. abott the meeti.ng which we had wit h 
Mr Ma:..hler and on which I have alrc.idy briefed you over the telephone. 

Bill was 1ere to discuss the posc:ible practical actions which U~OP 
cou)d support ·-.1ith respc.ct to the l>:Jter Decafoo We were very pleased with 
his consl ructi·rc proposals which arc based o 1 the recogniLion of the nc.cd 
to accel~rate ·Jiose measu1es by which internitional agencies can contrihut~ 
to a !!lore rapid planning of water supply p!o~rammcs by governments and, 
of course , wid a v i ew to developing mo1c. pr,,grammes an·d projects for fund~ng. 
He re..1lircs th, t thei;e 1,1ertsurcs include a nu1 iber of corollary activities 
including stintlation , molivation , training ind sirnilar. He would like to 
support such rr.Easures avoiding , of course , tc duplicate specific UNDP 
activities at the country le~el under IPF but he is prepared, in principle 
to .,upµort an i'1ter-rcgjo1 a l project , opcrat~~ng on an 18 moPth tdal basi., 
in some 8 or JC countri<-s chosl:!n from Africa, Xidclle East and Asia . More 
abouL t.his is st.id in the enclosed dis"ussion note . 

Bill and P,i agreed f-1117 that this activi.ty should be close)y relate d 
to the Cooper at ve Progra,nme.. TI10rcfore, he ·~equcs ted us tha t the project 
be developed in conaitatic.,n with you and we w.11 do s o, if necesnary, by 
co:ning to \foshir gton. At the present ti1'1e , w1• arc in touch \-.'ith our r egion, 
to get specific proposals. 

I will be in touch with you again soon tc discucs details. Meam•hile , I 
hope that on your part you would provi~e us witl1 suggestionf. Needless to say 
that in Lhc spirit of the "neu di1ecti0n" we should fook fo-:-- OpJJortuni ties "here> 
this project wc.,-!ld help tc' fol1ow-up on scclor work or , oLhei ·wisc• , carry out 
any similar acti ,i ties \•1hich h.Jve been i den ti f i cd ei thcr by our res pee ti ve 
r egion~ within their mm \..ork 01 , thr0utih the ' JOrk of the CC'opcraLive Programme. 

Hr Y. o Rovard 
ninctur 
l't•blic Uti J j li!5 D1!p:1rtm.,nt 
l11Len1atio11al B11nL for Recc,n:;tn.:cl.i.c,n 

,.llld n~,·0Jopr.1ent. 
J8Jn ll u Sl1·('1_;I ) N~\L 

v~~:hi.1J.i.tC1n ~ _n .. ~ . ?0'4}3 _ 

Your~ ~;incere ly, 

Dr H. liu Dieterich 
DincLor 
Div-isi ... m of I:nvironnwnta1 llc:ilth 
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WORLD HEALTH 
ORGANIZATION 

1211 GENEVA 27 • SWITZERLAND 

relegr.: UNISANTE-Gcncva 

In reply please refer 10 PIP/P20/372/2 
PriCrc de r:ippcler la rC(trence : 

Dear Mr Kalbermatten, 

Tel. 34 60 61 T61ex. 27821 

ORGANISATION MONDIALE 
DE LA SANTE 

1211 GENEVE 27 • SUISSE 
nrcgr.: UNISANTt;-Gcne,e 

15 February 1978 

Cooperative Programme Activities 

Thank you for your telex of 10 February. 
with Mr Bharier: 

The following was discussed 

(1) Rapid Assessment: Mr Bharier wondered whether WB/WHO information 
needs justify the effort being put into rapid assessment; also whether, in 
the case of countries where little external assistance is likely to be 
forthcoming, the rapid assessment reports might not arouse unjustified 
national expectations. I said that rapid assessment was undertaken 
primarily to activate national efforts, not to gather information for WB/WHO, 
and that WHO would like to assist all countries which request it in obtaining 
necessary external assistance. 

(2) CP Staff List (see attachment) h--l/lM.•1e,, g"'.._MAN.~ 
9 &-<~ Ji,,- f' /-uM~ ,,,,t-:J ,_ · · 

(3) Concerning filling vacant CP posts, Dr Dieterich is writing to 
Mr Rovani this week. 

k--.~ ~ 
(4) New staff assignments in ERE will be announced within a few days. ,~•Y<t;)? 

(5) Would you confirm whether the week~£ 3 April shown in the workplan 
is convenient to division chiefs and yourself for the programming meeting. 

Yours sincerely, r ,Pu, /: .. ""4~ d/ 
/ , / :...~ c?.,., ~ ;"/ 

4A- ~, A:~7 _,; , ? /~ 7 /,,- .) r ;,!',',,r!"ut (f!, vi' d:" c-_ 

"7~:r-M' ~,1,,,/ ~-=r--7?:!~ s-o~~/ 
-. rescott A. Stevens ~ n ~4,.,.) 

Mr John M. Kalbermatten 
Water & Wastes Adviser 

Chief, Pre-investment Planning / ~ · ·· 1 
Division of Environmental Health 

Energy, Water & Telecommunications 
Department 

World Bank 
1818 H Street N.W. 
Washington D. C. 20433 
USA 

ATTACH: 
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RAPID [\~:;E~;SHE.Wr - P.l~';(,CU'fION H~J,'; Ju:J'l 

~;EcvND PROC~J·~: .. s REPCillT 
l NOVI•.H.3ER 1977 - ·_n ji\NUARY 1978 

l. Hethodolo·l..L 

lhe guidelineo have i>ecn tested with pccitive results. durip:; the preparation 
of several des :~ studies . :Jupport from l-!Q lu s be~n 6 iven and p l anned thro11gh 
PIP staff a.ssi:1n,r.ents to all Regionri. Of p;rticul.;.r interes t i s the work,hop. 
i n the French Language, on rapid as3essment for Sahelian countries, to be held 
in Ouagadougou in Iebruary/Narch 197J durin& wi1ich na tional participants ·.,ill 
be introduced to the concepts of rapid assef. &ment end planning follow up md 
will be en2,age,i in pcrtine,1t case studies. 

Some regional offices have deve l oped d£tailed prcccJures and tim~tableo 
for cooper a tin3 with countries in the con<lu,. t of rapid £1~se~ s1~,ent:,;. 1his 
infor111.i.tiun ha.:; be.:!n circulated to the othe1· Regions. 

EURO has fol l o~e1 dif~ercnt approaches in respect of three groupings of 
countries. To t he developing countries .\JHO staff have been proposed to cooperate 
~ith Govern,i;enc: officials in the c:on<luct of rapid assessment . To the devel oped 
countries wher2 , however, water supply and f.auitntion facilities are still in 
need of irup rovement es to c:overoge or level of servic,, a questiounoire ba& been 
sent coverii\g appr oxLnately che $clme infor,,wtion sous,ht in the rapid assess,aent 
guiuelines, to be filla<l in by the nationbl t~ehnical 3ervices . To the 
developed coun cries where coverage and levels of service are dee.1ed s.;.tisfactory 
but where conc?n1s of a diffel'cnt aatu:i.:e 1:1.-:ir exist, s u ch as env ironmental 
pollution hazards for instance, lc":tccrs havE\ been sent requestin~ their technical 
services to pr~parc a brief note outlining t ht'. p1incipol problems re l ated to 
the secto.c. 

2 . Coiu.acts \·dth G()vern,,,~nts 

Al l Regio.:1al Directo~s have written to Govern,a.ea.1ts in follow up to the 
Directoc- Gt:::ueral ' s leLter of 3 .. '.'..u&us t 1977 to He,nber S t ates . SJ)\?.Cific rct;uests 
for \\'HO coope;:-e tion it1 the conduct of 1·.i.pid as&essmant have l.,een ·received 
from 15 countries, namely: 1 frO\n ,\F.tW (Rw11n<l.<1), no,ne .:-cported fr0tn ,J·U.O, 
3 from EM.,'\0 (Djibouti, De:;1ocra tic Re!,uu lic of Yen1eu ,. ~y :.-i£1), 4 from EuRO (Algeria,. 
Malta, Ho:rocco , Tu rkey), L• from SE,\RC (India, Indona~ia, Nepal , 'l'hailand) and 
3 from l,PRO (Fiji, Philippin,~s . Tonga) . 

j. Country :> tudico 

JO desk studlt!S h ave been comp luted and 2j are wlanncd for colilp l etlon during i,, 
the ne~t reporting per i od. No <l~sk Htudy had yet b~~n f inaliz~J into a rnp id 
assessment t·eport following conaultation wiLh and ,qg.;rce11.~nt o f Govern,ne:nt. EURO 
and ~EARO plan to co1.iplete five. rcp1)rt$ each b;::fo-ce lMay 19'/8 . / .11 R~1:,ions will 
endcavou-r to promote Government , 01.{ucs ts i;.1d ~oudu c t.. n 1pi<l ~s~CS.51:,cnt s tudiei; 
in &s numy countries as fe .. ci.; ii>le duL·in~ the t.hin.l r eiporting pc1·i0J . 

./ . 
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The follo~ing missions have taken place in R~gional Offic~~ or countties: . , 

Mmi/w.?eks in field 

AMRO - S,nitai-y Eng i.neer (Vogel) to re·,iew 
dxaft d~sk dtudies 

AfRO - R~anda (Laugeri) 

EMRO - Sanitary Engineer to Djibouti (Hishara) 
in conjunction with other a&sigt\raent 

EURO - Sanitary En1=,ineer to Morocco (Vnllct) 

~EARO - Sa:iitary Engineer ( nach:r:ann) to compile 
desk studies and coopenn:e in planning 
ra:?id aosessmcnt campaign 

WPRO - No.1e 

l 

1 

o.s ~ 

2 

4 

0 

Total 8 .5 

fir~ plans for the third reporting pericd include the following missions: 

Af!RO - None 

AFRO Financid Analyst (L.auseri) & Sanitary Engineer 
(Toma~ s i) to Ouagadougou fo~workshop for Sahelinn 
cot.tntrics & fo.: fol l ow up on rspid asi.e!la.rnent in 
same countl·ie :J 

EMRO - Sar,ila1.·y Engineers for r.::pid a:.;.;ei;smcn t in Dyria 

0 

6 

( Suleb1an) & D::::rnocratic Rcpu'.:llic of Y.?-Jen (Jackson) J 

EURO - Financial f,nalyst (llecher-) for repid assessU1cnt 
Tut:ltey (2) 
Sanitary Engineer (TomasHi) foe rapid assessLlent 
Z.!alta , (l) 
Sanitury Engineer (Val l et) for rapid asse~swent 
Algeri.i (2) 
Sanitary Engineer (Pinto) for ra,id as~e~smenc 
Portugal (1) 6 

Sf.ARO - !JaoiLary engi neer (llr..::111:1 •• nn) to Rep,ionnl uffi ce 
and countries 4 

WPRO - Sani t ary Enginccn.· to R.::.gional Office and countries 5 

1'ot~l 24 

A total of 38 ~on-weeks of C? sloff has so far becu chnr5cd Lo the rapid 
assessment p.:og ·amme·. 

. I. 
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ORGANISATION MONDIALEr 

DE LA SANT~ ORGANIZATION 

121 1 GENEVA 27 • SWITZERLAND 
Telegr.: UNISANTE-Geneva 

In reply please rerer to: PIP/P20/372/2 
Priere de rappeler la rtrhence: 

Dear Mr Kalbermatten, 

Tel. 34 60 61 Telex. 27821 

1211 GENEVE 27 • SUISSE 
Ttlt gr. : U NISANTE-Geneve 

27 January 1978 

Cooperative Programme Activities 

This will confirm our telephone conversation of 26 January on the 
following points: 

(1) With regard to our budget estimate for the cooperative programme, you 
indicated that an increase in the present ceiling will require 
additional substantiation. For this purpose I agreed to provide Mr 
Bharier on his arrival here on 13 February , with written information on 
(i) savings due to unfilled posts in the current year , and (ii) evidence 
that work planned or forecasted for the cooperative programme was 
cancelled or postponed due to staff shortages. 

(2) Time sheets for the weeks ending 8 and 15 January were mailed on 
18 January, and for the weeks ending 18 and 25 December and 1 January 
the time sheets were mailed on 16 Januarye 

(3) Regarding the generalised model for a national water supply programme 
proposed to be prepared by Mr Rego Monteiro , you confirmed the Bank' s 
strong interest in having this study done. In view of WHO ' s and the 
Bank' s joint interest in assisting countries to prepare for the Decade 
you had proposed during our November planning meeting that this activity 
be charged to the cooperative programme. We are endeavouring to find 
funds to cover it . 

Yours sincerely, 

~~-ri.~ 
/' Prescott A. Stevens 

Mr John M. Kalbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 
Energy, Water and Telecommunications 

Department 
World Bank 
1818 H Street N.W. 
Washington D.c. 20433 
USA 

Chief , Pre-investment Planning 
Division of Environmental Health 
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WORLD HEALTH 
ORGANIZATION 

1211 GENEVA 27 • SWITZERLAND 
Tclegr.: UNISANTE-Gcneva 

ORGANISATION MONDIALE 
DE LA SANTE 

1211 GENEVE 27 • SUISSE 

n ltgr.: UNISANTe.-Geneve 
T61. 34 60 61 T61ex. 27821 

In r~ply please refer to: 

Pricre de rappeler la rtrercncc: ERE /E 10 / 3 7 4 / 7 25 January 1978 

Dear John, 

Exchange of information with IBRD on country missions 

I am referring to your letter of 3 January 1978, addressed to Mr Stevens, 
on Mr Flintoff t s mission on the Alexandria solid wastes management projecto 

( 

The information which you provided is very much appreciated and I have 
suggested to EMRO, as well as to the other WHO Regional Offices, that WR's 
be made aware of your policy that each Bank's mission is announced to the 
RRUNDP ' s o This will allow our field offices to make arrangements with 
RRUNDP 1 s so that information actually reaches them but - while sharing your 
view that we should not bureaucratize matters - I would still like to make 
the following suggestion, ioeo that your Regional Departments copy the 
information sent to RRUNDP ' s to relevant WHO offices in cases where (i) 
missions on projects have already received joint input from both organizations, 
(ii) on missions where WHO is likely to have a special interest or to which 
it may be able to contribute, and (iii) in cases where IBRD ' s missions visit 
countries where Regional Offices are located o 

I realize that this should be a reciprocal arrangement and I, therefore, 
take this matter up with our Regional Offices o I am suggesting to them that 
information on relevant WHO ' s missions to countries be made available to you 
so that you can inform your own regionso 

Mr John Kalbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 
Energy, Water and Telecommunications 

Department 
International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development 
1818 Ho Street, NoWo 
Washington, DoCo 20433 

Yours sincerely, 

Dr Bolio Dieterich 
Director 
Division of Environmental Health 

I would be grateful to you, indeed , if you could see to it that t:Je 
internal memorandum sent to you on this matter under Chief, PIP ' s 
letter of 9 December 1977 be removed from your files o 
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WORLD HEALTH 

• 
ORGANISATION MONDIALE 

DE LA SANT~ ORGANIZATION 

1211 GENEVA 27 • SWITZERLAND 
Telegr.: UNISANTE-Geneva 

1211 GENEVE 27 • SUISSE 
Teltar.: UN1SANT£-Gentve 

Te l. 34 60 61 Te lex. 27821 

In reply please refer to: PIP /P20/ 372/ 2 
Pritre de rappcler la reference: 

24 January 1978 

Dear Mr Kalbermatten, 
Cooperative Progrannne Matters 

This will confirm our telephone conversation on 20 January on the 
following points : 

(1) It is understood that the Bank agrees that Mr Schultzberg be re
assigned from his post in the Cooperative Programme to work in 
the new Global Support for Water Supply and Sanitation Unit on the 
understanding that the vacated post will be filled by a specialist 
in training, to be recruited. A post description for the training 
officer is in preparation and will be sent to you shortly. 

The draft Memorandum of Understanding had been received by the Bank. 
You indicated that after reviewing it you might wish to discuss it 
with Mr Mashler UNDP before his visit to Geneva, in which case you 
would get in touch with Dr Dieterich before your visit to New York. 

(3) You indicated Mr Bharier would represent the Bank at the for thcoming 
ACC Sub-Committee Meeting in Vienna. I agreed to provide the WHO 

~ representative going to that meeting with copies of the rapid assess-
f / :/ ment desk studies so far prepar ed so that Mr Bharier could examine 

I 
V 

them prior to stopping over on 13 February in Geneva for a discussion 
on rapid assessment . 

(4) I informed you of the visit of Mr Lee of ECLA during which I briefe~ 
him on WHO activities in preparation for the water decade. Mr Lee 
said that ECLA had no present plans to expand its country activities 
in relation to community water supply. 

(5) I confirmed having received a letter from Mr Hawkins of the US Cor ps ' of 
Engineers to which I am replying, requesting my assistance in locating 
a speaker for a meeting on Land Treatment of Municipal Wastewater. The 
letter dated 6 December unfortunately r eached me only a few days ago . 

Yours sincerely, 

,COll"l'__.-P~~ -~tt A. Stevens 
I 8 1rf1 20 Chie<ft Pre-investment Planning 

b{~ition of Environmental Health 
Mr John M. Kalbermatten 
Water & Wastes Adviser 
Worl d Bank 
1818 H Street N.W. 
Washington D.C . 20433 
USA 

I\ -
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WORLD HEALTH 
ORGANIZATION 

1211 GENEVA 27 • SWITZERLAND 
Tclcgr.: UNISANTE-Gcncva 

In reply please refer to: PIP/P20/372/2 
Priore de rappeler la rHerence: 

Dear Mr Kalbermatten, 

• 
T61. 34 60 6 1 T61ex. 27821 

/' 
ORGANISATION MONDIALE 

DE LA SANT~ 

1211 GENEVE 27 • SUISSE 

Tclear. : UNISANTt-Geneve 

18 January 1978 

Cooperative Prograunne Matters 

This will confirm our telephone conversation of 17 January on the 
following: 

(1) On behalf of Director ERE, I broached with you the proposal to move 
Mr Schultzberg from his present position in CP to a post in the new 
Global Support Unit, and to replace him in CP either with the present 
incumbent of a regular budget engineer post, or with the EHE training 
officer, who will be selected shortly. You agreed to give us the 
Bank's reactions shortly. 

(~ You informed me that the draft "memorandum of understanding" which was 
mailed from here last Friday had not reached your office. 

(4) 
V 

(5) 
\ 

Re the Bank's participation in the forthcoming seminar in Portugal, you 
confirmed that Mr Cuellar and Mr Davies would be available from 14 April. 

Re the New Delhi talks on the Madras project, you confirmed that Peter 
Ware would be available on 22 January and could remain over the weekend 
if required . 

Re the estimated 1978/79 CP budget you confirmed receipt of our telex 
and said you would let us have Bank reaction shortly. 

// r 

Yours sincerely, 

~ t A. Steven-..Js~-1-:;~"?'"""l 

Chief, Pre-investment Planning 
Division of Environmental Health 

Mr John M. Kalbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 
Energy, Water & Telecommunications Department 
World Bank 
1818 H Street N.W. 
Washington D.C. 20433 
United States of America 
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WORLD HEALTH 
ORGANIZATION 

1211 GENEVA 27 - SWITZERLAND 
Tclcgr.: UNISANTE-Geneva 

V 
ORGANISATION MONDIALE 

DE LA SANT~ 

1211 GENEVE 27 - SUISSE 

Tclegr.: UNISANTE-Genevc 
Tel. 34 60 61 Telex. 27821 

In r~ply please refer to: PIP P20/372/2 
Prierc de rappcler la rHtrence: 

Dear Mr Kalbermatten, 

12 January 1978 

November 1977 Planning Meeting in Washington 
Duty Travel Report 

Referring to our letter of 15 December 1977 forwarding you an advance 
copy of Messrs Stevens' and Laugeri's Duty Travel Report on their visit to 
the Bank in November 1977, we are pleased to send you, under separate cover, 
two additional copies of this report which has now been cleared internally. 

Mr John Kalbermatten 
Water and Wastes Adviser 
Public Utilities Department 
World Bank 
1818 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20433 

U.S.A. \ ~ 

Yours sincerely, 

Chief, Pre-Investment Planning 
Division of Environmental Health 
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Mr. S. Unakul 
Regional Adviser 
WHO 
Southeast Asia Regional Office 
World Health House 
Indraprastha Estate 
Ring Roa<l 
New Delhi 1, India 

Re: WHO/IBRD poo_perative PrograDlllle 

Dear Mr. Unakul: 

January 10, 1978 

·" . , 

Mr. Schultzberg passed on to us your draft Work Plan for 1978 and 
although this was, aa I understand it, only an informal submission, I thought 
it might save time if I replied quickly with some immediate reactions. These 
are set out in my reply to Gunnar Schultzberg (copy attached). 

ERWilliams:saf · / 

cc : Mr. Kalbermatten 

Yours sincerely, 

Eric R. Willia~~, Chief 
Energy and Water Supply Division 
South Asia Projects Department 

... 

OFFICIAL FILE COPY 

\ 
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Ur. Prescott A. Stevens 
Chief, Pre-Investment Planning 
Division of Environmental Health 
World Health Organization 
1211 Geneva 27 
SWITZERLAND 

Dear Prescott : 

I 

January 3, 1978 

Mr. Alain Thys sent me your recent note, to f.hich was attached the 
request by EMRO to be better informed of Bank act vities in Egypt. 

We are all happy of course to learn of EMRO' 
Bank activity in solid waste management in Alexa 
that EMRO is willing to offer support to our regf 
mation, in liaising with the government, in the 
projects and follow-up activities. 

interest in possible 
ria. We are pleased 
n in providing infor
plementation of 

On the other hand, I am not certain how tor spond with respect to 
EMRO's concern about so-called unilateral action four region. As you 
know, just like WHO, the Bank responds to govern nt requests for assis
tance and it is, of course, largely government's ecision on who our 
contacts should be. Our staff are required to i orm the UNDP country 
representative in the countries of their activit1 s whenever they are on a 
mission. I suggest that this ought to be the pr cipal channel of informing 
EMRO, unless our missions judge that a direct co act with WHO regional 
staff will serve a more useful purpose. I realiz that this is not as 
effective in keeping :filfilO informed as they might esire, but any other 
solution of advising and coordinating field acti~ ties would be too much of 
an administrative burden on our staff. If the go ernment feels that a 
closer coordination of assistance from Bank and l 10 would be advisable, I 
assume they would infonn the appropriate officia to provide a channel 
for such a coordination as our missions are not dertaken without the 
express approval and clearance by responsible gov rnment officials. 

JK.albermatten :ftt 

Yours sin erely, 

John M. Ka bermatten 
Water and Wates Adviser 

Energy, Water and Telec nnnunications Department 
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